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Letter to BAC, Albany
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

MLACK NATIONALIST * HATE GROUPS --- "af

to-consolidate their forces or to recruit new or youthful
adherents must be frustrated. No opportunity should be sed
to exploit through counterintelligence techniques the q
organizational and personal conflicts of the leaderships of the
groups and where possible an effort should be made to capitalize
upon existing conflicts between competing black nationalist
organizations. When an opportunity is apparent to disrupt or
neutralize black nationalist, hate-type organizations through the
cooperation of established local news media contacts or through
such contact with sources available to the Beat of Government,
in every instance careful attention must be given to the proposal
to insure the targeted group ts disrupted, ridiculed, or
discredited through the publicity and not merely publicized.
Consideration should be given to techniques to preclude violence-
prone or rabble-rouser leaders of hate groups from spreading their
philospphy publicly or through various masse communication media.

Many individuals currently active In black nationalist
organizations have backgrounds of immorality, subversive activity,
and criminal records. Through your Investigation of key agitators
you should endeavor to establish their unsavory backgrounds,
Be alert to determine evidence of misappropriation of funds or
other types of personal misconduct on the part of militant
nationalist leaders so any practical or warranted counter-
intelligence may be instituted.

Intensified attention under this program should be
afforded to the activities of such groups as the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, Revolutionary Action Movement, the
Deacons for Defense and Justice, Congress of Racial Equality,
and the Nation of Islam. Particular emphasis should be given to
extremists who direct the activities and policies of
revolutionary or militant groups such as Stokely*Carmichael,
. "Rap" Brown, 51Ijah uhammad, and Maxwell Stanford.

At this time the Bureau is setting up no requirement
for status letters to be periodically submitted under this
program. It will be incumbent upon you to Insure the program
is being afforded necessary and continuing attention and that
no opportunities will be overlookedfor counterintelligence
action.

This program should not be confused with the program
*entitled "Communist Party, USA,.Counterintelligence-Program,
'Internal Security - C," (Bufile 100-3-104)p which is directed
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againstt the Communist Party and related organizations_
program entitled "Counterintelligence Program, Internal SecurityO

,Piruption-of-BRate- Groups,".(ButtLle..157.9)#_ which is directed
against Klan and hate-type groups primarily consisting of white
memberships.

All Special Agent personnel responsible for the
Investigation of black nationalist, hate-type organizations and
their memberships should be alerted to our counterintelligence
Interest and each investigative Agent has a responsibility to
call totthe attention of the counterintelligence coordinator
suggestions and possibilities for implementing the program.
You are also cautioned that the nature of this new endeavor
is such that under no circumstances should the existence of
the program be made known outside the Bureau and appropriate
within-office security should be afforded to sensitive operations
and techniques considered under the program.

So counterintelligence action under this.program may
be initiated by the field without specific prior Bureau
authorization.

Tou are urged to take an enthusiastic and iaginative
approach to this new counterintelligence endeavor and the Bureau
will be pleased to entertain any suggestions or techniques you
may recommend.
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UNITED STATE 0 'MENT

Memorandum
TO, . Director, FBI

SAC, Philadelphia (157-2371)

DATE: 8/30/67

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
INTERNAL SECURITY

Re Bureau airtel to Albany dated 8/25/67.

The following suggestions are presented for general
consideration:

I. RAM

This division during the summer of 1967 has had e)
the opportunity to observe an attempt by an extremist Negro
group (RAM) to affect the peace of a city. Some of the
steps taken against RAM may be of possible use elsewhere U ,
under the current program. It is pointed out that in a
fast moving series of situations, the police may have to
"play it by ear," which may reduce Bureau control of the
action taken. Actions herein set out were carried out by
either the Intelligence Unit or the Civil Disobedience /
Unit (CDU) of the Philadelphia PD, the largest role being 7
played by CDU.

In September 1966, -*'e ned 1
his aa - ,Philadel

that he was going
S* * 0 o ny police attention. He settled in the
heart of the Negro ghetto with his common-law wife and two
children.

This tactic worked. The police had forgotten
and had no prior experience with or knowledge of RAM. Te W
co e Intelligence Unit secured spot-check coverage
of by Neg* - as a personal favor after
expTdin ngjAM and position in it to police
officials.

/I ro V9P
2b -Bureau
1 - Philadelphia (157-23
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PH 157-2371

When activity started with the appear own
Negro extremists native to Philadelphia at the
residence, a full-time surveillance by police wen o effect.
Police disruptive action was also initiated.

Cars stopping at residence were checked
as to license numbers. WheW Wy ett the residence area
they were subject to car stops by uniformed police. The
occupants were identified. They then became the target
for harassment. As an example, the following case is cited:

"Ie was "ion
1A * a oca ac oi . He was interrogated. He was

arrested as a narcotic user on the basis of alleged needle
marks. He was fingerprinted and photographed. He was
subsequently released by a magistrate.

Any excuse for arrest was promptly implemented
by arrest. Any possibility of neutralizing a RAM activist
was exercised.

was arrested for defacing private property
when he panted ack Guard" on a private building. His
companion was also arrested. A charge of carrying a concealed
deadly weapon, aswitch-blade knife, was pushed against the
companion. His probation officer was contacted, his parole
revoked, and he was returned to prison for several years.

When surveillance reflected the arrival of a new
group in town, they were brought in for investigation and
their residence searched.

Certain addresses used b s mail drops
in Philadelphia had been determined o e the addresses of khown
Negro extremists. When a young Negro was arrested for passing
out RAM printed flyers and was charged with inciting to riot
these addresses appeared in his statements to the police. Search
warrants were secured. While the search of the first four ',
only eliminated their use as mail drops, the fifth contained
RAM and Communist literature and a duplicating machine with a
RAM leaflet on the plate. Three persons were arrested at
.this last address.
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PH 157-2371

Legal searches of the home of and othir
RAM members produced a volume of literature of such -
that the District Attorney authorized the arrest of
and five other RAM members. They are still in prison.

Other RAM people were arrested and released on bail,
but were re-arrested several times until they could no longer
make bail.

The above local actions app present to
have curtailed the activities of this roup. It was
apparently a highly frustrating exper or the persons
involved.

was advise trhat he was again Under arrest and that his wife
and sister were also under arrest, he lay down on the floor
of his residence, beat the floor with his fists and cried.

has been returned to New York to answer
charges g aout of a RAM plot in that city to kill moderate
civil rights leaders. Most of the RAM activists are still
in jail in Philadelphia at this time.

The above action by local police units is cited as
an example of an effective disruptive counterintelligence
technique. In other cities where close police cooperation
exists, it may be possible to suggest similar operations
and to supply to police officers interested in such a
violence-prone organization not only information concerning
it but ideas relative to its vital or weak sections and
profitable points of attack.

-3 4,



PH 157-2371 *

III. Future Action Planned by Philadelphia

1. Pursuant to Bureau instructions, this office
will commence interviewing RAM members. About a dozen are
presently incarcerated in Philadelphia and these will be the
first interviewed.

2. Philadelphia is presently reviewing and
analysing a list of names and ads 11edrom three
private address books taken from t the times
of his three arrests since he ret oT7TL Tlphia.
Selective interviews will be made and the analysis may lead
to other counterintelligence suggestions.

3. a-nd most RAM activists in
Philadelphia *** * * n"Prison. Philadelphia will have
to evaluate the situation more fully to determine the extent
of vitality remaining in RAM in this area before it will be
in a position to advance further suggestions under this program.

.. 4
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UNITED STATES GO)V NMEr

Morandum
DIRECTOR, FBI too gy y is

SAC, NW m YOR (oo-16114o) (P*)

DATs: 9/25/67

COUNTERIN GELINCE PR . * -
~IN~ERNALSiQ1CUU1T

0INDTERNAL SECURITY
(HUBERT GEROID BROWN)

ReBuairtel, 8/24/67.

; .:j

"The New York Times" of 8/23/67, Page 1,contained an
article which gave information concerning the $15 000.00 bail
money raised for H. RAP BROWN for his release on 8/22/67. It
was in the form of a certified check, made out to WILLIAM M.
KUNSTLER, the attorney for BROWN, by ROBERT LANGSTON of 320
W. 87th St. IANGSTON was identified as Executive Secretary of
the Alexander Defense Committee, 873 Broadway. This committee
was named for Dr. NEVILLE ALEXANDER, a South African Negro
scholar who fights South Africa's policy'of apartheid-racial
separation.

NY has devel ed no public source information indicatin
HERBERT APTHEKER or provided funds for BROWN's bond.

(BROWrN) 18 .OCT jI92?-196,7
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For the above, it appears that there is no counter-
intelligence potential in this situation. As the Bureau is
aware when BROWN is in N1Y, his activities are followed cbsely.
NY will remain alert to counterintelligence possibilities and
in the event a feasible counterintelligence move is possible,
the Bureau will be advised.
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. 1i *w, Mr . Ca1 ::an.
I . No. 1 *,Mr. C. Bullivan

SwC. Sullivan . ' October 13,-1987
- . I - - .. . -.. 0 ' .-. I C

-, - 1 - Mr.'.C.Moore .

D.Brennan

OIMUNIST PARTY$ USA
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PIOGRAU : 1
INTERNAL SECURITY - C ..

. CATHOLICC WAR- .RANS)

PURPOSE:

C n Attachedis a copy of the pamphlet "A Time of
Challenge," which was.prepared as a counterintelligence
tactic to oppose the influenceIofextremistd of the right
and leftin riots and civil disorders. Also attached for.
approval is a letter to 26 field offices where there has'
been racial unrest to alert them to the availability of

.- this pamphlet* . -- .; . ..

BACKGROUND:;

IMy memorandum of 7/25/67, .approved by the
Director, authorized usto'assist theCatholic War-Veterans.-
-on acontidential basis, .ibi'parfag the cover and format
of :thepamphlet"ATime-ofChalleiige, The pamphlet ori--

ists of pub1is tagpents by'the Director, retired -
Supreme Court Justice Whiitaker, and John Cardinal Krol,
Archbishop of Philadelphia, discrediting extremist orgAniza-
tions and civil disobedience. The pamphlet also contains.

-an article by Dennis M. Higgins of the "Philadelphia
Inquirer." which accurately dissects organizations leading'
civil disobedience. o

IJI

Our .Philadelphia Office, through discreet con-
.tactwith the National Commander of the Catholic War
Veterans, has arranged for.this'pamphlet'to be-printed in,!:*

quantity under the sponsorship of the Veterans organization.
The Catholic War Veterans intends to give the pamphlet
Vidospread circulaton throughout the country and has
volunteered .to mail the pamphlet at its own expense to .
any organization or.individual specified'by the FBI

Enclosures .

00-3-3-04-37---7 7 NOT I
-100-448006 OCT 2U 1

CP:cat (12) .CONTINUED - OVER .

LOONTAlS
'SV -vA:j~jD



Memorandum to -r. W. C. Sullivan . .
RE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ,.
100-3-104-37.- c -

,. : . *

.0' My memorandum 7/25/67 authorized anonymous
confidentialdissemination of this pamphlet, 'through

established sources, .to expose and discredit organiza.
ions involved in civil disobedience.'Attached for

-approval is .a letter to 26 field offices where civil-.
unrest has occurred advising that.this pamphlet is
available for distribution Those-offices are being
advised they may propose sendi ng Ste pamphletT7t"-
:rosponible.indivduals or-oinizatosand cautioned
against proposing sending I torabble.,rousers-or-persons
or groups, qfaunsavory .reputation sinee that-would.serve
no purpose .-, . * -.

In'the past, through discreotocooperationi with,.'-
the Catholic War Veterane, we arranged for the preparation'-
and widespread circulation of a pamphlet exposing the
communist-controlled youth group, the W. B. B. DuBois
Clubs of America. At that time,-the Crime Records .,
Division was successful in having an announcement
regarding the pamphlet exposing the DuBois Clubs
iAnserted in a column by Walter Winchell, which greatly

'.facilitated broad circulation of the pamphlet. We should.
again endeavor to publicize the current pamphlet through
our news media contacts. ,* ,

Additional copies of the current pamphlet may-
be-obtained for Beat of Government use or for release to
established sources on a confidentialbasis frcathe'.Internal
Security Section of the Domestic Intelligence Divisionv...

RECOMMENDATIONS: * .% .14-)

-'- I . It Is recommonded that the attached letter '

to 26 field offices where there have been instances of
civil disobedience be approved to alert these offices

:-to the availabilityof the.qurrent.ptaphlet.. .*, *,

2.- It is also recommended that this memorandum
be routed to the Crime Records Division so that the
availability of this pamphlet through tho Catholic War
eterane, 2 Massachusetts Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D C.
zip code 200010 may be referred for publication through.
appropriate news media sources.-.- ..

UUU0EIZ
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Zncloaodfof each recipient iolicee excluding'"t'
P-d1.adolphla* is ono copy -of a parxphlet entitled "A -TIaS-or

*Cha~loengo" published by. the Catholic War Veteranse (MI) wbl6oh
discedit civl dsobel~nc &Mexposes *%Utwdst ee nts

both of tho left anud riehtv wW bMve andoavorad to spearhead
act ofcivl dsobdiece nd avecaptalzedupon racial

umvret. For your confidential inforumtion, the format and :
covr o ths pmphot ereprepared by this Bureau and

arranigemeonts were wna for Its preperat.ot by the PMiiadolphia
-4office throuagpttabliehad-oontact with theCIMe -
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2 AaDetlmo', (100-20088) (Enoloeuro) , ., '

:-2 Boston (100-31048) (Hnloeur*) %'.<a

2 .w'S~uf falo (100-4370-104) (Enclosure) J'.

-' 2 - Charlotte (nacosura) .

* *. 2 Chicago (100-32804) (Enclosure)
2 . Cincinnti (100-12571) (Enclosure)
2 - Clevoland (100-23080) (nlosure)
2 Dotroit (134-70G)0) (comure)
2- Jackson (Enclosure) *

2 Lon Aflgeley (100m545154) (Enclosure)

2 -Uilwiiuko (100-42-JJ) (Rnalosure)
2 . Miuneapolis (100-1078.-MV) (Enolosuro)

K.-2 ?owark (100-42359) (~CK=osure)" *

* .7 2 -woVw York (100-229302) (Enlosue) '.-

d- PhlIadlphia (100-42402)
2q- Puoenix ncowa

2-:Uczn Ecouc Pittsburgh (100-43274).Cz~em

2 - St * Louis (100-10708) (Encloosure) 165

- FQ 10-2 )(Enclosure) .

.100-448006 * -c''
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Letter to BAC,'Albakly.
R~t- COMMUNIST )PAR&T SA

100-3.104-37 .

IL.

1 ' The Philadelphia Office has arranged, through its.
established contact with the CWV, for copies of this pamphlet
to be mailed by the CYV to any individual or group who Is-Ia
a position to use it effectively to counteract civil. '
disobedience and racial unrest. Each recipient office should
submit to the Bureau, with a copy for Philadelphies- the
name and address of any individual or group within its field
office territory it is felt may make effective use of the
peaphlet. 'Recipient offices should not consider sending,,*
the pampblet to activist groups or parsons of unsavory -

reputation since it is an informative book for responsible
individuals to alert them to the nature of extremist groups
on the right and the left. Philadelphia is authorized to
arrange for the mailing of the pamphlet by the CWV to
individuals and groups specified by other offices.

Additionallv .reipient offices who feel they my
nkoe effective uso of additional-copies of the pamphlet .

through confidential dissemination to established sources .

. or anonymous circulation any submit thoir requots to the
Bureau. Any dissemination, of the pamphlet must be
acccaplished ou a selective basia.whore there is reason to
believe it will be read *nd acted upon.

* The Bureau and the Philadelphia Office should be
advised of any pertinent tangible results obtained through
the circulation of this pamphlet.

NOTE: 41  -

.ee*coeermemorandum C;D. Brennan to r. . C.
Sullivandated October13,1967captioned a v
prepared by RCP:cst,'.
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

-- 1.'0~ I

.t10 /4

Date: 10/167 * a *-

a plain&so "
I

(Pwioday or Meshed of Modin5)

TO: Director, FBI (157-370)

FROM: SAC, Detroit (157-950)

UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA", INC.,
KNIGHTS.OF THE KU KLUX KLAN (UKA)
RM - KLAN
(00: Birmingham)

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies, for Birmingham
two copies and for other recipient offices one copy of an LEN
concerning the Michigan UKA March held 10/14/67 at Flint,
Micbigan.

a J

One copy of the LH Is furnished Secret Service, 0-2
and the USA, all Detroit, Michigan.

Bureau (Enc. 1 M)
(1 - 157- DUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACKNATIONALIST_- RATE GROUPS, IS
2 - Birmingham (105-722)(Ene.~) (RM)
I - Cincinnati (157-618)(Enc.1)(Info)(RM)
1 - Cleveland (157-470)(Enc.1)(Info)(RM)
1 - Indianapolis (157-157)(Enc.1)(Info)(RM)
1 Louisville (157-244)(Enc.1)(Info)(RM)
2 - Detroit

(1 - 100-34655 (COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM)
WJW/cc
(12)

NOT RECORDED
209 OCT 25 1967
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FEDERAL SURCLAU Of INLSTIGA2ION

Detroit, Michigan
knows we October 16, 1967

Re: Michigan March
United Klans of America, Inc.,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (VKA)
Flint, Michigan
October 14, 1967

A characterization of the United Klans of America,
Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (VIA) In
contained in the appendix hereto.

dv sedon October 14, 197,ha neVXcon --TWa
"ra he streets of Flint, Michigan, on this date. Captain
Jones stated the above rally was held from approximately 2:00 p.m.
to 4:15 p.m. and consisted of approximately 50 UKA members In
their Klan robes accompanied by approximately 50 Individuals
dressed in business suits. The above demonstrators walked about
seven blocks on Saginaw Street, in Flint, Michigan, and Jack
Davis, Grand Dragon for the State of Michigan UKA, road in a
convertible automobile up and down Saginaw Street during the
UKA march.

stated that after the march was completed
in the dog lownFlit area the group traveled to*s northwest
shopping center area in Flint, Michigan, and to the South Flint
Plaza Shopping Center, also in Flint, at which time they
demonstrated for approximately 30 minutes at each place and
passed out UKA literature.

stated that the above march by the UKA
was order y an no neidents occurred during this march.

t tte MIA marched-on
Octobr 14, 1Vbj R.00 p~m. in Flint, Michigan,

and he estimated that approximately 80 Klan members participated
in the march, most of them wearing Klan robes.

ENCLOSUREg/6
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Ze: Michigan .!arch
United Mians of America, Inc.-,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (UKA)*

- Flint, Michigan
October 14,.1967

during the march the Klan
members passed ou era uT in an effort to recruit members
into the Michigan UKA and no incidents of any importance
occurred during the march which he described as being
conducted in an orderly manner.

"The Detroit News" issue October 15, 1967, carried
an article by Michael Maharry captioned, "Ku Klux Klan
Stages Series of Flint Parades". "The Detroit News" is a
Detroit daily newspaper of general circulation and the above
mentioned article is being attached in its entirety:

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

i6



APPE NDI X

UNIThD KLANS OF AMERICA, INC,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN (UNITED PLANS)

Records of Superior Court of Fulton County,
Georgia, show that this Klan organization was granted a
corporate charter on February 21, 1961, at Atlanta, Georgia,
under the name United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
of America, Inc.

that
United K1sa s "M ws*m as aresu ofa splitin U. S.
Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. According to the
source, the split resulted.from a leadership dispute and
the United Klans has the same aims and objectives as the
parent group. These are the promotion of Americanism,
white supremacy, and segregation of the races.

o er ca, Inc., merged with Alabama Knights1 Krights of
the Ku Klux Klan. The merged organization established
headquarters in Suite 401, the Alston Building, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama, The organization* is directed by Robert Shelton,
Imperial Wizard, and is the dominant Klan group in the
South withunits in several southern states.

that the o *** aeriy known as United ians,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of America, Inc., would be
known In the future as United glans o on Intel
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. aid the
sane was changed by a resolute W iT M ational
Elonvocation hold July 8, 1961, at Indian Springs, Gebrgia.

a majority of the
A 0 e U.o5. &ns# n ghts o he Ku Klux Klan,

merged with the United States of American, Inc., Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan.

I
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reserve atristsanity, "Wake
Up Americans" and "J:K-
Testerda.TTC.ac yand For.
ever" followed the Klansmen
while they walked.

With a-population of 210,00,
including about 40,000 Negroes.
Flint Is the largest city in the
country with a Neiro chief ex-

..ecutive.
Floyd 3. fMcCree. 44. was

elected to the largely ceremon.
falt aost-of mayor last Noven-
ber ,y his fellow city commis.
sioners. Flint has a city man-
ager-pity commission form of
government. *

After the snarches. McCree
said be did not think they had
had any adverse effects on the
racial climate of the commu-
ally. *

.'The Intelligent people In
tiWs community are doing **v
erythin; pes;ible to improve
the lot of allour citizens." Mc.
Cree said. "an.a March like.

. this vAill only inspie them to
work harder." . .'

. JOHN 34. DAVIS -. ONALD STAPLETONJ
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SA7'-Detroit (100-34655) . 11/2/67
REC-128

Director, FBI (100-448016) a-

COUNTERINTELLICENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

Reference is made to your letter cated October 2n,
1967, suggesting that the Bureau consider a high Government
contact with either Internal Revenue or StieDeoStmen
in an effort to secure prosecution of ______

for failure to file income tax returns.

It is noted that this is the responsibility of
IRS; that an active investigation has been conducted and
that aparently prosecution is being considered. It is
not believed that the Bureau should inject itself into this
situation.

TbR: clbj)

local IRS has recommended prosecut on; however,

such has not been authorized by IRS Headquarters to date.

MAlLD 8

___ lvLIV 2 1967 40"

u___ *COMM. FI

Comed

R/ .ALL INFOPMATION CONTAINED
H". E T.1.RETN T!,UN0IASS1FIED

," , ' 'E'"r'?T .HER:E SHOWN
r..... OTHERWISE.IA3 N TELETYPE UNIT ID+9 1 'd
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UNITED STATES ERNMENT

Memorandum
7 ECTOR, FBI DATE: 10/27/67

SAC, WFO (157-1292) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
Is

Re Bureau letter 8/25/67.

Prior to the institution of this program, the
WFO had received information in August 1967 from a Nation
of Islam source, that Muhammad's Mosque #4, (M4M#4),
Washington, D. C. planned on starting a regular daily
grade school at the Mosque. The Attendance Department
of the District of Columbia Board of Education was advised
of these contemplated plans.

The Attendance Department on 10/11/67 advised
that on 9/27/67, two representatives of that department
visited MM#4 and found a regular daily grade school in
operation; the Minister of the Mosque advised that about
150 students attended the school. He was advised that
under District of Columbia regulations he would have to
register with the Board of Education for the operation of
such a school. This registration consists of filling in
a rather lengthy detailed form. The Minister was also
given a number of background cards to be filled in for
each student attending the school. When and if these .

forms are fillea in, they will be made available to the WFO.

The Attendance Department was not satisfied
with the health and safety factors in regard to the
school. and notified the District of Columbia Zoning
Board of these conditions. The Zon
that it would look into this situat

3 - Bureau
(1-25-330971) (Nol) REC 67-2 - WFOL (1-100-22829) (NOc!)

PEM:dab )-L. Uj0 * ,
(5)
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WFO 157-1292

Formally include an inspection the Health Departmen
and the Fire Department. The At nee Department
with whom the WFO has had confidential dealings in there
past, advised that they would notify the WFO of additional -
information received in this matter.

During the course of the interview of the Minister
of the Mosque on 9/27/67, he advised the representatives
of the Attendance Department that the-school was supported
by the congregation and was non-profit. The Tax Division
for the District of Columbia would be interested in this
matter, and in accordance with instructions set out in
referenced Bureau letter, Bureau authorization isrequested/
to pursue this matter further by contacting a responsible
individual in the Tax Department with whom this office
has had dealings in thepast.

-2-4-I
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,4S&U WFO (157-1292) 11/14/67

Director, FBI (100-448006)-

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

Reference is made to your letter cated Octo-
ber 27, 1967.

You are authorized to advise a reli-ble contact in
the Tax Livision of the District of Columbia regarding the
operation of the daily grade school 1i4uhammad's Mosque #4,
Washington, D. C. You should insure/that the Bureau is not
revealed as the source of informs kn.

1 - 25-330971 (NOI) ...

TDR:1pr

NOTE; As a counterintelligence moveX$ em he Natioi of
Islam, Washington, D. C., the Attendan'ce Department

of the District of Columbia Board of Education has been advised
of the fact that Temple 4, NOI, Washington, D. C., planned to
start a regular daily grade school at the Temple. This action
resulted in the Attendance Department visiting the Temple at
which time the school was found to be operating. This Depart-
ment was not satisfied with the heah.and safety factors and
has now notified the D. C. Zoning board of conditions found.
This Board is looking into the situation. To qualify as a
nonprofit organization, which the school claims to be, a certi-
ficate is required from the D. C. Tax Division, which certificate
has not been obtained by the Temple. The school's revenues are

*tAhen subject to taxation until such time as the certificate is
T**I obtained,

Basho.. COMI 8F~~~r J~I!D,
id ' NOV 14 1967 ALL TINFOPg.WnP COPNTATINED

* ~~~~COMM*FBI ypyyst1"ARIID.Bone" EX~CEPT M.1M SHONE

Sallay.OTHERIWISE-

ov UM1/;frELrE ~UNIT[:]
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( director5 FDZ (100-443WO)

BULCX NATIONALIST - RATE! OCP
-1 rEPmAL S!rmUEinT
(KATIOII OF ISLAM)
UTED: 12/29/67

I
1-
1-
1-

RA&D-Latel datod November 22 1967, captioned

'a

..........

*~t Th broau fools that this Incident affords an
4 zctlent *pp~rtvnLty to exploit this situation by couxter-

P .1 Intelligence action that will discredit and disropt the 310r
W=0')" matlonally and. In Dallam and possible comletely motralize

CI ;the RO1 In DalLs. i ccordingly, you should Imdlatoly cono
e uct all logical Investigation to "erify and determine the

-'~~com Iota dotailu ssrrounding ths* allagatiom. Yourlave*-&
tigation should be coordinated vith your Whit* Slave Traffic
Act Jnterslflcation Program to determine If any Fedral
violation exoiss.Am Lis of ymow aetigatlon 09 to the
K should bo submitted nuder the 30t caption in lottaaA..

scmormndum form suitable for disamination to reach the
3 . Eftresn by Dce~r all 19170'r ' C

_3 CA 454 / - .10 NOV 291967
C3 ty th ae mdateg you should submit under tb..

caption for Bureau approval your specificto coumoudatIon for
- counterlntolligenne actpa 4o publiceo ad xploit the infor.-

res* rton 5 j~deveoao;d.Txtbisrp.d ypu should, of cour 9. ta)~e
* ____ into comstderatiott at~7 1~derV and local prosecution tb $ tm

* cqpi reuttleti publicity which may .xvolop out of yr rInvextigi.

tel Wtbout sc ific Bakesu antwitye *
-LtjeD*Ilax 1 t. 105-524E (Nor

Ch 1100-4035) INOJI 1 254330971 (WO!)'

3dy... MAL RO TYPE UIE
~.ooi- AF~lr (0SEPG

-V 
i).,
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* etter to SAC, Dollas
: CUNT1ERINTELLIGENCE . .RA

100~448000 :-) .

We should develop the complete facts regarding the
*alleged prostitution ring to determine it Federal or local
prosecution is feasible and to exploit this situation to the.
fullest by some form of counter intelligenlce action. .-

* *.

.*.

. **...

9 . *. * .* *
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. SA PMpR 6(8CPR) gA$* 0

. * UNITED STATES tNMENT 0*
Memora ?um .

rO DIRECTOR, I DATE: 11/30/67

FRoM :$ A AC, NEWARK (100-49654) P*

SUBJECT: * . COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROUPS

Re Bulet to Albany, dated 8/25/67, in captioned matter.
Newark letter to Bureau, dated 10/27/67, captioned,
"NATION OF ISLAM; IS - NOI."

'A ( i0 LBu~U.S.'J'. ings BondfEuilady-0suskb
. . "' -EXCEPT WHERE SHOf!I

CEryW



9 (9
NE 100-49654

In view of the above, no request Is being submitted
to the Bureau at this time.

Newark will remain alert for possible
counterintelligence activity and request Bureau authority for
any such activity deemed wortay of consideration by
the Bureau.

2
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UNITED STATES ERNMENT

Memorandum
(9,

To : DIURCTORI FBI (100-448006)

FROu' -SACS WFO (157-1292) (P*)

sUBJEcT: COUIJTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

Re Bureau letter dated 11/14/67.

District of
Columbia has auv.ezUTtV1cnxU fence aGit inasmuch as' the
school being conuucteu by Muhammau'a Mosque No. 4 (MM#4),
Washington, D. C. is in conjunction with and locateu at
the Mosque, there is no immediate tax problem. The Tax.
Division does not require church-affiliat sichoo to
register as soon as they are instituted, advised
however, that when MM4# files its annual tax ace aration
in March, 1968, it will have to advise as to the details
of the school being conducted by MM,#4. He said that if
their explanation is not detailed enfhteTax Division
will ask for more complete details. advised
that he will make available the tax as aration of MM#4
when it is filed.a

These cards were supplied by 'fM#4
aru can tianeu uM enamezsan6 background data of all
pupils attending the school conoucted by VMM1,4. The Mosque
has ilso advisco that it will supply to the Board of
Education, complete details as to their curriculum; hours
of classes; and the -ame-and bpAcroundfiatat oi.gt..±ci-ho

PEM :dab
(5)

I

REC-21
(NOI)

(Nol) 12 DEC 20 11967

r

.1 -

DATE: 12/18/67

S.SwnsBnsR~al ntePyrolU Savin&: Plan
io Fp

/3 *- Bureau
(1-25-330971)

a2. WFO
'(1-100-22829)

In regard to the Mosque register
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WFO 157-1292

further advised that she had been
in touch wt hihe strict of Columbia Zoning Board and .

(was auvised that since the Mosque had been cleared for
health and safety fa.ctors, the school would qualify also..,.-

Inasmuch as there is no t'urther action that can
be taken by the WFO in this matter at this time, the case
is being placed in a P* status. The WFO will remain alert
for any situation in which this program can be implemented.

-2-
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Dt12/27/67I

Ttrn t the following in

Via (Pdmt r ;:.sAd of MaUL.)

-------------------- ----- -- ------ -- --- --------- -------

I P ifi:

Evj-; "T

SAC t DALLS (105-524) (P)

KA'~~OF 1SL& aLka
FO

:(A*IC&C~p

Lmeorxd for tWi F'au ware six copies anid toChicago,
rLi,1O-. t - tw~A~1~Iiz o pio each of a, letterhead rmmrandum

'61,:,-,* jWL3 enpla ofLW Lave been furnished to
SDa1is.,&z74y d rte corq och kms beam furnished to NISO

7-v&*rtVtja t D~tJallis wzq conrducted byI

w ii~ z±c L1, i . igzwainform a

.aml 25-330'71) (7mc6)

25
Aprvd"Sent IU Per

Special Agent in Charge

rD-as 411e u-oami
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DL 105-

-Js were made to interview
with negative results. al

o a s 10 ment or esi ence.
Attempts'"O*ere made to contact
with negative results. It was su uen y ear e a e
was cut of the were made to locate i
interview those
as It w&s felt tha is would alert em o e bureau a
interest and they would discontinue their activities, thereby
preventing possible arrest.

'I,

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source Location

I

* I

I
D LAS

AT DALLA5 TEXAS. Will submit recommendations for
county TTeTIgence action against Dallas NOI to Bureau by

. 12/28/67.

31l



APPENDIX

1
MURAMMAD'S TEMPLE OF ISLAM IN DALLAS

On July 1, 1960, sources advised that a Natio
of Islam (NOI) group had existed at Fort Worth, Texas,
tince January, 1957, and a group had existed in Dallas,
Texas, since September, 1959.

These sources advised on June 1, 1962, that since
July 25, 1960, the Islam believers of both Fort Worth and
Dallas, Texas, have been meeting together as a merged group
known as "Muhammad's Temple of Islam in Dallas." This
group obtained temple status on March 19, 1961.

The purpose of the Muhammad's Temple of Islam in
Dallas is to follow the teachings of Islam as handed down
by Elijah Muhammad,national leader. Muhammad's Temple of
Islam in Dallas is affiliated with NOI national headquarters
at Chicago, Illinois, and adheres ,to the-teachings of
Muhammad.

On May 5, 1967, above sources stated above informa-
tion remains unchanged.

5
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APPENDIX

NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred to as
--Tbe Muslim Cult of Islam, also known

as Muhammad's Temples of Islam

In January, 1957, a source advised Elijah Muhammad
has described his organization on a nationwide basis as the
"Nation of Islam" and "Muhammad's Temples of Islam."

On May 5, 1967, a second source advised Elijah
Muhammad is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI);
Muhammad's Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois, is the national headquarters of the NOI;
and in aid-1960 Muhammad and other NOI officials, when referrin
to Muhammad's organization on a nationwide basis, commenced
using either "Mosque" or "Temple" when mentioning one of
"Muhammad's Temples of Islam."

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was
originally organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. Muhammad
claims to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to
lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness
of North America by establishing an independent black nation
in the United States. Members following Muhammad's teachings
and his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no such
thing as a Negro; the so-called Negroes are slaves of the white
race, referred to as "white devils," in the United States; and
the white race, because of its exploitation of the so-called
Negroes, must and will be destroyed in the approaching "War
of Armageddon."

In the past, officials-and members of the NOI, includ-
ing Muhammad have refused to register under the provisions of
the Selective Service Acts and have declared that members owe
no allegiance to the United States.

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised Muhammad
had, upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal
statements and instructions to his ministers concerning the

-principles of his organization in order to avoid possible--
prosecution by the United States Government; however,, e did
not indicate any fundamental changes in the teachings f his
organization.

-6-
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NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred to as
The Muslim Cult of Islam, also known r-
as Muhammad's Temples of Islam

On May 2, 1966, a third source advised Muhammad had,
in early July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious
aspects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic
benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI.
This policy change, according to Muhammad, would help him
acquire additional followers and create more interest in his
programs.

a* ow
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Cl. APPENDIX

MUSLIM GIRLS TRAINING

On May 19, 1960, a source advised the Muslim Girls
Training (MGT) is a group within the Nation Of Islam (NOI)
and is composed of all female members of the NOI. The MGT
Is similar in structure to the Fruit of Islam (FO1), which
is composed of male members of the NOI, in that the MGT has
officers similar to military organizations to whom other -
female members are accountable. MGT members receive instructions
in homemaking, hygiene, calisthenics, and other subjects such
as Muslim history, and the English language. There also exists
a Junior MGT, which is composed of female members of the NOI
who are between the ages of 15 and 19 and who are afforded
military-type drill.

Since 1957, various officers and "sisters" of the
MGT have, at meetings of the MGT, used the term MGT so that
it also means General Civilization Class. General Civilization
Class refers to classes conducted within the MGT.

The above refers to activities of the MGT at
Muhammad's Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood, Chicago,
Illinois.

On May 4, 1967, another source advised that, in
theory, the MGT exists in all Temples of the NOI and is
patterned after the MGT at Muhammad's Temple of Islam No. 2,
Chicago.

(41*5.~~..
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-. ~-UNITED STATES NMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

p DALLAS (157-952) (P) -

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
INTERNAL SECURITY
(NATION OF ISLAM)
Buded 12/28/67 :

to Bureau

DATE:

Re Bulet to Dallas datd 11/28/67 and Dallas airtel
entitled "NATION OF ISLAM aka; IS - NO1"12/27/67.

Contacts with the Dallas, Texas, PD indicate that the
Vice and Criminal Intelligence Departments are vi into cooperate
with the Bureau to develop criminal cases against and his
associates, however the development of evidence in is matter
through their sources has been fruitless to date. -

'I *%.3 Lr~ 1967-
O96" 10?!l ArAOIr?. !~CP'TSC

IS. av~g~teYALJ~gUIttyuif~xPayroll Savings
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- 2i41 C.

It appears that any counterintelligence program
instituted at this time would be premature. However, there
appears to be excellent potential for a successful counter-
intelligence program depending upon the results achieved in the.
interviews outlined above and appropriate recommendations will
be made upon completion of such interviews.

One copy of this communication is being furnished
Chicago since it is origin in NOI case.
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1 - Guidance Folder

Boston (157-531) 2/8/68

REC 16
director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Title changed to substitute Racial Intelligence
for Internal Security for Bureau routing purposes.

Reurairtel 2/1/68.

The Bureau very much appreciates Boston's suggestion
for counterintelligence activity designated to thwart Stokely.
Carmichael's plan to form a united front of civil rights and
black nationalist groups. The exposure of Carmichael's
secret machinations might well disrupt his plan.

r au files show that

Ure o9aprogram i
mus be handled most discreetly. If possible, Boston should
resubmit this suggestion using another newspaper or other
news media source as the vehicle for exposing Carmichael.

Also, advise the Bureau in more detail concerning
the information you recommend be furnished a news source,

-- * The Bureau must be able to determine if the information is
28 public knowledge so that sources would not be exposed.F j TJD:emo c

*t

NOTE:
ecentl c the FBI

in editorials
-----criticized the ureau

advigable to "leak" d a1 rmichael's secret plans to
rganize a "United Front ' i wspaper as a means of
exposing Carmichael and thwarting his plans.

~;gje ALL flnpom~,07- 0olCOSlA rrM-

FtoB1 orIas,
... oo....c....un..C.
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FBI

Date: 2/1/68

ITransmit t o owing in
(Type is plaintest or code)

IRT'EL
Via ___________ (Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, 9BI

FROM: SAC, BOSTON (157-531)
4MMI

I '

.3)

App

SUBJECT: COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
INTERNAL SECURITY - - --

Re Bulet to Albany, 8/25/67.
In connection with captioned programs the Boston

Division is submitting the following suggestion:

Boston SNCC has been promoting the idea of forming'-V
a United Front in Boston made up of representatives of all
Negro organizations in the Greater Boston area. This United
Front in turn would elect representatives to form a National
United Front with representatives from other cities. Through
this means, the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
claims black power would be concentrated into its greatest
strength. STOKELY CARMICHAEL visited Boston on 1/25/68 to
address a meeting of representatives of Negro organizations
which had met to consider the United Front idea. The idea
has met with opposition generally because of the fact that
CARMICHAEL's name is associated with it. To counteract this,
SNCC will attempt to have the idea supported in the Boston area
by organizations known to be more moderate, such as National
Association for Advancement of Colored Peoples-Urban League,
and Exodus. The Bureau has been advised of the above by
separate communjyation. .

Bureau (RM) ...6-g
Boston 15
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s157-53.1.

, It is suggested that efforts being ade by.CA CHAEL

t a a .rm. a2I

tUnitedPrant be exposed n a news arti.CA'L.-

would also"nclude-the-facts-that-CARMICHIih travel in,

and"~but of Boston using assumed names and evasive tactics in",t
a C ypi ca l.'e rimina1:,.type of.'activi:tyj.,The fact that CARMICHAE

. has held secret meetings in Boston to set up plans for some
activity in Boston during the.aummer of-1968vould.also be:

t 
2

a Tc- '

. brought-out. . . . ..

If * * *rog* t exrose neo * . . . .

woldE ~pN cdetefcstht.CRIfA7jatrvi i

* .'~ a Burea's ineres, He nsadWould completely protec-t the
.,I the past, indicated a willing-"

ness to assist the Bureau in any way in a proposal of this
type and to accept complete responsibility for it.

It is also suggested that certain portions of Bureau.
-. airtel to Albany dated 1/19/68 entitled, "Foreign Influences.

... in the Black Nationalist Movement"(racial intelligence section)
concerning foreign travel of STOKELY CARMICHAEL be 'released
or inclusion in the r osed tile.Fe current

os8ur'e su U
corm a esponsible-groups of the extent of.

CARMICHAEL's travel.'and contacts and would tend-to alienate
em from SNCC activities. It is believed it would also be

a deterrent for any activity which militant groups may ha "
planned for Boston for the-summer of 1968. '

9-2

I t,

'1

~1
ft

I

"'I

'a'

'9'
p

'I

op

In the past the Globe has given strong support to
negro complaints against discrimination, segregation, and,
poor housing. This newspaper also was a vigorous appporter

..of the negro complainti:of de facto" segregation-in the
Boston Public School System. For'this reason it is read by
a much larger percentage of negroes in the Roxbury area than
any other Boston paper. Although the Globe has in the past' .
published some articles which have been' anti-Bureau in tone,
this paper has always been cooperative with the Boston Office.
It is believed the type of article suggested would get the
most exposure and be read by the greater majorityof negroes'
in the Metropolitan Boston area if it appears in the Globe.
There is no Question but what the Bureau's interests will be

- sa6uaid .
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*The Bureau might also wish to consider a releas ;o
a similar type on a national-level through Bureau sources

Since a third organizational meeting of the Un ed
Front is to be held soon on an as yet unscheduled dates I
requestedd that the Bureau give consideration to this p osal
iassoon as .possible. It is believed that the sooner such an.

article could be released, the better effect it would have,
since at this time, representatives of certain organizations
in Boston are sitting on the fence with respect to joining
the United. Front.

In the event of Bureau approval, the Bureau a
interest will be completely protected.
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BS 157-531

Such questions could include efforts of NOX
members to stop a car in the Sumner Traffic Tunnel,
Boston, Mass., on 6/14/64 under the impression that
the occupant was MALCOLM X and for the purpose of
assassinating him. Another subject could be the
beating of LEON PHILLIPS, aka LEON AMEER, NOI member
from New Haven, Conn., in the lobby of the Sherry-

. Biltmore Hotel, Boston, Mass., on 12/25/64. PHILLIPS
subsequently died in his hotel room on 3/13/65. The
hatred this group bears for the white man could be
explored as well as questions on local administration
of the Temples and their methods of financing them-
selves by sales of Muhammad Speaks and donations.
Still another subject could be the escapades of
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD with respect to his secretaries.

It is believed that this program, properly
developed, could portray the NOI in its true light.
It is noted that the Providence, . I., area has a
Negro population estimated at aboutI .

The Bureau can b sured of Mr. NC KENNA's
discreetness and the fa tthat the Bureau's interests
will be protected.

- 2*-
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IC, Boston (157-531)

Dire YFBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
]BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(NATION OF ISLAM)

1-
1 -
1 -

Reurlet 2/9/68.

'2

2/27/68
.,1ia.

You are authorized to furnish derogator information
about the N %ion f Islam (NOI) to

Radio Station iwo w
a . e eau of the results of your contact

with and of results of any program using material
yoJu J.urnLaJn

Your suggestions concerning material to furnish
are good. Emphasize to him that the NOI predilection

"forioence, preaching of race tried and hypocrisy,-should
be exposed. Material furnished should be either
public source or known to enough pe as to protect your
sources.

Insure the Du* interest in this matter is
completely protected by Your alertness and interest
in forwarding this suggest IOUra appreciated by the Bureau.

TJD:srs
(6)

NOTE:

. Bureau
-----' r n nothir -ron nry or station WEAN.

but was no-CIrea because oz a neiow average acnolamse.I
WEAN covers Rhode Island, anld Southern Massachusetts, anv
with a Negro population of 20,000. Program expoing t]
should be particularly valuable on this station. i

10 s;
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r Detroit

Director, FBI

2/9/68

1 -

1l-
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Title changed to substitute Racial Intelligence
for Internal Security for Bureau routing purposes,

pvuRacTeWuaee bureau Couceruug a
Dtroit where a large company plant is
Lained that one of the directors of

I

or n oun or nte gence measures to expose
and his asociates. Detroit should advise the extent

t0w bdand his associates are known to be friendly
towards Wcommunist philosophy and should submit
recommendations for counterintelligence action.

,. I . . .. -* ., k;X a11 REC 16

Tnty

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

(~,J ALL TPWoretTIOF 4r.YAINED

TELETYPE UNIT =Cl.:PA" vhpxStiB.,4

I 1~~~ 
"Moog&19

7:I

p nd other businessmen to form
a corporation to pr vpf Yor rebuilding ghetto areas
in Detroit under the control of the black power group.

The said that realizes
this'group I compose extreme militants and is conce nod
that they may have "Red Chinese orientation." The
desired confirmation of this from the Bureau The * a
nature of Bureau files was explained to theta who said
they understood the Bureau's position.

co

LaJ

Magma=
NNW-

9
pvds-.4
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9;.
ter to SAC, Detroit -

1; 16

I 

-'OOT:,x~eavt io e "Raatter Deroo.t. V ooreto rdatedC.2/3L/ anConcerned the visit by'tbe''Bureaui

- .rvalaypbicsuc is associates that might be used to'exposetbhese sons
as sponsors of Red Chaina,
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SAC, New York
9

Dir tor, FBI (100-44C006)

00 4  INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLA NATIONALIST e HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

and under

2/28/68

1 -

Advise : u of the result under this caption
caption as soon as possible.

IYL

1 - 100-425102

TJD:cds (7)

NOTE: a

background inTormatHon useTul I athe captTonpf5program
The book contains several citations to the work of Herbert
Aptheker, notorious communist who specializes in Negro history.

- H A LD O 1:s 9

MIL ROOM TM.ETYPE UMT

/Oc' /fyi A.
.,kci

* ALL INFORMTON CONTAINED
HErr t ! IS ''"r SSIFIED.

OTHERWISE.

0
5.'

'V

C)
C.,
p.
'A.I.
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Jacksonville 2/29/8

Director, FBI (100-448006) 1 -

UNITERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BfACANATIONALIST'- BATE GROUPS
ACIAL CINTELL IGENCE W "

W rm eforence is made to suggestion memorandum of
_ _ a__n the case "Counterintelligence

ogram, ty r Disruption of Rate Groups,"
Jacksonville file number 157-863.

For your information, captioned file has been
opened to handle counterintelligence against militant
black nationalist groups.

Submit ndatio ae
action a ainst

;\ jjN- un er e aove
fl1an e num er. A new case should be opened

in your office under this caption.

TJD:dle .1
(5)

KOTE:

During the January, 1968, inspection at Jicksonville,
it was suggested that counterintel ence action be 'taken con-
cerning inflammatory statements by Jacksonville
advised the Inspector that they wouI Y Iv the matter and
request Bureau authority for counterintelligence action.

FE8281968 A
M- -7 as FEB 291968

-/ALL VRrr,,nY=

low. 30'Owztu z
11"ILA

,
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N.

0.2.

.~. The incidents described above have had extensive
2ocl ad cnsierale tae-wde ublcit, nt only in

*thc prersc, but in the radio and television media.. It is
sugrested That public information raiyaalbet
Jac)sonvllo beoeiwd upa fterveil
determine if a factual chronological history of the developments
leading uzp to tjlhp IUur inof stores in Gain.esville and
thes burning, of 'house can be set out in a brief
or paper. If cucPr~F an-be prtpawed, Bureau should
be advised of the facts of this Ratter and the feasibility
of thei prcrparation of 'suicb a paper,* Jacksonville should-
request iurcau authority and/or suggestions to utilize such
aper in connection with a counterintellisence actions against
hate groups, -It would appear that the facts of this
matter clearly indicate that militant black nationalist groups
Are not vathkfied with iquAl justice under the law and will
resort to actG of violence even against duly conctituted law.
enforcercnt officials such an judges* and will commit
violent acts against law~-abidin businessmen and citizens.

1,11 :hd4- . u 17T ef Ji *77-7.7r 777-
Jr#Prcci-rtt"-1A .mud hisir- -t oron will

* .~ci'i~l O~I~hVC )5Z1lic 'infr-ate.5; ijAllLe revie;,cird
to clltci A~inn if in factunl chroncoloricaV Iistv.ry of tb~e

* c~cc~lo~.~ntn'id uto he unine of ftc:r;sfr (ia.eILl
ei*r~dts.iu'k~o 1;urc c6albe F.t cOut izl is

1Iricf or jpapcr. -FTFippoNEDron th.. ,'ovikt'Nti t :c:i it
iiipt~r can 1,e prepared, the Purrou wi'l tbe iscvi:;cd of. tic.
cc.:tf:And 1thec fcaiblity'of prcnprlnF, such iai Jr~ u. ~a~.utFrti't

. T1 crequested to utilize th(. paricr in'c' cr, z. lor-
Pourtcrint.-Ili-nce action aptirnut hr.-to frois

*03
1% "ZI

I



2/29/68

1..-

Reference is made to Cincinnati airtel 2/12/68
captioned "Stokely Carmichael, IS * Miscellaneous, Sedition,"
and attached LEM.

This communication indicated that Stokely Carmichael
visited Dayton, Ohio, to help unite the Stud

inating Committee (SNCC) and a gro *
UTDaton. It wasalso noted that

is a particular far T eT

You should analyze this situation to determine
if it might be **;- p e* * per this unification by causing
trouble between and CarJ.*ael. This might be
done through an *nn*I et ter to . ** that
Carmichael was far too friendly with'

,I

ell

SAC, Cincinnati

Director, FBI (100-448006)

0boUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

Furnish the Bureau your observations concerning this
matter and any recommendations for counterintelligence action.
No counterintelligence action should be taken without Bureau
authority,

oTJD:dIs r//M
o> (5)

E : FEB829 1968

During this visit to Dayton, Ohio, Carmichael madW"
xtremely inflammatory statements saying that the system of

government in the U. S. destroyed and this must be
accomplished by violence, is apparently fully in

- sympathy and anxious to hel* michael in the Dayton, Ohio,

CeLpie a
Coted

Gate
R~ose"n

Tevet____ 1.T I D
S"Ibrliii ------Zw ALL INFOMATTON CONTAINE

Tole. Stoo-

7 MA kTCLETYPE UNITE]0BFAWI

/

r # I
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0 P P n~m (am a'u) 11A.

UNITED STATES .RNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 2/

SAC, NEW YORK (100-161140) (P)

SUnJECr: COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
INTERNAL SECURITY 

f
\Re Bureau letter, 8/25/67.

Thefollowing information in regard to the
Nation of Islam is set forth for considerationly the
Bureau:

It is noted that the Nation of Islam (NOI)
requests $12.00 weekly dues from each member in the
NYC area. Each member is also requested to purchase
150 copies of "Muhammed Speaks? newspaper per week
from the local Mosque at a price of $24.00. If the
member is able to sell all 150 copies at 20 centss3e
hcI. is able to net $6.00 for himself. Thus, each
participating NOI member must turn in approximately
$96.00 in paper money plus $48.00 per month in dues
to Mosque #7, NYC. This represents a total of $1J4.'

,. frcm each member. With approximately 500 people in
I NOI contributing dues and paper money each week, the

NYC Mosque is able to tPke in approximately $72,000.
each month.

II

eh

00

Add to this the regular collections which are
taken up each Sunday, Wednesday and Friday nights, plus
the Savicr- . Day collection for which each member is
expected to contribute $100.00. In addition, the
restaurants, bazaars and bakeries all contribute money
to the Mosque. Admittedly, a good portion of this money
eventually finds its way to ELIJAH MUHAMMAD in Chicago;
however, it is felt that the 'leaders of the NYC Mosque
take care of themselves before any funds are sent to
MUHAMMAD.

Three of leadingg officers of the NYC
s0tue who are al qkbn the Security Index of the NYO are

a follows: ,EC. / (

- Bureau-(Encl. 1) (RM),-~--
New York

JJD:crp ~L I

2 11968
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regdarly on the Payroll Savings Plan

k

*

4)

)-

, I



C..

00-1O611l40

e is reported to have made the
IPP n,'caught an "spies" in the NOI. I

ion,

arCTEuatespe aer who constantly COn1ez i'sut&ns.and
Jews and speaks disrespectfully of the U.S. flag. He has
stated that all white. people are to be destroyed.

4

J*.. -

I

6 .4 *,



9
NY 100-161140 7

__________________It is felt that an
ffort should be -made t enlighten the NOT membership

as to how well their leaders live on the hard-earned
cash of the followers. If it can be pointed out to the
membership that they are being swindled by these men, it
would undoubtedly cause the NOI leaders a great deal of
concern and might even shake the foundation of the organiza-
tion. It could cause the leaders to feel less secure when
the membership has some knowledge of the economic benefits
a leaders receive in the form of automobiles, homea, and

.o or benefits.

Jo .a re .-3- J

* *.* - -- * * - -



Y 00-161140

To dates the NYO has been unable to make a
-enetration into the top leadership of the WO1 in NY,
. s far as informant development is concerned. Some
penet~ation of the top leadership might occur when -
their economic security is jeopardized; when funds and
salaries Are diminished and the NOI itself is threatened.
Efforts must be made to shake the confidence of the
membership in their leaders.

The information that ample NOI funds are
available to the leaders of the NOI must be made known
to individual 101 members.

In order to make this information known to
the members, the NYO has prepared the following:

A large comic-book type publication ade u
t idicule the 1 s-es. This book depicts

cars an wearing fine suits. It is felt that this type
publication would be an effective method of securing
initial interest and would appeal to a wide, a generally
uneducated audience.

The publication would be mailed in unmarked
envelopes, purchased locally and would be sent to 36
members of the NOI who are on the Security Index of
the NYO. It would also be mailed to a selective number
of 237 other individuals in the NYC area whose names
have appeared on membership records of the NOI. These

I latter individuals reportedly joined the organization in
1963 and 1964 and in all probability many of them are

I still members or have close friends in the organization.

When the membership receives the publication,
it can reasonably be assumed that it will cause some of
them to start thinking and begin asking questions concern
the leadership. They may become disenchanted in the
organization, cause others to be disillusioned and perhap
future membership might also be reduced.

IL4

ing

5

- 11
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N 16140

U

I otobe noted that W______a 9 Mof the leading ocias n
e area. en publication is disseminated to

te metmbership, it could-94u these above three
individuals to feel that the 1 teraturets made up
by -- other NOI leadersfin thi NY area who desire
to get rid of these three infividuab and takeover the
NOI in NY for themselves. In other words, it is hoped
that the dissemination of this publication will result
in internal strife, distrust and disordersLthin the NOI
itself.

WE

Therefore, Bureau authority is requested to
place the above described counter-intelligence device
into effect. If approved, the Bureau is requested to
have made up at the Bureau 273 .c.nic-book type publications
which can be anonymously mailed to the membership. The
actual size of these publications is being-left to the
discretion of the Bureau.

The NYO willinsure that steps will be taken so
that this mailing cannot be traced as originating from
the FBI.

The Bureau willbe advised of any tangible results
which might occur from this action and recommendations
will also be forwarded for appropriate folow-up counter
intelligence action.

Enclosed for the Bureau is one copy of a sample
%comic book type publication.

1/

C;..... --

will;

ow

WIP
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Transmit o'2owing in

Via 7 AI-RtTE

FBI

Date: 2/12/68

(TY~e in plainsczs or code)

(Prioisy)
L----.------.--.---------------------

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI {&f79=)

SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(NATION OF ISLAM)

Bureau authority is requested to make this
information and its location available to the Intelligence ,
Sections of the Miami PD. the Dade CountvDenartmen
PublicSafetyeandtoua l
Dade County Department-of ubltcjnstruc-i- ,--rami, Fla.,

/I

61- Bureau (RM)
3 - Miami

(1 - 157-1114(1 -
(1

DNJ:fs
(6)

EX-IO5S 13 FEB 1968

.ALL rlr] NTw
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SAC, Miami -14)
Di 5 c -448006).-From:

'en

-1

-A

'WI

CxUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM,..
tBACK NATIONALIST m- BATE GROUPS
1MACIAL INTELLIG! NCE
(NATION OF ISLAM)

Reurairtel dated 2/12/68.

EiQV%.k U1 WA & AU 4J AKLUAIM V &UU JVUKLW Uf. %V'11 V Ua1 -

ment of Publid Safety, and
Dade County Department of Pu c as ruc ** * ** *= s
are established sources and it can be asesuredthat they will
protect the identity and interests of the'Bureap. Advise the
Bureau as to when and to whom this information-Is furnished in
lino with the above instructions. Also advisp'the Bureau of
any action resulting from this counterintelligence program.

1 - MiamiL
I - Miami _____ _______

ALL ITrclW1:TTr'1CONTAIN.ED . -

(10) .]EXCEPT MIL SHOW4j
add 1-AWE.

mu____________

S....

2/26/68
Vol
c
Gf
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To:

s4v.

A,

b
f~)
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Airtel to SAC, Miamnl .

: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
:0O 48006 -

I- * .. s

NOTE*CONTINUED: '

nished to the above officials, they wouldNnoxville police record independently and
would not be attributed to the PBI.p

2*. 
.

* I. . * .. . 7

.e.

. . -*9

. *.*.**

* . . . . * ,

' C ~ . I * .

9 2-
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.1
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A * d
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NITED STATES (NMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 2/28/68

SAC, NEW YOrK (1oo-1614O) (P)

- COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUP& S
IS

Re Bureau letter, 8/25/67.

Bureau authority is hereby requested to place the
following counterintelligence technique into effect:

Anonymous and various other pretext telephone calls
will be made to the below-listed subjects for the purpose of
disruption, misdirection and to attempt to neutralize and
frustrate the activities of these black nationalists.

These calls will be made to the subjects' residence'
or place of employment.

1. STOKELY CARMICHAEL
(New York File 100-153751) .I
Residence: 1810 Amethyst Street,
Bronx, New York
(phone 828-9179)
Employment: SNCC Headquarters
100 Fifth Avenue New York City
(phone YU 9-13131

C -Bureau'(RMi)f- New York
JD: pm

By U.S. S

ALL I r CT:rrr M1V08r
R ~ IF r ---. '~ia

PTi.W S Eo

pr'i~ Bondi Re&larl on the Payroll Savinvi Plan

I



S

*

3. RAP BROWN
(New York File 100-160701)
Residing at 530 Manhattan Avenue,
New York City, with an individual
named WILLIAM HALL
(phone 865-5328)
Employment: National Leader, SNCC,
100 5th Avenue, New York City
(phone YU9.-1313)

I

XIII

*1
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New York (100-161140) 3/13/88

1 Director, FBI (100-448000) 1/
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

- BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Reurlet 2/28/68.7

Referenced letter requested authority to make
anonymous and pretext telephone calls to 11 militant
black nationalist leaders for the purpose of disruption,
misdirection, and neutralization. In order to approve
this recommendation, tho Bureau needs to know what specific
purpose these calls will have and how the calls will accom-
plish this purpose. For example, do you plan calls to the
leader of one militant group telling him another group is
trying to steal his followers?

The Bureau will be pleased to consider your
recommendations in detail for disrupting these black
nationalist leaders.

TJD:bjb:
(4)

NOTE:

Relet merely requested authority to make these
anonymous calls without specifying the nature of the calls
or the objective sought.

MA

Tel.e P-usa

t4W -- MAL ROOM T TYPE UNIT
Tel*.P-Ow1



SAC, Columbia

Director, FBI (100-448006)

COU{TERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK _NATIONALIST-BATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

T1 -

Enclosed for Columbia are two copies of a self-
explanatory airtel to Albany, dated 3/4/68.

Since Columbia was added to those offices attending
the Racial Conference here at the Seat of Government, February 29
March 1, and March 4 and March 5, 1968, Columbia is being
added to those offices participating in the Counterintelligence
Program. Columbia should comply with the instructions set out
in the enclosed airtel within thirty days of the date of this
letter.
Enclosures ,/(2)

4D:1st

[ I

*1

a -

I 9

r~n
-ap-

Conood'ph

Hive5ATM-*ARI1.51
Gauady MAIL . R.U TCELCTYPE UNIT]

VMAR 8 %598

I~
AI L -.rr

* a *1 ~

NOTE:
Enclosed airtel, approved by the Director, sets out

U I

44

I

It4

goals of the Counterintelligence Program and expands the program
to the forty-one offices that participated in the Racial Confere

I

3/8/68 le
PERSONAL A!-ff*TjLuli
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TO

FROM 4
.SLBJECUI.

UNITED STATES _ERNMENT

Vlemora ndum Telson

op *-

. C. Sullivan uATE:FebruaryZ, 1968 P

1 - Mr. C. D.DeLoach
G. C. o - Mr. W. C. Sullivan7GC Mooe.1 - Mr.

1 -
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 1
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

PURPOSE:
To expand the Counterintelligence Program designed

to neutralize militant black nationalist groups from 23 to
41 field divisions so as to cover the great majority of black
nationalist activity in this country.

BACKGROUND:
By letter dated August 25, 1967,23 field offices

were advised of a new Counterintelligence Program designed
to neutralize militant black nationalists and prevent violence
on their part. Goals of this program are to prevent the coalition
of militant black nationalist groups, prevent the rise of a
leader who might unify and electrify these violence-prone
elements, prevent these militants from gaining respectability
and prevent the growth of these groups among America's youth.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS:
In view of the tremendous increase in black nationalist

activity, and the approach of summer, this program should be
2.-&- IA +^h fi ldAA

expanded and these goals shoui u Dx-
Attached airtel also instructs the f
progress letters to stimulate th i

Attached airtel also remind
ligence suggestions to expose these
them must be approved by the Bureau.

ACTION:
That attached airtel expand

goals and instructing periodic progr
be sent Albany and the other listed

eiterated o t e o' e .iu
ield to submit periodic
ng in this area.

s the field that counterintel.

o MAR 11 1SC8
ing t4hi program defining
ess letters be submitted
field offices.

T J. s u rm (6)J efAA - 4 ?

TJDI,-irmm (6

TbV -

ALL TFvIf.T(~nit rgw (TATME

zxalrERs~oi



To: SAC,,Alb:

From~: Director,

3/4/G8

1 - Mr. C. 'D. DeLoa ch'
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1Mr.G.

PER1M!L ATTENTrIONIany

COU~i NTE LLIGENCE PROGRAM
DLICJC RATIONALIST-IIATE GROUPS
R.AC IAL; INTELLIGENCE

Title is changed to substitute Raciel Intelligonce
for Internal Security for Bureau routing purposes,

P.liOIAIJATTENION FOR ALL TIME FOLLOW ITG SACE;

2 - Minneapolis
2 - Mobile
2 - Newairk
2 - Now Ilnvcii
2 - New OrlIens
2- New York
2 - Cmaha
2 - Philadelphia
2 - ]Phoenix
*2 Pittaburgh
2- Portland
2 -Richmond

2 -Sacramento

2 -Sani Diego
2 -Son Francisco
2 - Seattle
2 - Sprinafield
2 -St. Louis
2 - TzUmpa
2 - FO

JTL 0?1'Y CfVTAT&

EX.IC'T i"2SHOWII
0 1 . SEE INOTE PAGE SIX

:UNIT ED

r *a

Icr -

V/1

t

4'...
**~*~* *r

I~I2 -Atlanta
2 Baltimore
2 -Birmingham

j/ 2 -Boston

~ 2 -Buffalo

2 - Charlotte
2 - Chicago
2 - Cincinnati
2 - Cleveland

-2 - Denver
2 - Detroi.t

* 2 - Hounton
2 -Indianapolis
2 - Jackson
2 - Jacksonville
2 - Kansas City
2 - Los Angeles
2 -Uenphis

*2 Iion i
-4 2 Milwaukee

('amp" JD:rmm (88)

- MAIL IOOUEJ TE.LETYPC

. '- r -- -, -- , -, "

REC IS "r..
FBI (100-443006)
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Airtel to SAC, Albany
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

NATIONALIST-HAT 

E GROUPS

BACKGROUND-.

a,
''a'. 7'

ILI v.

By' letter dated 8/25/87 the following offices .
vore advised of the beginning of a Counterintelligence
Program against militant Black Nationalist-Hate Groups: .

Albany.eh

Atlanta
Baltimore
Sos ton
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago..
-Cincinnati
Cleveland
Detroit'
Jackson
Los Angeles

* - < -'Newark . -

New Orleans
New York
Philadelphia

. Phoenix
.,Pittsburgh
Richmond

* . St. Louis *
san Francisco

*Wash1xeon Field

- 4

.1

*Each of the above offices was> to designate a
Special Agent to coordinate this program. Replies to this
letter indicated an interest in counterintelligence against
militant black nationalist groups that foment violence and
several offices outlined procedures which bad been effective

.In the'past.. For example, Washington Field Office bad -
furnished information about a new Nation of Islam (NOI) .
grade school to appropriate authorities in the District
of Columbia who investigated to determine if the school
conformed to District regulations -for private schools. In
the proccs WFO obtained background Information on the parents
of each pupil. . *.**'. . '

. A. 
- : *

The Revolutionary Action 'Novement (RAM), .a pro-.
Chinese communist group, was active In Philadelphia, Pa., .
in the suaner of 1967. The Philadelphia Office alerted
.local police, who then put RAM leaders under close scrutiny.
They were arrested on evory possible charge until they could
no longer make bail. As a result, IUM leaders spent.;aost of the.
a' or in Jail and no violence traceable to RAM took place.do

. * The Counterintelligence Program isenow being
xpanded to include 41 oftces. Each of the offices added
thisprogram should designate an.Agent familiar with b
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Airtel toSC, Albany . .

'RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM .
BLACK NATIONALIST-RATE GROUPS .

nationalist activity, 'and interested in counterintellige ,
o coordinate this program. 'This Agent Will be responaib
or the periodic progress letters being requested, but eac
gent working this type of case should participate in the -

formulation of counterintelligence operations.

GOALS I

* For maximum effectiveness of the Counterintelligence
Program, and to prevent wasted effort, long-range goals are
being set.

1. Prevent the coalition of militant black
nationalist groups. In unity there is strength; a truism
that is no less valid for all its triteness. An effective
coalition of black nationalist groups right be the first
step toward a real "Mnu Mau" in America, the beginning of
a true black revolution.

2; Prevent the rise of a "messiah" who could
unify, and electrify,.the allitant black Entionalistmovement.
Malcolm X might havo been such a 'hessin;" he is the martyr .
of the movement today. Martin Luther King, Stokely Carmichael
and Elijah Muhammed all aspire to this position. Elijah
Muhammod is less of a throat because of his age. King could
be a very real contender for this position should he abandon
his supposed "obedience" to "white, liberal doctrines"
(nonviolence) and embrace black nationalism. Carmichael

. has the necessary charisma to be a real threat In this way.

... 3. 'Prevent violence on the part of black -

nationalist groups. This i primary thportanece,-and isag
of course, a goal of our investigative activity; it should
also be a goal of the Counterintelligence Program. Through
counterintelligence it should be possible to pinpoint.potential
troublemakers and neutralize them before thoy exercise their
potential for violence.

4. Prevent militant black nationalist'groups and
leaders from gaining respectability, by discrediting them .
to throe separate segments ofthe community. The goal of
increditing black nationalistamust be handled tactically*
a three ways. -You must discredit these groups and
individuals to, first, the responsible Negro community.
cond, they must be discredited to the white community.

3I
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RE:
BJLACH

D1 to SAC, Albany
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
K NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS

< .

c both the responsible community and to liberall" who have .
vestiges of sympathy for militant black nationalist sipl .
because they are Negroes. Third, these groups must beiscredited in the ey0e of Negro radicals, the followers
of the movement. This last area requiress entirely different
tactic from the first two',- Publicity about violent-tendencies
'and radical statements merely enhances black nationalists
to the last group; it adds "respectability" in a different --

-Way*-6- .

5. A final goal abould be to prevent the long-
range growth of alitant black nationalist organizations,'
espcciaTyamong youth. Specific tactics to prevent these
groups from converting young people must be developed.

Besides these five goals counterintelligence is
a valuable part of our regular investigative program as it
often produces positive information.

TARGETS

Primary targets of:the'Counterintelligence Program,
Black Nationalist-Bate Groups, should be the most violent
and radical groups and their leaders. We should emphasize
thoso leaders and organizations that are nationwide in scope
and are most capable of disrupting this country. These ,. .

targets should include the radical and violence-prone
leaders, ombers, and followers of the: *

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Comittee (SNCC),
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC),
Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM).
Nation of Islam (NOI)

Offices handling these cases and those of Stokely
Carmichael of SNCC, R. Rap Brown of SNCC, Martin Luther King
of SCLC, MAxwell Stanfor4 of RAM, and Elijah Muhamed of
W01, should be alert for counterintelligence suggestions,

. IN ACTIONS.

Within 30 days of the date of this letter each o co
.hould... *

Advied the Bureau of the identity of the Spe at
gent analgnod to coordinate'this program,

'A - '
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Airtol to BAC, Albany: .
R1E1COUTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM .
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS

2.Submit a very succ~bet'summary of the black .
ationalist movement in the field office territory. Xncl e .
me, number of members and degree of activity of each blacnationalist group. -Also state your estimate of each groups

propensity for violence. This is for target evaluation only
not for record purposes. Second. list Rabble-Rousor Index .
subjects'wbo are militant black nationalists and any other.*.

t nilitant black nationalist'laders who might be future ' -
targets of counterintelligence *ction becauoeof their pro-
pensity for violence.'IncludeamLMinimum of background

o I..ahpesnLIat4d.; a few descriptive sentences

3. List those'organizations and individuals
you consider of such potential danger an to be considered
for current counterintelligence action. Briefly justify
each target. . .- - . -

4. Submit any suggestion you have for overall .
counterintelligence action or the administration of this
program. Suggestions for action against any specific.-
targot should be submitted by separate letter..

,5. Submit, by separate letter, ouggoations for
counterintelligence action against the targets previously

..: listed as iold-wide. These should not be general, such
as "publicize Stokely Carmichael's travel to communist
countries,". -but should be specific as to target, what is
to be done, what contacts are-to be used, and all other

* information needed for the Bureau to approve a counter-
intelligcnce operation.*

Thercafter, on a ninety-day-basis, each office
is to submit a progress letter summarxzing counterintelligence
operations proposed during the.period, operations effocted,
and tangible results. Any changes in the overall black
nationalist movement should be summarized in this letter.
Thisbshould include new organizations, new leaders, and any
changes in data listed under number two above. Suggestions
for counterintelligence operations should not be set out
in.this progress letter. Use the following captions:

1. Operations Under Consideration, .Operatio
Ing Effected, 3. Tangible Results, and 4. Development

f Counterintelligence Interest. 'These .90-day progress
otters are due at the Bureau the first day of March, June
ptezmber, and Decesber, excepting March, 1968. .

(opt
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Airtel to SAC, Albany . : - - *

*!'COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM . -

CKNATIONALIST-HATE GROVPS *, .

The effectiveness of counterintelligence depend
on the quality and quantity of positive information
available regarding the target and on the imagination and

:initiative of Agents working the program. The response of
the field to the Counterintelligence Program against the
Communist Party, USA,'indicates that a superb job can be
done by the field on counterintelligence. ..

Counterintelligence operations must be approved '

by the Bureau. Because of the nature of this program each
operation must be designed to protect the Bureau's interest
so that there is no possibility.of embarrassment to the
Bureau. Beyond this the Bureau will give every possible

. * .consideration to your proposals. 4 - -4**

* NOTE:
q -I See memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. W. C. Sullivan -

captioned as above dated 2/2/68, prepared by TJD:rmm.
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To: SAC, Atlanta

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

ReATairtel 3/5/68 captioned "Stokely Carmichael;
Is . Miscellaneous, Sedition," enclosing a copy of a booklet

entitled "Ndugu Stokely From Africa."

By return airtel advise whether Bureau
A-6-- -& a "+-ml1 4 eI ois rnvS -- mf fL.. ifl A1

Bureau Js
booklet.

TJDVT'E' a
£1 A Li.

plans.

J

This book is a synopsis of Carmichael's revolutionary

_MAR_121968

Iluhop-
CUopm
cosdI

MAIL tOOM TELErYPEUNIT

wo0oa~ .2S

Sao.
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UNITED STAj 9 ERNMENT

Memo-rndum
. :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 3/11/68

RoM SAC, JACKSONVILLE (100-994)
*O.

SUBJECT:COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
--- BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

Re suggestion memorandum captioned "Counter-
intelligence Program IS - n a tion of Hate Groups", sub-
itted by during the recent inspec-
tion of the-J *** T * Ice.

Referenced memorandum referred to the racial
disorder at "ainesville. Florila, which led to the arrest

evices ag tI aA - es6
as well as the home of

The memorandum suggested that consideration should
be given to the preparation of a brief or paper from public
information available for use in connection with a counter-

. intelligence action against hate groups.

pals,New Ur eans, Louisiana.

A review of the public information available re-
veals that extensive coverage of the incidents in question
was made by the press, radio and television in Gainesville
and throughout the State of Florida.

2 - Bureau (RM)
3 - Jacksonville

(1 - 157-863) (Disruption of Hate Groups)

'2 ~ U.S. Savings Bonds Rcgularlj on the Payroll Savings Pla



JE 100-994

It is the opinion of this office, substantiated by
ehe-aggent who followed the matter in Gainesville, that any

ounterintelligence in the form of publicity at this 1
ouTd sibly incite further action on the part of

and their followers ather tha tend to suppress
eir ac vities. Both have gloried in .

be publicity and attention given M n the past by the
press media. Further. publicity at this time, even though
derogatory, could give them cause to feel important or con-
sider themselves to be martyrs.

This matter will be closely followed for the possi-
bility of developing an appropriate technique which might be
effective in the future.

(. .f
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UNITED STATE ,VERNMENT

Memor andum
DIRECTOR, FBI '(100-448006)

'ISACs NWYORK (100-161140) (P)

COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE PROGRAl
BLACK NATIONALISTS-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

DATE: 3/1

DATE: 3/12/6

17

(}
ReBulet, 2/28/68.

1-New York
1- New York

JJD: amb

Bay U.

ALL INFOR'J ATT t CONTATNED
EMIr.T.r 17^ -"--IED

EXCEP-T SUM588074,. -
9283ERWISE.. -*

.S. Savings Bonds Regularly n the Payroll Savings Plan
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Transmit t following in
(Type is plaintex or code)

Via AIRTEL
(PsioriyJ

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

RE: C OUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF RATE-GROUPS
(NATION OF ISLAM)

Re Bureau airtel to Miami, dated 2/26/68.

$3'Bureau (RM)
-Miami

(1 -
(1 -

(1 -
DNJ:Jkj
(6)
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Transmit t following In

Vin. -- CIRTEL

4,
- ---- ~~-v

I.

I

I.

Date: 3/8/68

(Type in plaintexs or code

REGISTERED MAIL

-
(Priority)

--------------------------------------- -- -- -- ---

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, BALTIMORE (157-2520)

SUBJECT: -COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -jJATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

) *The Southern Christian Leadership Conference
(SCLC) has recently opened an office in Baltimore, Maryland,
in connection with the proposed march on Washington by
SCLC. A racial source of this office has advised that
prominently displayed in the office are photographs of
MARTIN LUTHER KING, MUHAMMED ALI ag 1wCASIUS CLAY. Copies
of the publication "Muhammed Speaks" and other literature
of the National of Islam (NOI) are available in this office.
Additionally, there is indication that a representative of
the NOI in Baltimore has been in contact with SCLC represen-
tatives here.

It is recalled that in 1966, KING and ELIJAH
MUHAMNED were not able to resolve their differences at a
widely publized meeting ofthe two.

I

I

At the present time, the SCLC Is making very poor
,.,progress in either getting organized, finding sufficient

people with funds to back the project, and in general
findingenough residents in Baltimore to go along with the

.Aidea of such a march. Again according to our source, the
"leaders of the SCLC here are talking of picking a particu-

6 lar area of the City of Baltimore and concentrating on that
area to gain support with tho~thought that thereafter to

to other parts oj theity. /o . // -

(3 - Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL) (Encl. 1)
Baltimore r :'. 192
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Sources have advised this office that the
presence of- literature and photographs coAnected with the
NOI, along with KING, have raised the question as .to where

. all the money la going to in connection with this.and
other projects. . .- * .

. Attached to this airtel is a sketch of a suggested
. leaflet. It Is requested that this be'considered by the
Bureau and that a refinement of this sketch be made with

. either a photograph or possibly a caricature and that a
m&~~ ~ fv I m^v% aPi- ha d t thia offic& T+ In s ificallVI

49

C
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9- ~1

e.g
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I C

-a.

'a-

'a

~'.c.. (

sample copy ue urnis ea -o se sp yoa zL *4
noted that this office d aknot desire to use this leaflet
at the present time; but, if the SCLC does make any head-.
way in a particular secti n Baltimore City then this
office would make a recommendation of, anonymous distribution
of this leaflet in quantity. * . .
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3/14/68

jAirtei 1 -I1. .r
To: BACs Atlanta

Baltimore (157-2520)
Chicago

From: Director, FBI (100-448008) 6)J

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT)

V.

Do

Cowlc

cello g~ M11l' -!

TO.,D'SALROU lLTP UI ..
S 1 - i 0

KALRO TEETP _UI

I i
ACu

~Ii -~~QFI,'~I,
'lv

*INN

ReBAairtel 3/8/6t.

For the information of Atlanta and Chicago-referenced
airtel pointed out that the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC) recently opened an office in Baltimore,
Marylandin connection with Martin Luther King's Washington
Spring Project. Daltimore advised that photographs of Martin
Luther King and Muhammod Ali (Cassius Clay) are displayed in
this office and literature of the Nation of Islam 0101) is
available at the SCLC office. The NO! newspaper, Muhammed
Speaks," is also available at the office. Baltimore suggested
hat a cartoon concerning the unusual alliance of the BCLC and

c0 he N01 be circulated in Baltimore it the campaign for.the
t > ashington Spring Project takes hold in Baltimore. The Bureau

1S s holding this suggestion in abeyance at this time. ,

0 Because of the past conflict between Martin Luther
C ing and the NOI, Baltimore Is requested to consider the possi-

ility of alerting a newspaper source to this situation. If a
-dewspaper publicized the apparent alliance between King and the
NO, a militant, black nationalist group, it might prove
embarrassing to King. Of equrse, the.publicity should not be in

i! a Negro newspaper that might bnly publicize the Washington
Spring Project to King's advantage.

0., At'IC t
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* Airtel to SAC Atlanta
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
(1O0-448006)

Atlanta is requested to comment on this suggest on
and advise the above offices and the Bureau by return airtol.
Advise what King's reaction might possibly be to this publicity.
Chicago is requested to advise of any possible NOI reaction by
return airtel, and thereafter, Baltimore should expeditiously
submit recommendations for alerting a completely cooperative
and reliable newspaper source who would publicize this situation

. as outlined above. Since the Washington Spring Project is
scheduled to begin April 22, 1968, each office should promptly

* reply.

No counterintelligence action should be taken.without
Bureau authority. The Bureau appreciates Baltimore submitting
this suggestion and recognizing the counterintelligence potentia
in this situation.
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UNITED STATES RNMENT

Memorandum
* TO DIRRCTOR, FBI (100-448006)

mo 4 SAC, MEMPHIS (100-4542) (P)

sUn9jEr: ODUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to

The following is be:
Bureau instructions set forth

I. ha

the Black Na onaDW-k-:te Grc
Program,

IIe The Black Nationalis
Division is found In the follc

1. Nation of Islam

2. Student Nooviole

3. Black Organizing
Afro-American Br

The Nation of Islam
Tennessee, in the Summer of 19
members, There has been no ov
on the part of the members of
members have been cautioned no
stay away from the militant bl
is not believed that as present

NOI members have any propensit

Bureau (RM)
7 - Memphis (2 - 100-4542)

DATE: 3/14/68

all offices dated 3/4/68,

ing submitted pursuant to
in referenced airtel:

as been assigned to coordinate
oups Counterintelligence

st movement in the Memphis
owing three main areas:

(NOI)

ant Coordinating Committee (SNOC)

Power (BOP) -
rotherhood - Invaders

(NOI), established Memphis,
D60, has approximately 15
ert black nationalist activity
the local NOI Mosque and
t to violate laws and to

lack power advocates, It
atly constituted local
;y for violence.

BSL gmh TN H lm

(1-djAPR2 V98 j . a4
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ME 100-4542

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Comitte
(SNOC) has an established chapter at'Nashville, Tenaese,

-which was organized at Fisk University in October, 19 .
The exact number of members of this chapter is unknown
At least 25 members have been identified and it is bel 4ved
that the actual membership of the 5NCC chapter at -
Nashville, Tennessee, Is several times this number,
This group Is believed to have a great propensity for
violence, based on the fact that members have been In
the forefront of anti-Vietnam protests and anti-draft
protests in Nashville, Tennessee, In April, 19t7,

. leaders and members of the SNCC chapter at Nashville,
Tennessee, were the ringleaders in the 3.day riot which
occurred at Nashville, Tennessee, Various leaders and
members of this 2NOC chapter have advocated violence
in various statements made by them during the past year.

Black Organising Power (DOP) - Afro-American
Brotherhood - Invaders is a Memphis-located subsidiary
of 8500. It is known by any one of the abovementioned

( .. nao but as bee cribe Its Scknov e ed

aE organ izaon,
commonly reerr o a-sa governing body of 9
Negro males and one Negro female, and its membership
or following is estimated to be between 50 and 100 Negmoes.
This organization has a younger group of Negroes going
under the name "Invaders" which is composed of high
school students.and/or high school dropouts or recently
graduated students,

This organization known as BOP is bdieve4 to have
a great propensity for violence based on statements and
actions of the known leaders,

The following persons listed on the Rabble Rouser
Index of the Memphis Office are considered to be militant
black nationalists:

.6dam-



ME 100.4542

a half indicating he believes in the use of violence
in order to obtain Negro equality.

III. The following organizations and individuals are
believed to be of such potential danger as to be considered
for current countaintelligence action:

1, Student Nonviolent Coordiating Committee (S3oC)
(Ianhoille- Tennoness thanterb

* *.
I
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c)

d)1

*)

This SNCC chapter at Nashville, Tennessee,
distributed a pamphlet In early part of November, 1966,
which announced thatthe purpose of the SNOC chapter at
Nashville, Tennessee, was to stimulate and foster the
growth of local protest movements. They have evolved
into an anti-draft, anti-Vietnam and anti-white group
and state they are followers of former SNCC Chairman
BTOKflY CARICWAL and S. RAPBROWN, current SNCC Chairman,

The above listed members of the SNOC chapter
at Nashville, Tennessee, have all made statements indicating
a propensity for violence and all took part in the race riot
which occurred in April, 1967, at Nashville, Tennessee.

2. Black Organizing Power (BOP) - Afro-American
Brotherhood - Invaders

"a) a

II
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The above-listed ten individuals are the self-
admitted governing body of the 8OC-affiliated organization
at Memphis, Tennessee, known as Black Organizing Power (SOP)
Afro-American Brotherbood - Invaders. All claim to be
followers of H. RAP BROWN and STO)ELY CARMICHAEL, and all
have made statements that violence is the only answer to
the Negroes' problems,

IV. It is believed that one of the most effective
counterintelligence actions whichcan be taken against black
power advocates is a continuing Interview program of the
known leaders and members of any black power group, There
is evidence in the Memphis Division that within the past.
two months interviews of leaders and members of the BOP
organization has caused a disruption in the recruiting'
of new members and has created suspicion against those
members who have not been interviewed,

V. Suggestions for counterintelligence action
will be submitted by separate letter by the Memphis Division
in the near future,
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UNITED STATES ERNMENT -

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (1o-44800,6) DATE:3/15/68

I /.,- */ /.8
:'' AC, HOUSTON (157-.121()

COUNTERI NTELLI GEIICE PROG RAMI
BLACK 'ATIONALIST -

iTE GROUPS
RACIAL 1ITELLIGEliCE

Re~uairtl 1/4/68;,I
HOlet 3/1li/6-.-

The following -pecific proposal is being made for
p'ocible field-w,.;ide counterintelligence action:

In view of the recent report published by the
National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder, which tended
to absolve the INegro rioters from any large blame in the
past riou's and di:;orders, it is felt that a noll by a legiti-
mate (or non-legitimate) organization, either a true poll or
a falze poll, should bp published, and given nation-wide
"bulletin-type coverage" in all news media. This poll could
indicate that less than 1% of the Negro community is in
favor of violence, civil disorder, etc., to realize their
goals, and more thanar.*$:1 of the Negro community realize that
law and order and respect of the rights of others is the

- only method to achieve their end results.

It is felt that the percentage of Negroes which
advocate civil disorder would be very small and if other
pollster. did not believe the percentages as promulgated by
the "bulletin", they would possibly embark on their own
polls and each succe"-die poll would tend to firm up the
realization that very few Negro citizens really desire riots,
looting, burning, etc.

It is the opinion of Houston that the report by the
National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder in effect gave
the "go-ahead" to rioters and civil disorder and a counter-
attack emphasizing that the large majority of NCgroccZ oppose
this type technique should somewhat counteract the apparent
1 cense given the Negro community to embark on future riots

d civil disorder. B /fj .
Bureau (RM) 5AI

1 -Houston 0s MAI.11968

UDCS:ykU.SinBdeaotPoSn
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UNITED STATES VRNMENT

Memorandum
u4t DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448OC6) DATE: 3/14/68

SAC, HOUSTON (157-1210)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS - .
HATE GROUP ,
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE lee

ReBuairtel 3/4/68.

1. T identit f ament assi .ned to coordinate this
program is

2. There are currently two Black Nationalist groups
in the Houston Division, i.e., Houston SNCC arid Houston NOI
MoGque No. 45. There are approximately 15 current active
SNCC members and the NOI membership at Houston is estimated
at approximately 60 persons. The SNCC group presents the
greatest potential for violence, as their members and their
leaders lean towards violence in achieving Negro goals by
any means. The NOI, while active, does not appear to be
violence-prone; however, the minister teaches that if mem-
bers are provoked by the white man, the white man should be
killed.

ri

ALL 1MATV7CNAO
1 -S Houston q em.Si/
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11o 157-1210

these lines cou possibly be effect .

3. Houston Division considers Houston SNCC and Houston
NIOI as possible targets for counterintelligence action. The
leaders of these groups are alsoconsidered targets and the
primary avenue; which offers the most potential is attacking
the financial structure of the groups.

4. As the Bureau is aware, Houston has recently ob-
.tained copies of all the SNCC records in Houston and these
records contain information concerning financial -contributors.
The identition of. these contributors present an excellent
avenue for counterintelligence. Specific proposals will be
malde by separate communication.

5. Suggestions for field-wide counterintelligence
action being submitted by separate letter.

2
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Director, FBI (100-448006) U
COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

3/1e8/68 e

BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE)

Re your airtel to the Bureau captioned "Student

s nc- 03*o * en ** .

Program is to foster factionalism and discontent within
militant black nationalist groups such as SNCC, VY0 is
requested to consider the above situation for counterintelligence
potential. Provided it would not jeopardize your source
consider whether publicity about this situation might aggravate

qe~B roo blemi. AnesIe htrmihaIsrvgtout

c IgHTiflWc nlF the 120of zilo ou rpont out t armcael
Min_ the pretext ofpoor office administration to undercut

9- WZ 
a~ WX qCO i a~-11041.=

a 0 If an article such as this, paraphrasing whi8 16Pinformant reported andadding the slant thatCarmichael
does not appreciate .would
not jeopardize your source you- MHURU IU" Oun erintelligence
recommendations. Include a suitably worded news article. WFo
should also consider other ways to capitalize on this situation
and submit additional or substitute recommendations. No
counterintelligence action should-be taken without Bureau
authority.

U TJD:1km ,

ove. (5- I-T r:1; . :,jt j IE 0Asa E ERES7.. 0
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UNITED) STATI (WERNMENT

Memorandum
TO D1IMCT1, FBI

SUBEC6%XIMI 01IThLLI G2.i CE :VG1~

11C 1Bu let to Albna:;Cae

a

DATE: I2G6

3/2/Ge ~U2c.1 DI: ~U~'tc1
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At a reeting on 2/0/63, in Pittsbvrgh, of cert n
local racial leaders, a discussion was hdLd relative to ns
to organize a grass roots organization for the *urpose o0
getting a base of 9ower 'or the Homewood Section, a ghet
area. It was cdecided the people of-thue Homewood area nobd

*som:ething to stir thuci u-. Several ideas were discussed
btut the one accepted was to invite a well -known person to
Pittsburgh f-or a mass rally. EUHAMIED ALI was the well-
J:novn person decided upon, if they could get him. When the
m^ 0-c: 'ccse in connection with this project was brought

, said he would tal-e care of it.

I'e1L .,1';I - .LE £I llc554 I IV I J S5LU'J .L L& JI ~ iI d'A 5 bl 1j. A
vi thIN

Bureau authority is requested to contact
to c::ilore with him the possibilities ol actions witl n-
Presbytcriain Church necessary to eliminate o t11l the
-vailability of ?rosbyterian Church funds to No
direct suggestions will be made; however, sleved
an ind'icatecd interest in the activities o- by this
oilice v11 aequately indicate to zatsorI actions
should be taAnc..

,' .~g'

V -
- -

*1

~'*

*~-~J' *6.
- - --
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(100-15780) 14

I,'UCOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACATATL TNTELTNER

Reurlet 3/20/68.

The Bureau appreciates your interestin the
Counterintelligence Program but it I **ot *1e t4
anh +dn "r 6n awa4Am"mN& 4h am""

situation.

he of alerting
An anonymous

0 enT s aemen sMaight serve this
;bmit any recommendations.

TJD:emc
(4);
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TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

(s Po ad CMi) 596.
UNITED STATk ERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 3/18/68

A ,-KANSAS CITY (100-12448) -P-

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

KANSAS CITY DIVISION

Re Bureau airtel to Albany and various offices,
3/4/68, and item 5, page 5, of that airtel.

Suggestions Or Comments For Counterintelligence
Action Against Field-Wide Targets

The following pertains only to possible counter-
intelligence action in the Kansas City Division should any
of the field-wide targets appear in the future in this
division:

Prevent, harass, restrict, and/or discredit the
appearance or formation of such field-wide target.

This might be done in Kansas City, Missouri,
through present excellent Negro contacts * h *ter-
2arts - .* . h * s*,.g

Specific planning would depend on a particular
target and its circumstances. It would be difficult to pre-
dict such unknown circumstances in the future with any
certainty, as a basis for specific planning, except upon the
experience of Field Divisions with specific targets.

S-Bureau (RH) REC-20
2 - Kansas City
HKJ :1w MAR 22 618~IT

(4) ALT, Ty~~~~~o~rt. Vfr--T = 
4

-. ~ ~~~~~ N4-: IL~'~* a

.... IA 2.9. Savings Bond Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

I.
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'
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C 100-12448 t
A The Bureau may desire to consider instructing all
offices as to (1) identity of a Top Five or Ten militant
and dangerous black nationalist, or Rabble-Rouser, e. g.
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, H. RAP BROWN, DICK GREGORY, FLOYD
McKISSICK and the like, and (2) as to possible or specific
counterintelligence activity against them wherever they
appear and where time may be of the essence. Though their
particular activity may not violate a specific law, their
pattern of activity, evidence by voice recording, might
have future probative evidentiary value. They are undoubtedly
aware of this possibility, as evidenced by their security
precautions, and, for example in the case of GREGORY, by his
contract covering his speech, 3/16/68, at Park College,
Parkville, Missouri (reported separately), prohibiting re-
cording of his speech.

(1 C.
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UNITED STATY ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM( -

SUBJECr:

if, /

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

AC, KANSAS CITY (100-12448)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

DATE: 3/18/6

-P-

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

KANSAS CITY DIVISION

Re Bureau airtel to Albany and various offices,
3/4/68.

1. Special Agent has been assigned
to co-ordinate this matter. pecia gents working captioned-
type cases are being appropriately instructed to participate
in formulation of counterintelligence operations.

2. Of prime organizational targets named on Page 4
or referenced airtel, the black nationalist - hate movement
in the Kansas City Division is confined to just one NOI-group,
Mosque 030, Kansas City, Hissouri. Two racial informants,
covering this group, estimate hard core membership as 35.

* 4

Im

z n -IUMIL hatrea or all whites as enemies, a
seoara ton blacks from whites, a black supremacy, the ,
destruction of America, and occasionally refers to the
readiness of 1-01 spaceships hovering over the planet to
carry out the revolution.

k

. 82 9 1968 d .--.
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regulary on the Payroll Savings Plan
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no specific violence. The
group's actin1mvitiez- conr* d to weekly meetings, open
only to Negroes, on Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays; to
distribution or sale of the NOI publication, "Muhammad
Speaks"; and to occasional social functions to complement
raising ofvno ent utilities and the like. The
effect of has indicated no specific
local and current propensity or potential for violence even
among his hard core devotees. In fact this group has never
participated in a demonstration or situation conducive to
tension or violence._- I

The very limited local growth potential of Mosque
#)3,its weak thrust, unacceptance and insignificant impSct,
demonstrated over the years in the Negro community of Kansas
City, Missouri, are such that no counterintelligence action
to reduce its present indicated ineffectuality is suggestible
as practicable-a-t-this-% time.- - '

According to knowledgeable agents and sources,
there is no known or indicated person in the Kansas City
Division who appears to meet current criteria for listing
as a Rabble-Rouser, or, as a militant black nationalist,
warranting current designation as a target for counter-
intelligence action.

There are undoubtedly persons in the Kansas City
Division more susceptible than others to a philosophy of
black nationalism should it appear in any significant group
form or by individual, extremist, or militant advo i n
he ure; there are undoubtedly persons, such as

whose potential for a propensity to violence m2g
icomeabruptly significant under changing conditions. Con-

stant coverage is afforded that contingency.

3. Consequently, since no person or group, to date,
has been known to espouse otherwise, a black nationalist

I-
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philosophy, or its implementation by current activity,
*no known person or organization is being designated such
a potential present danger as to warrant current counter- 1
intelligence action, UACB.

For the Bureau's information, significantly active
membership groups in the Kansas City Division (primarily
and predominantly Negro.civil rights groups) are, in order
of size, (1) NAACP (numerous branches in various communities);
(2) the Council for United Action (CUA), Kansas City, Missouri,
which claims membership or affiliation with 77 loosely-knit
neighborhood area groups; leadership and support, to date,
has been primarily Negro clergymen; (3) The Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE) chapter, Kansas City, Missouri, is
indicated to have approximately 40 occasionally active members,
including several whites. Numerous liaison sources in these
groups, including their chairmen, have neither espoused or
condoned violence, nor indicated a propensity for violence
or raising of tensions conducive to violence. On many
occasions, public and private, their leaders have reportedly
been critical of or decried violence as a solution to Negro
problems. Their leaders, as well as Negroes prominent in
civic, civil rights, political and religious areas, particularly
in the sensitive Kansas City, Missouri area, vie for factional,
organizational and community image leadership. In fact, their
quiet competition behind the scenes, to avoid appearance of
disunity, has occasionally served to clear the air somewhat
in open public meetings on Negro community problems, though
their separate organizational tactics and disunity remain.

The Kansas City Division is keenly aware of a
generally inarticulated feeling of depression, hopelessness
and distrust of whites, even among some so-called Negro leaders
and particularly among distressed and deprived Negroes in
the few larger urban ghettos; and realizes the potential this
situation presents for creations of tensions toward possible
violence by irresponsible persons and any potential extremists.
However, predominantly responsible Negro and white leaders,
public and private, in the larger urban areas, for example
Greater Kansas City, undoubtedly feel, and the fact appears toL C



KC 100-12448

be, that considerable understanding and progress exists
in moving forward on Negro community problems compared '
with comparable U. S. urban areas elsewhere. That
situation, to date, has possibly discouraged the appearance
so far of extremist and black nationalist elements. The
leading current concern and question is the "Open Housing
Ordinance" - (passed unanimously by the Kansas City,
Missouri City Council July, 1967) - "Referendum Vote",
scheduled in Kansas City, Missouri, 4/30/68; the effects
of this vote will be followed closely.

The Kansas City Division is fully aware that
abrupt changes may occur, not only nationally but locally,
and is constantly alert for any change and potential danger
that may warrant possible counterintelligence action.

4. In view of the above-described situation, to date,
in the Kansas City Divisions no suggestions or comments for
action against any specific target are being submitted, or
with regard for over-all counterintelligence action or
administration of captioned program, except as follows:

In the absence of (1) any specifically recommended
local counterintelligence target in the Kansas City Division,
or of (2) future appearance, prospective visit, or activity
of a field-wide personage target, or the formation of a
field-wide group target, the comments or suggestions of the
Kansas City Division may seem somewhat general:

(1) Prevent, restrict and/or discredit, where
possible, the appearance of field-wide
targets-locally0 by and through favorable
Ilegro and other contacts, the press, TV, and
radio media.

(2) Prepare for future contingencies by encouraging
public and private expressions of -favorable
Negro leader-figure contacts.

I
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(3) Create some unity of opposition to militan
and dangerous targets among prominent and
favorable local Negro leaders and groups,
including trustworthy liberals.

(4) Induce leaders and groups to ignore rather
than feed the vain and publicity-hungry
tendencies of local black nationalists;
neutralize black nationalist activity with
a counter and productive activity toward
solution of Negro problems.

(5) Delicately utilize, where practicable, Negro
school and church teachers and persons in-
fluential with Negro youth both in and out
of school; mobilize favorable influence in
all areas affecting lIegro life, including
programs in poverty, welfare, recreation,
education, training, employment, neighborhood
and home life, ghetto sources, police community
relations activity ("store fronts in ghettos").

Above objectives, more easily stated than attained,
are obviously restricted to a potential reservoir of possible
FBI contacts, an understanding of their complex community
personalities, their positions, and their inter-relationships
personally and organizationally. For example, IARTIN LUTHER
KIANG (and his non-violence) is undoubtedly considered by
some Negro leaders and possibly by a majority of Negroes in
the Kansas City area as the leading spokesman for American
Negroes. The overall complexity of numerous active organiza-
tions and their members, public and private, in race relations
and problems, presents a major problem of communication and
points up the lack of-an authoritative central and responsible
Communication source or sources.

5. Separate letter is being submitted with comments
or suggestions as to counterintelligence action against
field-wide targets, insofar as the Kansas City Division is
concerned. f-

Other instructions in referenced Bureau airtel ill
: (be carefully followed.

it5
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UNITED ST4V GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO0 BIDATE:o DIRECTOR, FBI

FR sI: SAC, DETROIT (100-34655)

SUBJECT: COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau letter to Detroit dated 2/9/68
captioned as above.

Referenced Bureau tter contained nomto
i nd ic at i n t hat 

a o von are o ic;
o a ro Ex ant ac na onalist organization, knov
as the City Wide Citizens Action Committee (CCAC) and
requested by them to form a corporation composed of other
local businessmen to provide money for rebuilding ghetto
areas in Detroit under control of a black power group.

The Burea requested Detroit to advise the
extent to which and his associates are known to be
friendly towards inese Communist philosophy and submit
possible recommendations for counter intelligence action.

iew of pertinent Detroit files in this
s no informant hat could be utilized
t and are friendly or
ra e hinese amm tos.

and the
ner I vesiga ion by the ero *M e
lity of utilizing counter intelligence
ose themrere feasible, willil be
e Bureau for consideration under captioned

aW-
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3/25/68

1 - Mr. U. C. Sullivan

rt el 1 - Mr AL C Mo ore

To: SAC, Chicago PERSONAL ATTENTION

From: Director, FBI (100448006)
0

MARTIN LUTHER KENG
RtiCIAL INTELLIGENCE

Reference is made to telephone conversation with
you during the past week giving instructions concerning
Martin Luther King's Washington Spring Project. This is
to personally urge you to do everything possible in carrying
out the instructions given you in referenced telephone calls
and to carry out these instructions as soon as possible.

TJD:dsm .7 g(6)
NOTE:

Martin Luther King's Washington Spring Project is
scheduled to begin the end of April, 1968, and instructions
have been issued Chicago telephonically concerning the dis-
charge of our responsibilities in connection with this
march. This is to insure Chicago discharges its responsi-
bilities in this matter.,0

REC 8 *0.d'

1M0 VAR.22 1968
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Date: 3/4/68

he following in
(Type is plai seas or code)

(Priorty or Method of mdatn)aI

-DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, DALLAS

IN T:COUNTERIFTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
TJ TR 4' AL:

Re Dallas letter to Bureau dated 12/27/67 entitled
"COUNTERINTELLIGENCr PROGRAM, BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
INTERNAL SECURITY (NATiON OF ISLAND " and Dallas airtel to Bureau
dated 12/27/67 entitled "NA NO 0F ISLAM, INTERNAL SECURITY -
NATION OF ISLAM". 6
6 - Bureau 3 - 0. 3(RM)

8
3 - Chicago n c. ?(RM)

2 - Houston

9 Dallas ( -UT '5) LIGENCE PROGRAM, BLACK
ROUPS")

(2
(1

(1 3'

(1 4 MAR (A.4.MAR,6
GLG/s
(20) 

gs
. rA or.,A??,

IIx
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DL*157-952
DL 105-524

Enclosed for the Bureau are six copies of LRN captioned
NATION OF ISLAM. Chicago is being forwarded three copies and
Housto -twocopies of LHW. Two copies of LHM have been furnishe
MIG, Has, and one copy each has been furnished NISO, New Orle
Louis na, and OSI, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma.

Investigation at DaLai
o wa assisted in inter

and interview i

En tM~i3cas
furnished by
which would be pre u c -a x o

view o

t one no
Original informa

as returned to Dallas, however, he has
not been located for interview.

Contacts with criminal and security informants fa for
with Negro matters has developed no positive information r

Investigation indicates that the activities of Muhammad's
Temple of Islam o *i - ---- * curtailed since
the departure of

NOI membership in Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas, has dropped
from a previous high of 65 members to approximately 45, of which
25 to 30 are active. This point is illustrated from the fact that

43 UTI members reportedly attended the 1967 Saviour's Day Convention
in Chicago, while a group of 22 were established in attendance
at the meeting in 1968.

.2
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DL 157-952
DL '105-524

Ministers I
misconduct.

* aI
'9

n stated that since
13 additional NO
arious reasons of

From the above, it appears that the ETI, without.
local leadership, Its members in dissention and its activities
seriously curtailed, is not an effective racial militant force*
In the Dallas,- Fort Worth, Texas area.



DL 157-952
DL 105-524

As no Federal or local arrests resulted from thi
inve tigition, it is not felt that any form of publicity im
warjnted. It is believed that selective intensified intex
of N I members could result in ossible informant development
by uding allegations regarding as arguments to show I
the fallacies of the NOI opera bon and how it exploits its
members. UACB, the Dallas Office is not contemplating spec
counterintelligence action against the Muhammad's Temple of
Islam in Dallas.

s
srvie
ent
them **
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SA Dallas (157-952) 3 3/72/68

irector, FBI (100-448006)- 3/ 1

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

/ (NATION OF ISIAM)

Reurairtel and letterhead memorandum dated 3/4/68.

Insure that local police have been advised of the
possible prostitution activities in the Dallas Nation of
Islam (401) Temple, including the names of vomen involved.
Since there is no White Slave Traffic Act violation, local
police may want to interview the women involved to make a
local prostitution case. In furnishing this information,
insure your sources are protected.

If local police make any arrests, you should submit
counterintelligence recommendations for publicity for the
purpose of discrediting the NOI to the public. As you note,
the temple is already disrupted internally over this situation
so no counterintelligence action is warranted from this angle.

4E 
V

4A.MA 
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Transmit dY ing in-

via AIRTEL

FBI

Date: 3/15/68

(Type in plintezt or cedel

AIRMAIL

I (prioiiay)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TO:

FROM:

DIECTOR, IFBI (100-446006)

SACO ATLA1NTA (100-7182) (RUC)

COUINTERINTELLIG'ZNCE PROGRAM
£LAM ]NATIONJALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(STOKELY CARrf4ICHAEL) (~

Re Bureau airtel to Atlanta dated 3/12/68,

He airtel requests whether Bureau use of booklet
referred5 to in r n th

a ad wide distri u on, it= or.elt that use by the
Bureau In the Counterintelligence Program would compromise
this inf ormant In any way.

5'-'

I - to - 1 1
S3-L'reau
,-Atlranta(21018

RECU. '410)-
7.-T '-i.9 ', r'1AI

4U FAlu

. ;a -*; mmmww *~*.

' Approved: -

f;O2 APR 4
Sint M Per
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KO 157-257^ .

There has been no information developed to show
hat-violence is intended or expected by persons active in
Fheracial and civil rights matters.

There is only one person on the agitator index
w.ho migJht be the subject of fut trn

his * idividual is

Investigation is being conducted at the present
timae to determine if 4'CCreopens an office at 63elma, Ala.,
which was maintained by 3UCC in the past. If this office
is reopened to direct JNCC activities, then that office would
be a logical tar et for counterintelligence activities.

Concerning suggestions for the over all counter-
intelligence action, it is felt that the Bureau might consider
the creation of n paper IRegro nationalist group for the
purpose of drawinL together militant leaders and militant
groups in order to plant seeds of dissension among such leaders. It
also should be considered that counterintelligence action
could be aimed against radical racial leaders in any organization
by the use of reliable press contacts being given information
which would serve to discredit these leaders. Such infor-
mation, indicating that leaders are using the civil rights
move:.ont for their own gain and are not instituting programs
aimed at encouraging a Negro to help himself, could be used
through reliable press contacts or responsible national
Negro leaders. This type of action might serve to bring about
a feeling of distruct among radical Negro leaders.

MMMOMMOM
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leveland March 29, 968

Director, FD 1 (100-448006).

CtOUNTERINTELLIGENE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT)

ReLEM dated 3/12/68 and captioned "Washingrton Spring
Project" sots out an editorial from "The Call and Post" a weekly
Negro newspaper in Cleveland, Ohio. The editorial was captioned
"King Should Reconsider Uis March On Washington." The Bureau is
considering using this editorial in captioned program. Please
submit 10 Xerox copies of this editorial made from the actual
newspaper for Bureau use. Those copies should be on unwatermarked
paper and should have the name of the newspaper and the date of
the editorial on them. Nothing should appear on the copies
identifying thom with the FBI.

TJD: mrm nT(4) 
l

NOTE:

We are considering furnishing this editorial to
a cooperative newspaper source and a Xerox copy tould bomore
effective than a typod transcript,

IM MAR 20 1988
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UNITED) STA GOVERNMENT

Memo andum

TO : IRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

mmf 4 AC, NEW ORLEANS (105-3138) (P)

SUBJE L 4  TERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBuairtel to Albany, 3/4/68.

1. has b
coordinate this program.

DATE: 3/28/68

17
een assigned to

2. The Black nationalist movement in the New
Orleans Division is limited at this time.

There are NOI chapters located at New Orleans with 32
members and at Monroe, La., with 24 members. Activity of
each group is limited and no information has been received
that either group is engaged in the Black nationalist
movement, on the contrary, members have been instructed
not to become so engaged.

An attempt was made to establish a SNCC chapter
near Southern University, Baton Rouge, La. However, recent
information reveds that this attempt has failed. Since I
H. RAP BROWN has been incarcerated at New Orleans since
2/21/68. seyeralISNCC-leaders-_Erh

~*1

I

's

S

I
Itfo

at various times. nas spent tne mous e"me in new
Orleans and presentyT1s in New Orleans. Information
received from sources indicates that is attempting
to establish a SNCC-controlled unitedro amon the
Negro community. Because of the past history of
as a rabble rouser and SNCC in general, New Orleans
believes that, in the event SNCC is successful, this
presents a definite factor in possible violence. In
addition to the above, the Bogalusa Voters League (BVL),
which was originally a civil rights organization in the
Bogalusa area, is still active. Based upon statements
.of its leaders, it has definitely taken a militant

. attitude. The BVL consists of 15 to 20 members who
: -recently picketed the Orleans Parish Jail at New Orleans

in support ofRAp BROWN.
ALL 1TrjjaPiIE
RT! TS 0':ASSIFIER 4 AP2- Bureau (RM) .4ExAerPR *.1'mEsaos
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ND 105-3138

The following is a list of militant Black
Nationalists in the New Orleans area who might be
future targets for counterintelligence action:

-fT

U

"IL'I
- 7~.

3. At the present time, New Orleans feels that
there is a definite need for counter-

intelligence program against SNCC activity throughout
the US and also in New Orleans. This is based upon the
past history of SNCC and its leaders in regard to
violence and the calling for same.

New Orleans feels that the following five
individuals should be considered for counterintelligence
action:





NO 105-3138
o a All agent personnel assigned to the New Orlea .

Office are being solicited for any suggestions in regard
to captioned matter and any suggestions received, believed
to have merit, will be submitted to the Bureau for con-
sideration.
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Date: 3/21/68

nsmit e following in
< (Type in plainteoerocodel

AIRTEL

---------------- -------------------- -------

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)!

M : SAC, CHICAGO (157-2209) .

s JECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT)

3uairtel 3/14/68. .. .

3...O

or*-

"WO-4 Ao-A Iy,

By way of background, 'as the Bureau is aware, KING and -

ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, head of the NOI, met briefly in Chicago during
2/66 under amicable circumstances, primarily as a result of MARTIN
LUTHER KING's then recent entry onto the Chicago civil rights scene
The meeting produced no tangible results insofar as cooperation,
unity or program was concerned, however, did receive considerable
local publicity. The meeting was basically for the purpose of
showing unity within the Negro community.

KING suffered no adverse publicity as a result of this
meeting although within several days -MUHAMMAD, at an annual NO;
Co mention, made remarks critical of KING for being too close o

Bureau (RM) . - . / d .. d/e**/ '6
1 Atlanta (RM) 7-3

1 Baltimore (157-2520) (RM) i
C hicago .UM. 85 1968 .
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Chicago has carefully reviewed the Nation of Islam (NOI)
file concerning the suggestion in referenced airtel concerning-:
publicity circulated . to possibly embarrass Washington Spring
Project (WSP) efforts in Bs2kimore through a suggested alliance
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the white man. In reaction to these remarks publicly, KING
glossed over this criticism and to some degree capitalized on it,
indicating that in his efforts to build unified support for the
cause of the Negro, he was in contact with all segments of Negro
opinion. Indeed, as recently as 8/67, MUHAMMAD indicated a desire
to again meet with KING to discuss the unity of the Negro.

As the Bureau and Atlanta are aware, KING and CASSIUS
CLAY were in personal contact in Louisville, Kentucky, in 5/67,
in the cour fo en *I * demonstrations held .syM* 3ry
aus ices.

In subsequent newspaper publicity concerning this meeting,
KING was quoted as having praised CLAY for his refusal to be
inducted into the armed forces, coupling this reference to attacks

. on our policy An Vietnam.':The NOI publication "Muhammad Speaks"' o'
was -one'of-the'papers which contained KING's favorable remarks,
including ,comment that CLAY had given.up-l$1,000,000In ordertz
to stand,up -for:What his.'conscience "dictated as right,*fGk~

- ',. In'short it would-appear generally to be true that,
, contactbetween KING.and'-the NOIis,,not -a'heretofore'unknownlhappeni
and-it would appearithat any effort. to'utilizethis-situationd-n

.RBal st*indicate' more;than-casual- associations or contacts;
t"4S) bt oz)rder to embarrass or-inhibit"WSP efforts should indicate a,

cl rkingrelationship 'or'partonship between thetwo. groups.

- -. .- W It'should-be kept' in'.mind:also,-. however,'.that as thqeV
~~' above sources note,'although CIAY isnationally known for his

Sad rance :to'the'NOI, he is alsosomewhat universally'acclai d,
xa embracedby most groups .within',the Black Nationalist:]My ment,.

-%C RE and.-SN as examples,as well as the black communityge rally
ad has'achieved somewhatthe status-of'a 'mArtyred black to 'hero.

-~ -4- -

4 - top, j- ~ d.
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On 2/23/66 KING met with,

latter's residence in Chicago for t
MUHAMMAD's aid in fighting Chicago
highly confidential sources at that
pertinent information describing KI

I evaluation of this meeting. Chicag
I ' meeting was not successful in develI . : or cooperation mainly because of re

A . betwe

ELIJAH MUHAMMAD in the
he purpose of enlisting
slum conditions. Atlanta'

time never developed any
NG's reaction to or
:o sources reported the
oping any mutuality
iligious and hilosophical

It is noted that during an SCLC retreat held in
Atlanta in the middle of January 1968 regarding the WSP
KING stressed that obtaining jobs or income for Wegioes
would represent a mere fraction of that 'which America o*,

6/ / - o- 4. e
3.. Bureau (RM) DO0
1- Baltimore (157-2520) (RMO 2- AtLantII
1- Chicago (RM) EX-1)t8 -

&AAgeatiCharg -: Ij
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FBI

Date: 3/18/68

Transmit t olTorinq n
*0(ype in plinlet or code)

AITELAIRMAIL
Via

(Priority"
(---- ----------------------------------------------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC9 ATLANTA (100-7182)

COUNTERIlNTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(WASHINGrON SPRING PROJECT),.

Re Bureau airtel to Atlanta 3/14/68.

Baltimore's suggestion of utilizing a cartoon
to depict the apparent alliance between SCLC and the NOI
has, as the Bureau noted, definite merit. However, Atlanta
is of the opinion the Bureau's suggestion of a pertinent
newspaper article is more appropriate under the circumstances
and might lend itself to wider circulation than a cartoon.
The impact on KING of printed matter is apt to be greater tha
material presented in a cartoon no matter how skillfully it
be presented.

-

I :
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.the Negro throughout its history. He declared America
owes an incalculable sum to the Negro who throughout
his long years of involuntary servitude labored to build
this country. This language almost suggests some degree of

adherence to teachings of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD.

It is suggested the proposed publicity might be
slanted to convey the thought tha* the apparent alliance.
between SCLC and the NOI possibly grew out of the former
meeting between KING and MDRAMNAD; that in connection with
the WSP SCLC is "pushing" the NOI in Baltimore. This, of
course, would raise a question as to the sincerity of KING's
current statements that the WSP is to be based on nonviolent
techniques because the position of the NOI toward the white
man is basically one of annihilation.

While KING is currently seeking the cooperation of
other organizations to assist with SCLC's WSP he has shown no
willingness to use SCLC to assist any other organization.

In effort to finance the WSP, SCLC plans to seek
financial contributions from Negro churches. Establishing
the thought of an alliance withtthe NOI which is opposed to
Christianitymay well discourage a favorable reaction on the
part of some Negro churches.

It is felt KING's reaction to the proposed technique
would be positive for.'counteridelligence purposes. KING
considers himself a devoteeaf the nonviolent philosophies

. of the late MAHATMA GANDHI.To publicly align him and/or SCLC
with the NOI should trouble him on this basis. It is .
further conceivable that MUHAMMAD may see fit to respond to this
publicly which should embarrass KING further.

.4 £
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UNITED S 'GOVERNMENT 4

Memd}randum
IJyRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 3/28/68

0 B *NEW ORLEANS (105-3138) '(P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBairtel to Albany, 3/4/68.

The following specific suggestion under
captioned program is being submitted for the Bureau's
consideration in regard to SNCC:

This suggestion is being submitted by New
Orleans and, if implemented, it is believed it would
tend to cast suspicion on SNCC and its leaders among
the Negro population throughout the US.

As the Bureau is aware, RAP BROWN has been
incarcerated in the Orleans Parish Jail, at New Orleans,
La., since 2/21/68. A review of information received
from New Orleans sources and information received by
New Orleans from other field offices, reveals that SNCC
has been attempting to raise the .$30,000.00 bond money
for BROWN among the Negro communities in these areas.

As a disruptive tactic, it would appear that
the Bureau might desire to contact a trusted source in r
one of the national wire services such as AP or UPI
and have this individual write an article for national
distribution to the effect that SNCC and its leaders
have been soliciting funds in various areas of the
country to raise the $30,000.00 bond money for BROWN.
This article could allege that'contributions were
collected which exceeded the $30,000.00 needed. However,
when a final accounting was made, only approximately
$10,000.00 was turned in. As a result, SNCC leaders and
members are accusing each other of stealing the money
collected.

(2'- Bureau (RM)
2 - N'.w Orleans ALLNTwrTTON COMAINED

* ~ i'10t 4 APR
SMC:mbc jer"T WiRl SnOWN

r(4) OTHERW1IM

Day U.S. Sovings Bonds Regularly on tbr Pay roll

TO a

FRO)C
SUBJECT:
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N .105-3138
It would appear that, if this news article

were properly prepared, it would have a damaging effect
on SNCC and place SNCC in a bad light among the Negro
community.

Future counterintelligence measures which might
benefit New Orleans will be submitted at a later date.

2*
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( , New Orleans (105-3138)

e or FBI (100-448006)-if C- kE125
COUNTERINTE=LIGENCE PROGRAM
LACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(STUDENT NONVIOLENT C00RDINATING COMMITTEE)

4/11/68 (m
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9.

Reurlet 3/28/68.

The Bureau appreciates your suggestion to cause
dissension within the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) over the disposition of bond money
collected for f. Rap Brown, NCC leader. Information
received at the Bureau, however, indicates that SNCC has
been successful in raising the required bond money. Brown
is in jail at present because his bond was revoked and no
new bond has been set.

This type of counterintelligence suggestion,
creating discord within militant black nationalist groups,
is the purpose of this program and New Orleans should be
alert for further ways to accomplish this objective. Your
suggestion involved giving a news story to a cooperative
news source. If possible, in the future you should suggest
a source in your office if one is available. This is often
most effective in handling counterintelligence.

TJD:emc

NOTE:
New Orleans had suggested a news story to the effect

that leaders of SNCC had raised bond money for Brown but the
money had mysteriously disappeared. Since Brown and all the
other SNCC leaders know that this did not actually happen
this counterintelligence would not be effective.

.2I

I--_, ---
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. Director, FBI (25-330971) DATE

SAC, Denver (100-8098)

ACTION N OF ISLAY,
IS -NGI

CUNT ERITELCEC PROGRAM
BLACK NATIO"ALIST-HLATE GROUPS
RACIAL IN:TELLIGEN:CE

Re Denver letter to Bureau dated 4/3/68, bearing
Counterintelligence Program caption.

Denver does not feel the ::ation of Islam (NOI)
should be a target for counterintelligence action at this
t.e. There has been no evidence any 100I members joined in
the activities of the young people who caused minor racial
dizturbances in Denver during the suM.Amer of 1967. These
diszurbances were spontaneous and were caused by young
Heo Deople who wanted more recreation facilities for the
young Negro population of Denver.

The Denver group of the NOI, with its 20 members,
does not have a large enough membership to discredit its
leaders by mailing leaflets or letters to the membership..

It cannot be stated as to what reaction would
result ffro:. harassment of the NOI members, whether it would
cZ.use thc. to lose membership and disband or cause them to
become more militant.

.f1..The.Bureau, with above facts in mind,.feels
"c Denver NOI group should be a target for counterintel-
ligence action, the following are suggestions:

1. Ask Denver Fire.Department to inspect building
aouin 1:01raoT3quc for poCsib1e condemn
oe, thi'-~ made to

:ho ispe n ya nown to
sever7i7YCets or ne ever uC-, ice. / .-' , -

2- Eureau (RM-) ALL INFOP"TTONCONTAINED
1- DeBver - (E I SIFID.

0,(1 - 157 -199)EXPErTIPRr SHOWSi . **,\/j ". .
PIU s.'

Re'ul~lr!y on thre d1fill !avhi Pt

4.

4

K1..*1
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2. An~onymously have tele~phones0of 
mer~5s

(3tc . v i ttersto '.101 mebers reflectinlg they (
ame~brs A.the "!'inutesmen.

4. have Denver police Departm"zent Pzatrol car 
of-

~icr~ sse t~.fiCcj~tj 60 to re m:-.; we -n they-

leavc NOI o.zque as one or two0 of th-e- make U-turn~
-- 

-- '. tis were done,
2.CrDe%6W

____________________________ 
Police Departiaelts

&~ ztbliflc&source, woulci be 
Used as a contact.

S. A-.onym.ouslyatep to have electricity and

w-&ter &S- 4t off in meimbers'I residenlces

*6. vake telephone Cali s to mosque w!"hile meetinlgs

a*^c In pro-ress to disrupt 
neeetiflgS.

7. nonmoUlY urnish ircor7atI-;o. to newspapers

rg~rdinZ ader ofF Denver groupof C.2i0 shesarfer

in i~s a - c school; also, that three Other m.ember r

e:~>Y~e VofU. .Gvef nt. Bureau has previo.l4be

advise Of the identitY of these 
Governmetepoes

CW
-4
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I, FBI (100-448006) DAm: 3/28/68

TSBURGII (100-15780) (P)

INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
NTELLIGENCE

ReBuairtel to Albany dated 3/4/68.

Pursuant to the instructions in reairtel, the
following is set forth:

1. The S ecial A nt assigned to coordinate this
program W

2. Regarding a succinct summary of the black
nationalist movement in the Pittsburgh Field Office
territory, the following is set forth:

Muhammad's Temple of Islam No. 22,'Pittsburgh, is
the Pittsburgh Branch of the Nation of Islam (NOI), and has
between 18 and 20 male members and about 10 female members. j
Activities of Temple No. 22 have been limited to their own
meetings and the sale of their publication. Members of
Temple No. 22 have not participated in demonstrations or
collaborated with any other organizations activities. In
regard to the *volene.

111FatMus 1i*mseiv
-violence and o no carry guns or believe in or

sanction the foment* /

1Is apparen iseIavn a ua s fu y suppor MMAD, national leader of
the NOI, and would be likely to follow ELIJAH MUHAMMAD if he
advocated violence. On the basis of the current situation,
it is not believed Temple No. 22 presents any potential for
racial violence and in fact the opinion has been expressed
that Temple No. 22 acts as somewhat of a stabilizing influence
in the Negro community.

B- Bureau (RM)
2 - Pittsburgh . q* ,s
RIR/jsk ALL J
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The Afro-American Institute (AAI), a Pittsburgh -
organization, is described as a secret, militant organi ation
whose purpose is to overthrow the existing social orders
through violence. Membership is estimated at between '1
12 and 20 persons. Activities consist of meetings on an
irregular basis at its headquarters with clandestine
meetings also held in private residences. It has been
reported the AAI is a study group whose purpose is to promote
an interest in black culture; however, it has also been
reported the AAI is a militant organization which believes
in violence. It has also been reported the AAI may be an
affiliate of the Revolutionary Action Movement (LAM), a
revolutionary, nationalist organization. It is believed the
AAI has a very real propensity for violence.

The Organizers is a Pittsburgh organization of
Negroicen-agers whose stated purpose was to sharea concern
to end the draft and "all the other things that are a drag
to young black people." No exact figures have been reported
relative to membership, but it is estimated to-be in the
neighborhood of 75 individuals. Activities have been limited
to issuance of public letters protesting ghetto conditions
and protesting the slicltation of Negro rlrls In het o
areas by white males.
to the Organizers, has recen g
desired activity for the or Ion was to acquire white
businesses in Negro areas. s also indicated advocacy
of violence. Regarding the openity for violence of this
organtation, there is no present indication of such, except
from the statements made by

There are no reported black nationalist organizations
within the territory of the Pittsburgh Office, other than as
reported above in Pittsburgh, itself.
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Regarding Agitator Index subjects who are militant
black nationalists and any other militant black nationalist
leaders who might be future targets of counterintelligence
action because of their propensity for violence, the following
is set forth: .I
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*egar*ing organizations and individuals considered
of such potential danger as to be considered for current
counterintelligence action, the following is noted:

4. Suggestions or overa coun er nte igence
action or the administration of this, program.

It was mentioned by the representative of the
ittsburgh Office at the recent racial conference that it was

considered of counterintelligence value to consider foundation
- *

L
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funds being funneled into black nationalist activities.
lIt has been 'noted in Pittsburgh in the very recent past tat .
. requests for foundation funds for black nationalist puroa
Jlas very substantially increased. Certain of these requed:s-.
are accompanied with the threat that if the funds are not
forthcoming, racial violence will result. It is considered

. likely that on a national basis there is a considerable
amount of foundation money being directed to black nationalist
causes, which, if it were curtailed through counterintelligence,
would have a very material effect on the activities of these
organizations and their potential for violence. *

Suggestions 'for action against specific targets'
will be submitted to the Bureau by separate letter.

* *
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director FBI (100-448006) 1

COUNTERlNTELLIGENCE PRGAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK UNITED PRONT)

0

4/2/68

I a

Reference WF0 LMI 3/20/68 and captioned
"Black United front."

I.J~

1w . Silce a primo goat o r ie wounteran.uneienw wroram
is to foster disunity between militant black nationalist groups,

aEL 110 should consider the above situations for counterintelligence
action. Consider the possibility of directing anonymous
letters to those members of the Steering Committee who are

TIfD:1lkm REC- 31
IE4) L* APR 2 1968
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. being criticized for a lack of m
the possibility of furnishing polat this meetings and future aes
media sources.

170 should analyze thi
appropriate counterintelligence
disunity and desire for secrecy,
of your informants and the fact
action must not be traced to the
are only starting points for cou
encouraged to submit any and all
Bureau believes that imaginative
this area can result in positive
encouraged to consider this, and
for potential counterintelligence

1. j

'V 3

llitany. Also consider-
rtions of the discussion.
Ings,-to cooperative new

s situation and submit
action to capitalize on this

Keep in mind the security
that counterintelligence '
Bureau, The above suggestions
nterintelligence and 110 is
workable suggestions, The
thinking by the field in
achievements and 370 is
the entire racial field,

e action.
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UNITED STATES G*RNMENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44006)

FROM : SAC', RICHMoTD (105-5096) P

SUBJECT: COUNTERIVITELLIGE'CE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIOIIALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL IIITELLIGEICE

ReBureauairtel to Albany, 3/4/6E.

1. 111h4,

captioned progra-i for the Richmon

2. The only Black Nationalist Mo
Richmond territory is the Notion
zation consists of one 4onqiue (Mu
of Richmond, with about 35 hard-c
officers. This Mosque holds regu

It should be pointed out that in'
in the RichmTond area,, it had appr
This membership figure remained 1i
to five years after which a stead
and is continuinC today.

It is also noted that the Richmon
of this organization and thirouah
ha determined that the NOI in Ri
nationalist Eroup. Richmond .OI1
to ovoid all forms of violence an
oneself and then. only when ab3olu

* of this rule results in the guilt

The members of Muhammnad Mosque #2
ing and hold menial jobs such as1
of the current members are unskil
Richmond. The Richmond Office kn
who possesses the potential to be

ccordingly, Richmond believes th
for violence is low.

ALL I 71T W2 - Bureau (RM!) t
. Richmond , zECr"'7-15Sl

TJO:shb

j (3) Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on z

DATE: '1i6e

as been assigned to coordinate
id Division.

vement known to exist in the
of Islam (NOI). This organi-
hammad Mosque #24) in the City
ore members, 1. of whom are
lar weekly meetings.

1.957, when the ITOI was formed
oximately 75 to F0 members.
airly constant for the next thrre
y decline in membership began

d Office has informant coverage J
its inforrnints and other sourcepj
chmond is a non-militant bleck 4*
members are constantly taught
d to usc force only to defend
tely necessary. Any infraction.
y member being suspended.

4 generally have little school-
porters, etc. About one-third
led farmers from the suburbs,
ows of no member of this Mosque
a rabble-rouser.

at the Rich':v nd [I's pro psity

5SIFIE. 12 APR 3 1968

he Payroll Saving PlanI5
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CeRichmond Division does not have any militant black nat nal-
tts on its Agitator Index. The Richmond Division knows of no
litant black nationalist leaders within its territory who ---

hive a propensity for violence.

3. As set forth in paragraph,2 above, Richmond knows of no
orrganizations and individuals within its territory th.t
should be considered for current counterintelligence action
under the present standards of this program.

It in noted that Richriond is constantly on the alert for
infor~martion relyardino militant orranizations. Intensive
efforts have reccrtlr been undertaken to develop Negro racial
in!ror:nants in order to assure Richmond In co'.nizont of the
formation of any militant black roups as well on to develop.
additional coverage in the 10i and Vegro rctto-type areas.

. Pichmond believe that one of the boot ways to thwart the
efforts of militant blarc: nationalist groups and individuals
is to discredit themi. In this regard it is felt that the
offices of origin on said groups and individuals should fully
develop and furnish to interested offices any derogatory infor-
mtion developed no that this information con be "released" to
ap oprate news media, informarits and sources. By "releasing"
deros:atory date prior to a speech or appearance of a militant
would assist in plnitinin the seed of distrust and thereby
diminish the militant.' effect.

5. Since P.ichmon hoas not been in a position to have first-nnO
experience . *-i '.0-f.-lrntin any of the fi.eld-wide militarit
t*r;:ets of thi, program, it is not in a position to furnish
other than cncra.1 type surCostions for counterintellgence action.
However, inasimch as the Bureau does not desire general o'es-
tions, none will be nuhmitted herewith.

In view of the information set:out above, on n UACB ba-I,
Richond will not nlibmit a 90-day protrcse letter commar~zing

U
V
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proposedd counterintelligence operations, operations effeed
and tar hilc results. In lieu thereos, Richmiond will submit
a 90)-av letter on the dates designated in re J3ueirtel, which

- wil advise the Bureau of the results of Richmond's efforts
to identify any militant black organizations and/or individuals
within the Richmond territory. Should any such organtation and/or
individuals be identtifed,.Richmond will propose appropriate
counterintelli.-ence operations for Bureau approval.
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UNITED STATES C NMENT

Memoraidu
Io - DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 3/29/68

ROM SAC, SACRAMENTO (100-894)(P)

SUBJF / COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS ,

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

*41)

Re Bureau airtel dated 314/68.

1 The Se A t assigned to coordinate this
program is

(2) The black nationalist movement in the Sacramento
Division consists of the Nation of Islam (NOI). NOI Mosque No.
39 is located in Fresno, California, and consists of from 25 to,
30 individuals. The NOI has recently started having meetings
in Sacramento and are being attended by 15 to 25 people. An
NOI Mosque has allegedly been opened in:Vallejo, California.
The possibility of a racial disturbance being instigated by'.
members of the NOI must be considered possible at any time.

. The Sacramento Division does not, at this time, have a Rabble-'.
Rouser Index subject or militant black nationalist leader who
might be considered as a target for counterintelligence action.

(3) The NOI is the only known hate group currently
active in the Sacramento Division which should be considered
for counterintelligence action.

. (4) Sacramento vould like to offer an observation
which might be utilized generally in various racial demonstrations
in schools and other areas. Having proper liaison with the news
media, it might be possible to have demonstrations played down
by showing photographs of bored and."I don't know what's going
on" type of demonstrator rather than.the ones who very apparently

,-are participants. Also, rather than'show a photograph of a,. .
wn rabble-roser talking 6 p*rowd, show a photograph of

2 Sacramento
/Ima ;< - NEEIN IS LT "LASSIFIED.

PR.11 1968 \\ EXCEPT VHERE SHOW>

BU.y.Saig .d Rgul 46 '~olSvns.J ~
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. unknown individual. Known agitators are looking for pub

1Lcity and without it, they might become disenchanted.
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UNITED STATES VERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-161140) (P)

*~ I

DATE: 4/1/68 F
'- COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

It is suggested that the following letter be sent
to H. RAP BROWN as soon as he gets out of jail.

Dear FAP:

Dig this man. I got it from inside. STOKELY and
FOR4AN sent you to the West Coast so that the man would get
you. They are a little too cool for you RAP Baby. Without
out of the way they can have the whole pie,

SOUL BROTHER

The above letter designed to plant seeds.of dis-
trust between BROWN, CARMICHAEL, and FORMAN will be typed p
double spaced on plain white paper.

The typing of the letter and envelope will be handled
by the NYO. The letter will be mailed from a mailbox in NYC and
sent to BROWN as soon as his address can be determined,

Bureau authority is requested for the NYO to proceed
along lines set forth above,

j

&2Bureau (RM)
1- New York

JJ :amb
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8A ew York (100-161140)

rpftor, FBI (100-448006)-'j;
. REC- 125

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(H. RAP BROWN)

Reurlet 4/1/68.

The Bureau appreciates
discord between H. Rap Brown and
+h^' "ll Inall how "Often +-Ll~ 4Pv

4/11/68

your suggestion to foment
Stokely Carmichael, however,

In this instance.

New York suggested sending an anonymous letter to
H. Rap Brown when he gets out of jail to the effect that

$ .'scb ALL r

/O 00

* A, MAIL ROOM 7 TLL!YPE UNITLJ
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New York should be alert to other ways to accomplish
this objective, and should feel free to submit all suggestions
to the Bureau for consideration.

TJD:emc
(4) ~#

I

NOTE:

Carmichael vanted Brown arrested In order to reg I
of the Studr-nt No-n-Vtolen
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UNITED STATES G .RNMENT:

Memoratium ..
o : DRECTORs FBI (100-448006) , DATE: 4/3/68

ROM fLAC -BUFFALO (157-503)1(P)
SUBJ COUNIERINTELLIGENCE..ROGRAM

BLACKK -NATIONALIST- .E..AT. GROUPS
. RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

V. ReBuairtel, 3/4/68.

In accordance with Bureau instructions to submit
within 30 days a working paper concerning the Counterintellig
Program in the militant Black .Nationalist field in the Buffal
Division, the following review is submitted:

(1) has been assigned to
coordinate this program. . .

(2) The Black Nationalist movement in the Buffalo
-Division consists at present of two specific groups. These
will be dealt with separately.

NATION OF ISLAM (NoI)

The NOI in the.Buffalo Division is made up of membe
of Iuhammad 's Mosque #23 (MM #23) and MM #23B, the first
located in the city of Buffalo and the second in Rochester,
New York.. ' .

8 Members of the Buffalo Mosque number-approximately
80persons and in Rochester membership is approximately 25.

1 s Membership in each group is somewhat unstable and the leader-
diip of each Mosque has been recently aher

evere re-ad u tment. Until ee

During the past wlrnz
* d , . *a .aziorf ss ion has arisen on thd art

of members of 4 #23
;4t4
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The NOI in Buffalo holds its usual weekly public
meeting on Sundays. Approximatly 100 persons are attracted.
to these meetings-some out.of sheer curiosity. Mid-week ..
meetings are held of the Fruit of -IslaM (FOI) and MGT, for
school and training purposes, and.informants have reported that
the subjects taken up at these meetings are repetitive and-*..
lack luster.: - . ' ..

. . The assessment of this office at present asto t
NOI's-propensity for violence-is that it is minimal.

-has reportedly frequently cautioned again ng
involved in any public action ration is an
issue. He has told it would be better'for them
to be out of' town when -V 51 reksout In the ghetto.

S. - . . . .SNCC STUDENT NON-VIOLENT .

- COORDINATING COMMITTEE) .

'A. newj Buffalo chapter of.SNCC was*formed in
.,Setembr., 967and is

ni vi-r. on a thi

easons. - Namely, -the inability of the'Chairman to devote
much time to organizational activity and secondly, a
reluctance on the part ofthe Negro youth in Buffalo to
accept.SNCC. ,-The chapter operates out of the apartment o

ra a

L 'i''.s..A T' ~ 2-
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and he is endeavoring to obtain an office th
g , a move which may come -about this spring. Membership in
this chapter is a fluid thing, a number of Negro youth who
were first interested in this chapter have dropped out and some
new faces have shown up more recent. Actual membershiW .
is not a matter of record except_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
either from the financial contribuIon-
expressed willingness to take part in the SNCC program.
Meetings are held at the beck and call of the Chairman at
resentn -h

on co5me with more regularity in the future.

At the present time, the SNCC chapter in Buffalo
- does not have much ronensity for violence.

_ _ _I| I_ _ es not su scr*e o

the "ElitanFy"UT"EFTEaLonal IN l±eaers such as H. RAP BROWN
and STOKELY CARMICHAEL. He is close to the leaders of the
New York State organization and will play the game with
them insofar as their militancy is concerned, but is not*.
interested in pursuing that line in Buffalo itself.. The-
SNCC program locally is to jab the conscience of the Negro
community and stimulate it to take action on various

-projects such as urban redevelopment and the job situation.
It has taken no positive stand on the Vietnam question....--

(3) Buffalo does not have any organization or
'Individual deemed of such potential danger as to be preset

considered for current counterintelligence action.
ly,

S.

V.
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noral character of some militant Black Nationalist or could -
accuse that person of mis-appropriation of funds, thereby
creating disrespect on the part of his fOllowing.
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UNITED STATES ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE 3/28/68

':.SAC, BALTIMORE (157-2520)

sUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT)

Re Baltimore airte1,6g/8/68; Bureau airtel,
* 3/14/68; Atlanta airtel, 3/18/; and Chicago airtel,

3/21/68.

The comments, as set out in referenced Atlanta
and Chicago airtels, have been carefully reviewed by this
office. This office does have a completely cooperative
and reliable newspaper source who could be contacted to
publicize the situation as discussed in referenced commun-
ications.

However, at this time Baltimore does not recommend
such a contact for the purpose of a newspaper article. 'The
Washington Spring Project has been making little headway here
in Baltimore. There is an office that functions, but the
office is not being operated very effectively. From our
sources, as well as the Police Department in Baltimore, the
entire project has simply not been making any headway. For
this reason, It is felt that at this time it would not be
desirable to give KING and the Washington Spring Project
any publicity of any kind which might reflect reaction in
his favor. Baltimores therefore, recommends'that this
possibility be kept in mind and if at a later date, the
Washington Spring Project does get off the ground, then
consideration would be given to the suggestions as set out -

in these referenced communications.

Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL)
2 -Baltimore
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UNITED 5TATESQ?'NMENT

Memorandum
o : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DAM:3/29/68

R' : SAC, BALTIMORE (157-2209)

OBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT)

Sources of this office connected with the
Washington Spring Project (WSP) in Baltimore have indicated
that the WSP has not gotten off the ground yet. These
sources have reported in general terms that it was their
impression that one of the reasons for this failure to make
adequate progress is the lack of assurance of MARTIN LUTHER
KING in particular, that if any arrests are made during
the project, bail, money and attorneys will be promptly
furnished. This was confirmed by the Intelligence Unit
of the Baltimore City Police Department.

More specifically, a source reported that the
head of the National Association For The Advancement of
Colored People here in Baltimore contacted the WSP with
this specific question in mind. No adequate assurance
was given by the WSP office:.

It is not known by Baltimore that this is a
unique situation for this office. It is suggested that L
if a similar situation exists in other divisions that some
consideration be given for a counterintelligence operation. /

(2 Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL)
f - Baltimore
MEG:rlj /
(3) \P
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BAC, Detroit (100-34655) 4/3/88

Irector,FBI (100-448006)

UNTERINTELLIGECE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUP
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - - -

(LA COSA NOSTRA)
(BUDED 5/3/68)

Reurairtel 3/25/68 captioned "TECIP."

Reairtel notes that nationalistic spirit among
Negro number house o rators has risen and many have become
follower

contr * oney, up to $25eeglHEUdtrermnm..
0 ; ,oement Inatr/

ReaIrtel noted that 30 of the leading Negro numbers
house operat6re recently banded together and have reluctantly
agreed to continue use of the LCN number rather than a "black
power" number and to continue paying their monthly tribute to
the LCN . Ex 110o REC8 8 / q,/' (. I7y

From an investigative standpoint this situation
should be closely followed to determine if violence is.

. imminent and to ascertain the disposition of funds paid the
-- black power movement. It .would appear conaidorable sums of

S money, up to $25,000 in some cases, are going to black militants.
$8 It is imperative we identify persons getting this money and

a .determine what it is being used for. Detroit must tak~
co immediate steps to answer these questions., P

* sFurther, this situation is susceptible of counter-
intelligence exploitation. Assuming your sources are p9tcted "

___it aight be possible to publicize the funding, of black
---nationalism through the "nickel and dime" numbers racket,

____ upported as it is by those Negroes who can leat afford it.
conise .f, AI.T IVFOPfr AT TON CONTAIND -

I
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Letter toAC, Detroit .

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
00-448006 - ' -

The breach between the LCN and Negro numbers o atora
ight be widened through careful direction Of your informants

to the detriment of both groups. It might bo possible to .

ge LCW action against black power advocates, such-as
r than thq numbers operators themselves. Or

re wa would be given the impression the LCN is out
to "got * usingg him to restrict his black nationalist
activity or leave Detroit.

We do not want to be in the position of helping the
LCN maintain their control of the racket, but, at the same
time we must try to prevent the considerable proceeds from -
being available to a Nogro revolutionary group. Detroit

.should follow this situation closely *nd submit investigative
and count eintelligonce recommendations within 30 days.
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UNITED STATES - RNMENT

Mem or *.dum
To Director, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, Birmingham (100-5492)(P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

DATE: 4/3/68

ReBuairtel to Albany, 3/4/68.

ReBuAirtel instructs certain information be sub-
mitted by receiving offices. The following is being
furnished:

has been assigned this matter.

2. The active, black nationalist movement in the
territory of the Birmingham Field Division is
limited to Muhammad's Mosque, Nation of Islam
(NOI), Birmingham.

This Mosque has an estimated membership of about
75 members. It has the normal activity of-anNOI Mosque;
three meetings a week and occasional social affairs open
to the public.

Birmingham's estimate is that this Mosque does
not have a propensity for violence. It is loyal to ELIJAH

AMMAD and follo teachings without reservation.
frequently derides "black power"

an iolence only in answer to

()ALL flf"Orl,- T~fnpCONTAINED
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BH 100-5492

3. Birmingham does not consider either the NOI or
SCLC to be of such potential danger as to be
considered for current counterintelligence actio .

4. Birmingham has no suggestion to submit for overall
counterintelligence action.

2,
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FBI (100-44o06) DATE: 4/3/68

LAND (157-1189) (P)

'ELLIGENCE PROGRAM
ONALIST - KATE GROUPS
rELLIGENCE

,l to Albany dated 3/4/68.

1. IDENTITY OF COORDINATING AGENT

atecaptioned

2. SUCCINCT SUMMARY OF BLACK.
NATIONALIST MOVEMENT IN CLEVELAND

are three known extremist Black Nationalist
.ons within the confines of the Cleveland
Lsion. These three groups are New Libya,
can Set and the Nation of Islam. There
brief summary of each of these groups:

bya

is a loosely knit, undisciplined band of
,e 2 - 0 Ne ro males between e ages of

They
re 1.L~tr. N-Cinalsts and

iem have assumed Afro names and frequently
type robes. They often express their
the white race and predict its destruction
rld domination of the Black Man. In actuality,
iot motivated by any deep seated philosophy.
ie members have at one time or another run
he law because of their criminal activities.

few Libya organization has no discipline,
iold formal meetings and has no planned
The membership congregates at an astrology
ed at 11105 Superior Avenue. The members'

4- Bureau (RM) Tau (.
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CV 157-1189

p incipal activities consistof drinking wine, smoking "poti,
s xual promiscuity, playing cards, and engaging in various
fbrms of criminal activity. All of the members are known to
possess weapons.

2. Afro American Set

The Afro American Set is a disorganized group-of
approximately 20 to 25 Negro males and females ran ing in

a ofase. ________

both of whom r r~s~
nis s. isgo enly professes its Black

Nationalist philosophy. -laims that the purpose of
the organization is to remove all white control over the
Negro ghettos, to allow only Negroes to operate businesses,
police the streets, teach in the schools, and govern the
Negro community. The ultimate goal is the takeover of
Cleveland and the entire country by black revolution.

The members of this group meet formally once a
week, take instructions on karate, and are presently
engaged in ativi s1owtn

emons r 0ns in s e , are collecting moneyforahis
benefit, and are planning future demonstrations. Most of
the members reportedly have access to weapons. This group is
presently attempting to recruit new members. The leaders of
this group have been in trouble with the authoritiesin the
past because of their criminal activities.

3. Nation of Islam

This is a national organization which has local
chapters in Cleveland, Akron, Toledo and Youngstown. They
generally advocate separation of the races and teach that
the members of the white race are devils who have oppressed
the Negroes. They encourage non-cooperation with white society,
a separate state for black people, and allegiance to the
Muslim religion rather than the United States Government.
Membership is limited to non-whites and those who accept

e teachings of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, the nationalleader.

-23.
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MggClevelana membersip is approximately 300; AKrofn '3
membership consists of 50-55 men; Toledo has approximately
20-25 members, and Youngstown has approximately 18 male
members.

NOI members are repeatedly warned by their
leadership to refrain from participation in violence,
especially in racial dis*Lurbances. They are also
forbidden to carry weapons. There is no indication that
they have participated in racial disturbances it the past.

3. ORGANIZATIONS'AflD INDIVIDUALS CONSIDERED
FOR CURRENT COUNITERINTELLIGENCE ACTION

1. New Libya

This is a small Black Nationalist group made up
of criminal types. It is felt this group, based on the type
of membership, would be in a position to foment or
perpetuate rioting or disturbances in order to achieve their
criminal end, i.e., looting, etc.

.2. Afro American Set.

This organization has as its aims to move all
white authority &nd control out of the ghettos and allow
only Negroes to operate businesses, schools, govern and
police themselves. The ultimate goal of this group is
to take over the city and country by violent black
rebellion and revolution.
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Estimate of Each Grougs Propensity for
Violence

New Libya

This band of heavy drinking, drug using
criminals, in the opinion of all knowledgeable
individuals, possesses great potential for violence.
Imbued with irrational hatred for white people generally,
and law enforcement officers in particular, this
irresponsible group is very alert to cause a racial
incident. They are undisciplined3 without moral principles,
and completely lacking in respect for law and order.
Current intelligence information is that this group has
no plans at this time to instigate racial disorders;
however, there is no question but that they will move
swiftly to participate if a disturbance breaks out.

Afro American Set

This organization presents a very real threat
to the harmony of the Negro communi This is true

lly because of the extremist
who has participated in previo uroances.

®rlee bers of this group, for the most part, are immature,
shiftless-youths who are easily led and prone to violent
action. The location of their headquarters on the fringe of
a white nationality residential neighborhood makes the
possibility of a racial confrontation ever present.
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Nation of Islam F
Because of the hate indoctrinated philosophy

taught by this organization, and the highly disciplined
control over its membership, the National of Islam presents
a threat to the peace of the community. Until this time
the NOI leadership has continually instructed its
membership not to instigate or participate in racial
disturbances. While it is realized that these instructions
could be reversed on short notice, there has been no
indication that this will be done. In view of this current
reluctance on the part of the NOI to encourage participation
by the membership, it is felt that the organization does
not at this time present an outstanding threat to racial
harmony, although the violence potential is there.

Rabble-Rouser Index Subjects Who are
Militant Black Nationalists Who Might be
Future Targets of Counterintelligence

-ma5- '4'
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4. Administration of this program might
be more effectively handled by routing informant
dissemination memos through the coordinator of
the Counterintelligence Program on a day-to-day basis.
This will allow the coordinator to function thoroughly
abreast of pertinent developments in the over-all
racial field.

Counterintelligence on an over-all basis can include
continued emphasis on utilization of sources and informants to
know immediately of any change of location of meeting places
or headquarters of these Black Nationalist groups. Experience
has shown many of the groups in Cleveland meet in hovels or '
"pads", which in many cases are places which contain numerous
housing and health code violations. 'Armed with information of
this type, it can be furnished to the appropriate city or
county agency through confidential established channels with
an eye to causing citations for housing violations, possible
arrests locally or at least action to cause relocation of a

roup with a resultant disruptive effect.
~~ro~ ~th aresutant- 6- -
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A close check can be maintained concerning the
nancial status of leaders of the Black Nationalist groups I
develop information of acquisition by these leaders of

r al estate, expensive automobiles, or the like, so that
consideration might be given to publicize these facts.
The credo of some of these groups, principally the NOI,
is not to buy property in white neighborhoods or areas
populated by affluent citizenry. 'By publicizing any
acquisition of such property, the demoralizing effect on
the followers would be significant.

In those instances where two or more leaders are
vying for the position of leadership, it might be possible
through careful utilization of informants to spread
conflicting rumors about the aspiring leaders to cause
dissension within the groups.

Utilization of anonymous mailings of fake literature
appearing to be from one group, which criticizes another group.
This activity could possibly generate mistrust and dissension
precluding a unification of small groups.

Alerting of juvenile authorities concerning the
promiscuous activity which takes place at some of the meeting
places, where there is drinking, smoking of "pot", and sexual
promiscuity. Informants have advised the meeting places are
frequented by young teen-age girls and their presence
apparently causes a great deal larger attendance at the
meetings than would ordinarily attend.

Exploitation of the feasibility of tormenting
discord and animosity between the NOI and Black Nationalist
groups. The doctrines of the two have basic differences
and, -if animosity could be created by rumor, anonymous fake
mailings or a carefully devised plan wherein the NOI newspaper
destined for Cleveland would'be 'lost" and suspicion for the
"loss" throiwn upon a Black Nationalist.

Maintain a constant vigilance for possible sources
of funds so that every step can be taken to stifle such source.
It appears the smaller Black Nationalist groups such as are
active in Cleveland historically have gone under with the main

ntributing factor being lack of fundsC
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ribution of anti-Black Nationalist articles
Negroes so that potential joiners,

zenry and curious attenders would be
attendance or participation in Black
nations.

ribution of fake announcements of a meeting
small Black Nationalist group with the added

free wine. The resultant effect would be
and loss of statute within the Negro neighbor-

ls

Cleveland Office concurs with the Bureau that
counterintelligence program in this field
fective tool in minimizing the divisive
emist Black Nationalists. In analyzing the
ist movement in our division, we have noted
deep seated animosities dividinothe leader

Slack Nationalist groups, e.g...
While it is truethat they wi on

, they are basically distrustful of each other
the leadership of each other. Intensified

e made to capitalize on this animosity and
oanizations divided. There has been no evidence
tion between the NOI and other Black Nationalist
eland.

rding a Messiah whose personality could
arious Black Nationalists into a strong
the Cleveland Office does not feel
exists in this area at thi
personal weaknesses a
tive personality, do no po equities
gnetism so necessary for a "Messiah". At this
no evidence that a potential national leader
local movement.

enting the Black Nationalists from causing
racial disturbances is, of course, a primary aim
the racial field. Since we do not have any
igative Jurisdiction insofar as violations of
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defr1 laws are concerned, we have cooperated with the
1 cal Police Department and other authorities to gather
evidence of local violations against these individuals.
We feel that by harassing and imprisoning these lawless
hoodlums and closing their hang-outs, much can be
accomplished in the way

par men , as een mos e ecve.

Local authorities in the past have been able to
close the JFK Ho W center of Black Nationalism in
Cleveland; close for a time, and
conduct several ra where members of
these groups have cached weapons, incendiary devices, and
other materials. Practically ders of the local

N t i o n s -1 i ~ n v 0

av1ye feen arres eand rougntupon
arges. i type of enforcement, we feel, has beeh an

effective curb on the activities of these individuals. It
is anticipated that this type of activity will be continued, -
where feasible, against these individuals.

The Cleveland Office, through its contacts in the
Negro community, has not developed any information indicating
that the Black Nationalists have gained any aura of
respectability in the Negro community as a whole. They
are regarded as hoodlums and troublemakers by most
responsible Negroes. They have gained some stature with
white "liberals" who have invited them to speak at affairs,
and apparently they regard these Black Nationalists as
curiosities. The Negro radicals and sympathizers have
cooperated in some degree with the Black Nationalists, but
they stop short of doing anything that will involve themselves
in violation of the law.

The most important goal mentioned in referenced
Buairtel is the prevention of the long-range growth of Black
Nationalism among youth. The Cleveland Office feels that this
is a most serious problem because of the impressionability of
youth. The Cleveland Office in the past has undertaken an
i terview program of young Negro males and females who have

* g ,-9-
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hown an interest in attending activities of these groups.
uring the course of these interviews, Agents pointed out f
o these young people the fallacies and dangers of Black ?

Nationalism. Positive results, in the form of the
disassociation of many of those interviewed from the Black
Nationalists, were noted. The Cleveland Office is
interested in any suggestions that would effectively
curtail recruitment of young people into this movement,
as we feel that if large numbers of Negro youth are
converted to Black Nationalism, a true black revolution
will ensue.
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UNITED STATES cERNMENT

Memori~tduto
:DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) 4/2/68

on SAC, JACKSONVILLE (157-1523) (P*)

SUBJE COUNTERIINTELLIGEN4CE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to Albany dated 3/4/68.

l lhas been assigned to co-ordinate
captioned program in the Jacksonville Office.

SUMMARY OF BLACK IIATIONALIST MOVEMENT
JACKsouJVILLt DIVISION

The Black Nationalist Movement in the Jacksonville
Division is a relatively new movement and is not clearly defined.
Informant and source coverage is under development and it is
anticipated that a more definite picture will be provided in the
near future.

The main activities are centered in the Gainesville
area of Florida where the following organizations exist:

Students For A Democratic Societ (SDS)
Gainesville, Florida

SDS was organized in Gainesville, Florida, in 1966.
It has operated as an off-campus organization in that the
University of Florida has refused to recognize it as a campus
organization. At the time of organization, its membership was
listed as being 16 members. ;During February, 1967, SDS in
Gainesville affiliated with Southern Student Organizing
Committee (SSOC) and the group was then known as SDS-SSOC.
Later SDS was dropped from the name of the group.

SSOC has been described as the local branch of SDS.
At the University of Florida, the two groups, reportedly,
are promoted as different groups to give the impression of yet
another "new-left" organization.,

During January, 1967, SDS demonstrated in behalf
University of Florida student who was placed on proatio
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or posing nude for an off-campus magazine.

During July, 1967, ,SDS sponsored the "Viet Nam
Summer Florida Institute" at Gainesville, Florida, which was
a part of the national protest movement against the war in
Viet Nam.

Since December, 1967, SDS has participated in a
rally against support of the draft, against compulsory
POTC, and against recruitment by the Central Intelligence
Agency and Dow Chemical Company on the University of Florida
campus.

"The Florida Alligator," daily'campus newspaper,
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, carried an
article in its 2/19/68 issue captioned, "New Left Fever
Appears Dead." The article pointed out that "despite their
recent efforts SDS has found it nearly impossible to arouse -

significant student interest." There is, however, a potential
for violence by an organization such as SDS, especially if
it gains sufficient support in the future from students at
the University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida.

Southern Student Organizing Committee (SSOC)
Gainesville; Florida

The SSOC at Gainesville, Florida, has been described
as the local branch of SDS and is supposedly promoted as a
different group to give the impression of yet another "new-left"
organization.

A letter released by the "Viet lNam Summer (Florida
Project)," Gainesville, Florida, sponsored by SSOC-SDS, during
July, 1967, stated that SSOC will open a Florida regional
office in Gainesville. This office will help any peace and
freedom group with literature,films, speakers, and will try
to arrange conferences on movement issues for the State of
Florida.

. I
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On 1/12/68, SDS-SSOC, Gainesville, had a meeting

o discuss what action should be taken against future military
and private industry recruiters on the campus of the
University of Florida. A protest against Central
Intelligence Agency(CIA) recruitment on 1/15/68 proved
ineffective.

On 1/27/68, SSOC sponsored the "Florida Conference
for Peace and Freedom"-- "of

de a statement
a is meeting to the e ec at ac people in the
restaurants could poison all the food for "whitey." If
a black man can kill five whites, then he can die knowing

. that he tried to overthrow the white system.

through the residential streets of white America.

SSOC organized demonstrations against Dow Chemical
Company recruitment on the University of Florida campus
on 2/8 and 2/9/68.

SSOC is closely associated with SDS and may be one
* aidthe same organization. If it could gain a following and
. support to carry out its objective, it could present a

definite potential for violence.

Student 1Hon-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
Gainville Florida
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eople together to work on common problems.

A Florida Black Power Conference is scheduled
to be held in Jacksonville, Florida, on April 5, 6, and
7, 1968.

to date have been unsuccessful in
organizing a chapter o the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference in the Jacksonville area. More recently they
have attempted to exert their influence in the Black Power
movement in Gainesville, Florida. Their following has been
limited and success as leaders questionable. The results
of the forthcoming Florida Black Power Conference in
Jacksonville, if held as scheduled, could be of great
concern. This matter is being closely followed.

Nation of Islam (NOI)
Jacksonville, Florida

This organization has been in existence for a number
of years and is estimated to currently consist of from
25 to 30 members.

The minister has always cautioned the members not
to take part in any racial issues or demonstrations
in Jacksonville. His teachings have, however, stressed the
supremacy of the black race, hatred toward the white man and
his religion, and an objection toward the war in Viet Nam and
Negro participation in this war. While the NOI, to date,
has not taken an active part in any public racial matters or
demonstrations, because of its principals and objectives
it does present a potential danger to the community.

The following connected with the Black Nationalist
Movement in the Jacksonville Division have been recommended
for inclusion in the "Agitator Index:"

9.

I4
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Each Agent in the Jacksonville Office, working this
type of case, is aware of the effectiveness of the

- . Counterintelligence Program and is alert for possible action
in this regard. It is realized that eaich of the organizations
mentioned.above are possible targets. As additional information
and source coverage is developed, it is anticipated that the
organizations in Gainesville, Florida, will be more clearly
defined and should uncover possible counterintelligence against
the groups or individuals associated therewith.

This matter will be closely followed by the
* Jacksonville Office.
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UNITED STESUl'ERNMENT

*Mem&-randum
: Director, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 4/3/6S

SAC, iilwaukee (157-459) (P)

ECT: COUNT2R1NTELL1GENCE PROGRAM(
BLACK JATIO.-ALIS1T-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTrriLLIGiNC2

Re Bureau airtel to Albany dated 3/4/6Z.

1. _, has been assigned to

coordinate us prograiwitin the .ilwaukee Division.

2. A. The Nation of slam (101) is the only Bureau
recognized black nationalist group in the State of Wisconsin.
The 31 lbas approximately 65 active members in the 1ilwaukee
and Racine areas. Leaders of Moharned's IHosque #3 have advised
their rerbers not to participate in any civil disturbances and
to refrain front active participation in civil rights demonstratior
Informants within the NI advise that there are no plans being

force behind the open housing demonstration esently being
k1 A 4 r 9 1 , mnta N TF4 T in nth ( ntne4ll

nas Dee

7iivlved In civil disordlcrs in -the k&L .eao As the
Youth Council is considered to be the main source of trouble
in the igegro Inner Core area, it should be considered a prire
target for counterintelligence activities.

2 - Bureau (100-446,036) (M-) 5 .. /
2 - Iilwaukee (157-459)
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4. Ghetto informant information concerning the acti ties
militant black nationalists and the NAACP Youth Council

-andoes is disseminated to the Milwaukee Folice D!Partment
and other law enforcement agencies. It is to be noted that
several re'bers of the Youth Council Commandoes have bein
involved in local offenses, which has resulted in their arrest
by the local law agencies. Dissemination of informant informs-
tion will continue and will be the prime counterintelligence
measure taken by the Milwaultee office.

A recently-for'ed Negro organiztion, united Aoricans
foi Detter Understandint, has publicly stated its opposition to
black rilitancyand civil disorders. The leaders of this
organization have been cooperative with the Bureau and it is
felt that they can possibly be used as a counterintelligence
measure against the militant Ilero com-nunity.
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 4/3/68

AC( BALTIMORE (157-2520)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to Albany dated 3/14/68.

1. The identity of the Special Agent assigned to
co* dinate the -antio*program in the Baltimore Office
is

2. The black nationalist movement in the territory
of the Baltimore Office consists of the following:

The Cambridge Black Action Federation (CBAF)
was organized in 9/67 at the suggestion of General GEORGE
GELSTON, Adjutant .General, Maryland National Guard, when he
was contacted by a group of Cambridge, Maryland, Negroes who
desired a way to make public the grievances of the Negro
community in Cambridge. It is a local group with nonational
affiliations, and there are no membership requirements.
It is estimated that there are only about 15 persons who are
actually considered members, but it presumes to speak for the
Negro community in Cambridge. It maintains contact with civil
rights groups both in Baltimore and Washington, D. C. Some
persons associated with this organization were known to possess
shotguns and rifles used during riots in 7/67, according to
Chief of Police in Cambridge. The persons associated with this
group were apparently active in those riots.

The Civic Interest Group (CIG), Baltimore,
Maryland, was originally an organization of students and other
persons who were active in legitimate civil rights activity
in the Baltimore area. However, within the past few years the
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The Nation of Islam (NOI) has Temple #6 at
Baltimore, Maryland, and Temple #35 at Wilmington, Delaware.
Both temples follow the teachings and directives of ELIJAH
MUHAMMED. Temple #6 has an estimated 200 members; Temple
#35 has an estimated 45 members. Persons associated with these
groups have not been engaged in any acts of violence and are
not known to possess any weapons nor have they participted
in anr At-A c nh n a

The Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) recently opened an office in the 400 block of Easl
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The principal organization connected with these dent
demands at Morgan State College was the Society of Afro-
American Students (SAAS), a newly formed group of about 2
students of Morgan State College, which a urces .
was apparently formed with the advice of

The most active black nationalist group in the
Baltimore area is the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE)
Target City Project. In the spring of 1966 a group of persons
on the national staff of CORE came to the Baltimore area and
took over the direction of civil rights activity which had
been originally started by the local CORE chapter. This group
called themselves the Baltimore Target City Project. As a
result of their activity, the great bulk of the local CORE
chapter severed their connection with CORE and formed a new
organization which they called the Activists for Fair Housing.
They are now known as the Activists, Incorporated. Persons
associated with the CORE Target City Project have directed
or participated in practically all civil rights activities
in the Baltimore area, and they were algo connected with the
activities in Cambridge which resulted in riots there. A
number of the activities of the CORE Target City Project
in Baltimore have resulted in arrests and in some cases of
persons associated with the CORE Target City Project being
charged with inciting to riot. Several persons associated
with CORE who have been more outspoken in favor of violence
than suited the CORE National Office have apparently been
discouraged from participating in CORE activities.
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In early February 1968, several representatives
the National Office of the SCLC opened up an office at 6
West Mosher Street, Baltimore, Maryland, from which is be ng
organized the Washington Spring Project, which is also referred
to as the Poor People's Campaign. Members of the CIG have
been working closely with these people, but all elements of the
Negro community in the Baltimore area are being contacted by
the SCLC representatives.

The black militant nationalists who are currently
on the Agitator Index of the Baltimore Office are as follows:

3. The following are organizations and individuals
whom it is believed should be considered for current counter-
intelligence action:

The CBAF in the event it a a becomes active because

The CIG because of the propensity of its leaders tosei
opportunities for their own gain in connection with civil

I aR
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rights activities. The principal individuals who should b
onsidered i n ith this grouD are its

SNCC and its Baltimore
because of the past activities of national S1tWC eaders in
advocating and inciting violence.

The Soul School and the four persons mentioned
above as being associated withaIt henaiisp nf'the known
propensity for violence of _______ and because
local police suspect it of act ties less innocent than the
teaching of Negro history and culture.

The SAAS in the event it continues activities of a
disruptive nature at Morgan State College because of its
apparent connection with SNCC.
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 4/2/68

SAC, MIAMI (157-2414)(P) A

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
. BLACK NATIONALISTS~-'HATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - - .

ReBuairtel 3/4/68.

1. This pro ram is bein coordinated within
the Miami Division by

II. Black Nationalist Movement,
Miami Division

A Organizations

1. NOI

Mosque 29 of the NOI is located within the
Miami Division and has approximately 85 to 100 members.
Twenty-five to 30 of these have been described as hard-
core members; others consists of a constant membership
turnover.

This group has been established in Miami for
several years and never known to have been involved in
any acts of violence. Members are subjected to the
nationalistic and hate-type teachings and philosophies
of the parent organization. Being under the direct
supervision of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, the NOI in Miami appears
to have a propensity for violence only if directed to
violence by ELIJAH MUHAMMAD or if they or their properties
are attacked.
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2. CORE .
Miami has a small, relatively inactive CORE

chapter which does not follow the militant policies of
of the national organization. The Miami leaders of this
group have been described as "conservative" and under their

* current leadership, CORE in Miami does not appear to have
any.propensity for violence.

3. SCLC

SCLC in Miami is also a relatively small group,
with attendance at their weekly meetings ranging from
six to twenty persons. Their main interest and activities
appear to center around Miami's EOP pro rain and the h e

a e- * national direction

The Miami Offi e*an
investi ation ca tioe

JNJNJBasis a or.
t _9 vu7- *is an allegation that LC in Miami
submitted false documents to EOP, a federally-funded
program, concerning the accounting system utilized by
SCLC.

B. Individuals

-2-
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The teachings and philosophies expounded by
the NOI are such that they should always be considered
as having a propensity for violence and therefore, the

,Miami Division is considering counterintelligence

activities which might be taken against that organi-
zation within the Miami territory.

2. SCLC

Inasmuch as the SCLC is a loosely disciplined
outfit whose membership is open to any Negro in the area,
with very little discipline or self-sacrifice required,
this organization appears to be the only organization
within the Miami territory which could constitute a
rallying point for Black Nationalists who do not desire
or are unable to accept the discipline of the NOI. This,
together with the assumption that SCLC will be the focal
point for people from the Miami area desirous of par-
ticipating in MARTIN LUTHER KING's march on Washington,
would mark them as potentially dangerous. The current
criminal investigations being conducted on the leader-

. ship of this group would make them apparent easy prey
for counterintelligence activities.

B. Individuals

No individuals are being considered for action
under this program at the present time.

IV. Suggestions

. Miami suggests that former members of Black
Nationalist groups, particularly the NO!, not be over-
looked in this intelligence program. Former NOI members
who have been exposed to the hate teachings of that
organization but are no longer subjected to its
discipline should often be considered as potentially.
dangerous with regard to racial matters.

V. Miami is submitting a separate letter with
suggestions for counterintelligence actions tobe taken
against the NOI and SCLC,

C i 4 - -T
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TO :DI'MECTOU1, 1FBI (100-4l400o")

FROMSlrC, cLEVELAID1 157-11P39) (P')

SUBJE F.CQolTTTElflTELLIGEiCE PRfOGRAiM
BUC~K IATIGUTALIST -HATZ GROUPS
P.RATLfL I TELL IGEUCE

DT:April 3, 1960

'I

ReBigirtel. to Albany, 3/A/68. .I

The 1fo11oviiry is a separate letter relative to
Itet, 5 of~ referenced airtel concerni-'w suggestions for
co-.'..etexintell1JGenc e action aqui-nst the tnrgets previously

l'tdas f teld-uid'e.
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to the problems inherent in traveling to support this or nizati
jcan be clandestinely promulgated. For example, the Wash gton

Spring Project is attempting to enlist the aid of Negroe o
from the Cleveland area to travel to ashington, D.C. with
no provisions for housing, food, or other essential necessities.
Many of these people who are not financially able to travel
and stay for extended periods away from home have not reflected
on these problems and by bringing this information to the
fore by careful use of informants and sources, it might deter
a number of prospective followers from going to the function
in Washington or others which might come up. It is felt
if the number could be appreciably cut, it would serve as
a method of detracting from the effectiveness of this operation.

In areas where field-wide targets appear as speakers
or observers, a check could be made to determine if any credit
cards are utilized for food, hotels, or vehicles. Thereafter,
a determination could be made as to the party billed. This
information or that concerning registered owners of vehicles
being operated could develop information as to a possible source
of funds. This method could be further implemented by publicizi
this source through established news sources on a confidential
basis.

The use of this method would, of course, depend on
whether the funds could be'traced to a group wishing to covertly
disburse funds with the aim of ultimate control or direction
of a particular group.

on
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*,UNITED STATES VERNMENT

Memoraudur t
DI sYOR, FBI (100-448006) DAT: '/3/68

.M C, aMINNaPLIS (157-438).

V
JECT: UN1'R INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau hirtel to. Albany, cc Minneapolis, dated
3/4/68.

In accordance with instructions in re airtel, the
following is set forth:

(1) The SpecialAgen to **s program
in the Minneapolis Division is

(2) The NOI, Minneapolis, Minnesota, is the only
Black Nationalist group in the Minneapolis Division. Member-
ship varies from 27 to 3.4 adults.- This group does not
advocate, nor has it been involved in, violence or racial"
disturbance. There is no indication that the group has a
propensity for violence. Membership in the NOI is as follows:

(1 Bureau (3M) .
*jMinneapolia.
/babS* . :Pn
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. - *

The organization is not influential nor well
regarded by the Negro people In the Minneapolis-St. Paul
area, and we have every indication that the number of sympathizers
is quite small. Activity of the group is quite limited. There
has been no violent statement made by members and no informa-
tion that they have weapons.. They have not been involved

. in racial disturbance or acts of violence, and there are no
known plans by the organization to commit violence. The only
publication circulated in the Minneapolis Division is.
"Muhammad Speaks," the official newspaper published weekly
at Chicago, Illinois. .

There is only one individual in the Minneapolis.-
Division listed on the Rabb :* index ; e is *t*

(3) There are no organizations or individuals
considered to be of subb potential danger that they quality
as a target under the current counterintelligence program.
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For the information of the Bureau the Negro
population in the metropolitan Minneapolis-St. Paul Twin
City area is less than three per cent. Minneapolis and St.
Paul police estimate that as for Negro troublemakerss"
the figure would be less than 200, and these include no
organized groups other than a few two to four person burglary
gangs. Estimates by the police department of potential
violence as well as information received from sources available

'in the Minneapolis Division including informants and racial
sources indicate if there is going to be any "trouble"
characterized as racial in nature, it will probably come as
a result of independent actiOn, spontaneous, not organized,
and initiated by a few young Negro hoodlums who could touch
off "trouble" tor want of something else to do...
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.NPer instructions in relet, a separate letter is
being submitted under captioned title setting forth suggestions

-for counterintelligence action against the targets previously
listed as field-wide.

I

P,=*-438 : . .

(4) in regard to overall counterintelligence Acon.thea only suggestion offered would be the Bureau give cons ea
tIon to the fact that In many Iastances an opportunity pr nets

. Itself and must be acted on Immediately, precluding the
possibility of clearance with the Bureau for approval; It to
suggestedtherefore, conson sense and good judgmant with SAC
approval be sufficient authority to take such action when.-
opportunities demanding.imediate action present themselves

I
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FROM
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Memo fdum
:DI OR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 4/3/88

, PXC, N INNEAPOL IS (157-438)

COUNTERINrELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, cc Minneapolis, dated
3/4/68 and Minneapolis letter captioned and dated as above
in response to Bureau airtel dated 3/4/68.

In relet the Bureau instructed that a separate letter
setting forth suggestions for counterintelligence against
targets previously listed as field wide be submitted. As
pointed out In re Minneapolis letter, the only organization
in the Minneapolis Division that could be considered a target
for counterintelligence activity would be the NOI which is '
limited in its operations, scope of endeavor, membership,
funds, and overall significance.

Minneapolis has bad some success in opening lines
of communication between the FBI and the Negro community by
virtue of person-to-person contact on the part of agents
with various responsible, interested, and/or controversial
individuals in the Negro community. Through this "community -
relations" approach explaining our jurisdiction, we have developed
criminal informants in the Negro community who also furnish
information on racial matters and it is felt that through
direction of such informants by offices having specific
targets under their program of field-wide interest, these
targets could be compromised and their activities subjected
to suspicion and ridicule by their members.

As the Bureau Is aware, at one time criminal
records were considered to be detrimental to public life and
were used as an indication of an individual's intent,
voiding in many instances programs such individuals might
advocate. However, of late, analysis of comments by those
in the Negro movement, sympathizers with legitimate as well
as militant and racist factions qu 4 indicate that a
criminal record, rather than bE g. thing of shame to be

idden frpm public view, has become more or less a badge o
honor; and ithsome instances it would appear a pr e \si
t I1adership in tA if vement among such pfqupW.' * 4
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Therefore, perhaps a program indicating such
persons with avowed subversive attitudes, implied militan
affiliation, or with extensive criminal records, are in
fact informants, "white" Negroes, or traitors to the ailit at
and subversive group they avow allegiance to.

It appears the time-tested methods of discrediting
and compromise based on religious principles of morality
no longer apply to these individuals. Thus, the approach
indicated above whereby we portray the "tough" as really not
toughthe militant Black Power advocate, possibly a peaceful
informant for the white community, is somethingthe leaders.
of such groups cannot stand if they are to maintain their
leadership and/or position in the forefront of such movements.
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UNITED STATES G OERNMENT

Memor(iadum * 0
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 4/3/68

(jAC, PHOENIX (105-2544) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBuairtel to Albany, 3/4/68.

The Phoenix Division believes that many of the
black nationalist militant organizations obtain sympathy
and public acceptance from many of the minority groups
because of the great degree of publicity attendant upon
the activities of the likes of STOKELY CARMICHAEL, H. RAP
BROWN, ELIJAH MUHAMMAD and the organizations they represent.

It is believed that through an increase in the
liaison contacts with the news media, the proposition could
be advanced to such media personnel that they in a very
real sense share a large part of the responsibility for
making national figures out of the above and possibly en-
courage the rise of "messiah" figures such as people like
CARMICHAEL, BROWN and MUHAMMAD.

Many of the minority group people would not con-
cern themselves with the likes of the above if such militants
were not forced upon them by widespread radio, TV and news-
paper'publicity of their antics. The Phoenix Division rea-
lizes the disadvantage of the above suggestion is that many
of the news media personnel would not exercise sufficient
self-restraint in the pursuit of news; and more often than
not, news media make, or by their presence encourage, the
news rather than report on it,

-.- - 9 to APR 5 1968
3- Bureau (RM)-
1 - Phoenix
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Memoradndum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE:

M. . 4 2 /6 8.

fA NEWARK (100-49654) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE .

Re Bureau airtel to Albany dated 3/4/68.

.1 has been assigned to
coordinate this program.

II. SUCCINCT SUMMARY OF BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT

In the Newark Division, the NATION OF ISLAM (NOI)
is the only nationwide Black Nationalist organization which
has gained any importance to date. SNCC, the SCLC and RAM
have not been factors thus far, most organizations being small
local groups.

The NOI has five Mosques in New Jersey, and three
locations which have not as yet reached the status ofteing
numbered Mosques. Latest utdtwide membership is estimated as
350-375 and over the past 10 years its growth could be
characterized as slow but steady. The activity of the organiza-
tion has been consistent. All information indicates the NOI
and its membership was not involved in the Newark riots during
the summer of 1967.

The UNITED AFRO-AMERICAN ASSOCIATION (UAAA) filed
a Certificate of Incorporation in Newark on 8/20/65,with the
stated purpose being to increase the ability of those living
in the community to participate in the social, economic,
educational and political life of the city. The headquarters
of this organization is presently located at 402 South Sixth
Street, Newark.

The UAAA is a local organization and its membership
is unknown. A source has advised that the membership is
believed small but recently furnished a list of names which
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11tgedly is of a youth group in this organization. The
organization case into prominence after the riots in N

cents and aotivl7
f its

The UAAA is active in local Issues mainly concerning
the Central Ward ghetto area of Newark. Pamphlets put out
by the organization plus the statements of its leader show
a Black Nationalist outlook and Indicate a propensity for
violence.

Ha. AGITATOR INDEX SUBJECTS WHO ARE
MILITANt BLACK NATIONALISTS

t

C

III' ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS CONSIDERED
OF SUCH POTENIAL DANGER AS TO BE CONSIDERED
FOR CURRENT COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ACTION

1. .tUAA

The tUMA gbaliexAd-izgstli.±jna basis of statements
and actions of and its base of
operations, the pr egro ral Ward where the
riots began In Newark during the summer of 1967.

I9 -
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LE ROI JONES, well-known Negro author-playwright
who continuously calls for conflict with the white race,
was arrested on weapons charges 7/14/67, during the Newark
riots. JONES is not known to be a member of any particular
Black Nationalist organization and his activity indicates he
prefers to be a spokesman for and willing to assist any apd
all Black Nationalist groups*
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.3. e ROI JONES

. JONES has national stature and Io extremely acti e
(a behalf of all Black Nationalist groups* HeIs outspoke
In his call for violence againstthe vbite race e

IV, Newark has no suggestions at this time.

V. Newark has no suggestions at this time regarding
the targets considered, field-wide.
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UNITED STATES RNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIR3CTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 4/3/68

PRou A C PHOENIX (105-2544) (P)

SUlBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Buairtel to Albany, 3/4/68.

2. Investigation in the Phoenix Division has determined
the only black nationalist organization within the
Phoenix Division is the Nation of Islam, which numbers
approximately 50 active members who restrict themselves
to the learning of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD's philosophy of
separation at the NOI Mosque No. 32, 121 North 16th
Street, Phoenix, Arizona, on Sundays, Wednesdays, Fri-
days and Saturdays of each week; the sale of "Muhammad
Speak," the national official publication of the NOI;
and infrequently visit the Arizona State Prison to
teach the NOI philosophy to approximately 100 Negro
inmates of which 32 are reported to have joined the
NOI.

In view of the non-violent statements made by the NOI
Mosque 32 officers, Phoenix Division does not believe
such organization has a propensity for violence at this
time.

op

The NOI personnel in the Phoenix Division who have
mended for the A itator Index are:
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3. None.

4. None which have not already been discussed at the racial
conferences which have been held in Washington, D. C.,
on 3/29-3/31/68 and 3/4-5/68.
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Date: 3/25/68 1

w(Type in plainext or code;

[AR;EL AIRMAIL
(prieriiy)-

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, MOBILE

MARTIN LUTHER KING
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBuTelCall to me 3/12/68, and BuRad 3/21/68.

I have considered this matter, discussed it with
appropriate agent and supervisory personnel of the Mobile
Office and the following is proposed as a counterintelligence
move on KING's Washington Spring Project.

KING has quite a following in and around the Selma,
Ala. area and ha a eared re en lma on one occasion
at the church of
KING'Is appearance

teqIP 1.P-1P VJ

In view of the abo is felt that if some
method can be devised whereby can be advised of certain
items relative to the Washington ring Project, he would take
action to discourage individuals from participating therein.
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make derogatory remsara concerning
miffed that KING did not advise hi
contemplated visit to Selma.
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.- ,It is not believed that Mi could b otc
bya Bureau Agent. although he has on occasions

9. .. ", *

ioaow hap b*ea ..

by -~Itis nt blieed tatculdbe contact .

a Brea Agntaltoug hehason ccaionfurnishedinformation which has proven to be reliable. , .

r

rqlyusing the Negroes of the Selma area r -
his own personal aggrandizement; that he is not genuinely
interested in their welfare, but only in their donations; that'
in all probability the individuals going to Washington for.
the Spring Project will be left stranded without suitable
housing or food. The letter should also play up the possibili-
ty of violence, particularly the fact that although CARMICHAEL
and BROWN of SNCC have a so-called gentlemens' agreement with
KING not to take over this action, there exists a strong e

. possibility that such will occur. There is also the possibili-
ty of RAM and NOI taking over the project since it lacks
organization and direction. The letter should also point out
that KING was in Alabama on about 3/21/68, and did not make
his schedule in the Selma and adjoining counties area, which
was another indication that XING was talking out of both- sides
of his -mouth. - ..

I

1

. It is felt that this letter should be mailed from
-either Washington or Baltimore since, if the'letter is mailed
from anywhere in the south, may feel it is the work'of
the Klan or some other raci up. It is felt that Baltimore
would probably be the best since a'letter from Washington- would
indicate the possibility of.the government 4oing this,

Simultaneous with mailing the lette om Baltimore,
it is proposed that a copy of the 'letter to to ether -

e er shoul In caache wasa e er recte
and that might want to-eontact

r e a ive-to rece of the letter and wvhat it sa .

The thou tbehind this is to give a
chance-to interview concerning receipt of e er

d-thereby create a news story which could legitimately be
ublished and read by the Nepro community intihe Selma area
t is known that the has a large circus
ion among the Negro c*T* we a and adjoining-co les
nd has taken a rather liberal attitude -in connection with
vil--rights movements. . . .
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By handling as above, we would eliminate the
possibility of these rumors being attributed to the FBI

di curagng nha en to some method
discouraging Gs
60ecf andW

rid oer or ons or. rom our c
with who is a liaison source, it is the opinion of
contac ng agents that he is so-sold on the project'that it
is almost impossible to disillusion him.

It is also felt that some method of getting an
article in the "Southern Courier" along the lines of the above
would have a discouraging effect on the Negro community in
and around Montgomery, Ala., since the Courier is very widely
read. Consideration is being given to the method of accom-
plishing this..

The Bureau is requested to consider the proposal
set forth above and advise,

J
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UNITED STATES G J1tNMENT
I.0

To : Director, FBI (100-448006 Sub-13) DATE:April3, 1968

RM - SAC, Denver (157-199)

su : COUJTiRIIJTELLIGENCE PROGiAiI
. BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBuairtel to Albany dted 3/4/68.

1. .has been assigned to co-
ordinate this programi in ie Denver Office.

2. The Iation of Islam (HOI) is currently the only
black nationalist movement in the Denver Office territory. .It
is estimated tht there are 20 members in the Denver group.of:
-the NOI; however, the meetings are usually only attended-by
from 5 to 9 Negro male adults. From fisurs conducted regular-
ly-on the I osoat Denver and on selected individual
members by or by detectives of the Intelligence
Division, Denveroice Department, no activities have been
noted by these members other than attendance at flOI meetings
on Sunday afternoons and Wednesday evenings.

The Agent handling the NOI case does, not feel the
Denver group is inclined toward violence.
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3. None.

I
U "II.

117

4. A suggestion for counterintelligence action .
in offices having organizations with a large number of members
is that leaflets could be prepared by the office and dis-
tributed by mail to members of the organization furnishing
false or misleading information about the activities, ideas,
policies, etc., of the person or persons in leadership posi-
tions. Also, information could be anonymously furnished to
newspapers which, if printed, would be embarrassing to the
leaders of these organizations.

It is recommended that information submitted to the
Bureau by offices in their progress letters who have met with
success in this program be furnished all 41 offices partici-
pating in the counterintelligence program.

S. A separate letter is being furnished the Bureau
under the dual caption of Counterintelligence Program and NOI.

ilpi
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GSA gPrw (a cm) s-tssj
UNITED STATES 'ERNMENT

Memora-urm
TO :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

i SAC, WFO (157-1292) (P*)

t.u vacr: COUNTMRINTELLIGENCE PROGRA

DATE: 4/4/68

01

Ni
BUCK 4~NAIONAIST± X- fHATE GROzUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBulet 3/4/68, setting forth goals
of the Counterintelligence Program.

In accordance with the instructions
reBulet, the following data is submitted:

and targets

set forth in

fI

r

.E rl 16 ' (1 - 157-461) (

4LU

4

1) has been designated as the
coordinator of this program.-This letter sets forth the
combined specific thoughts, views and efforts of Special
Agents assigned those organizations and individuals coming
within the category of primary targets of the program, as
well as the general views of all Special Agents handling
racial matters in Washington Field.

2) Succinct Summary

SNCC in IID has a t ff
at 1234 U Street, N. W.,___________
STOKELY CARMICHAEL announce new policy o SNCC to attain
unity among Negroes and then Black Power. luhammad's Mosque
i4 of the NOI has about two hundred members, and preaches
"white devils" will be destroyed; however, officials also
advocate policy of no participation in demonstrations or
public gatherings. The New School of t-Am =. Thought
has about ten due's oavinR members:

I /1

I

I
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL called meeting of
Negroes urng anuary, 1968, from moderates to militants, I
form a Black United Front to act as an umbrella for the protec-
tion of all member organizations. CARMICHAEL named temporary
chairman of the Steering Committee, stated he did not want to
impose his ideolow on the * ou.v

in WDC.

Of the organizations named above, SNCC is assessed
to have the greatest inclination to violence. Propensity for
violence on part of the NOI locally does existing view of the
exhortations by officials of MM #4 which create an atmosphere
of hatred for the white race. These same officials, however,
advise their members not to participate in demonstrations,
picket lines or public meetings, since disorder at gatherings
of this type could easily be blamed on the followers of ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD who might be present. Inclination for violence on
part of the New School cannot be discounted in view of its
attraction as a center or stopping off place for local militants.
For all intents and purposes, however, the New School operates
under the facade of an institution of learning for the arts,
Negro history and cultural affairs. The Black United Front's
propensity for violence could possibly be neutralized by the

esence of its moderate participants. Members of the Blacan's
lunteer Army of Liberation, few in number locally are no
Iwnito have any propensity for violence; however

t.
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2advocateddestruction of the white man's pro
at a rally in Newark in May, 1967. In the case of ACT,

is the only individual with this organization who a
assessed to have any propensity for violence.

Agitator index sub ects within the cate o of black
nationalists r

3) Organizations which appear to be of such potential
danger for counterintelligence consideration seem to revolve
around SNCC and its followers, and/or the organizations which
SNCC actively support. Primary individual target would be
STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

4) In connection with overall consideration in
contemplated action and administration of the counterintelligence
program, the following may be noted:

A WFO source recently described SNCC as an organi-
zation without local organization and direction. Lack of
cohesion is illustrated wherein a Buffalo source described
the recently formed National Black Anti-War, Anti-Draft Union
(NBAWADU) as a SNCC operated project in New York City; whereas,
in regard to that organization's activity in WDC which is
supported by the Young Socialist Alliance, is eported
to have looked upon it askance, and has recentlyor d s own
Black Anti-Lraft Union (BADU), and has stated this organiation

a nothing to do with SNCC.

I
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In regard to SNCC, WFO is probing for weaknesses ich

ay be uncovered through sources in endeavoring to ascertal the
identity of individuals who may be dissatisfied because of
personality clashes and/or those who may be disenchanted with
volunteer services for SNCC and have sought a salary; and those
who may be suspect of "working for the man", I. e., suspect of
being an informer.

In regard to STOKELY CARMICHAEL, WFO has carefully
considered him from a counterintelligence standpoint since his
arrival in WDC to take up residence in January, 1968. However,
no positive program has been developed due to the fact that the
sedition investigation has been under active consideration from
a prosecutive standpoint, and it was felt that -a simultaneous
counterintelligence program if operational against CARMICHAEL
might tend to aggravate possible future prosecution and possibly
lead to embarrassment. WFO feels that a positive counterintelli-
gence program would be warranted against CARMICHAEL, especially
in the absence of any prosecutive action against him. In
assessing CARMICHAEL for potential counterintelligence, WFO has
concluded that to be effective, such a program must discredit
him in the Negro community where he enjoys considerable popu-
larity, and would seemingly have to be stronger than alleged immoral
or un-American political inclinations.

Concerning the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
(SCLC) and the Washington Spring Project (WSP) office in WDC,
sources who are familiar with SCLC operations have been instructed
to look for opportunities to plant seeds of discontent and
dissension between the SCLC and the American Friends Service
Committee (AFSC) workers there, particularly in the realm of
funds; and to give rise to rumors that KING seems to be getting
the lion'seshare of the funds, whereas the AFSC and the poor
people who are to participate are getting little or nothing
in wa of fi i 1 aid. It has been developed that WSP

since transferred, was at the center
f a controversy concerning dissension in the office. WOLs
in the process of developing further plans exploiting this
issension.

I
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With regard to MILRTIN LUTHER KING, WFO will cont nue
o be alert for all possibilities to secure information of-value

in counterintelligence and for use in the program. 'It-is felt,
however, that the office of origin in this matter is in a better
position to fully evaluate and be aware of possibilities to
exploit in this program.

There is no organized Revolutionary Action Movement
(RAM) activity in the WDC area which has risen to the surface;
however, in the event any situation should arise which would
lend itself to a counterintelligence move, steps will be taken
to fully pursue that matter.

A source has advised that the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE) is not currently active in WDC; that it has
no organizational structure or planned program of activity.
CORE has held no meetings in the past year.

WFO is also looking for opportunities to develop
positive information concerning H. RAP BROWN in this area in
order to possibly effect a workable counterintelligence operation.

5) As noted above, WFO will continue to exploit all
possibilities and opportunities to institute a successful
counterintelligence program on the mentioned targets and upon
the formulation of a specific plan on any particular organiza-
tion or individual, will submit same by separate letter for
the Bureau's approval.

With reference to Bulets of 3/18/68 and 4/2/68, in
the above caption outlining counterintelligence situations
with reference to SNCC and the Black United Front, these matters
will be taken up by separate letters to the Bureau.

CW-
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SACT: F C 'TJ1 UWX LN.(.-721G~

DATE: April 41.

M -
PlIAkAI NATIOINALIs'r - IT'L GROUPS

,",, bureau oirtel to Albany, 3/4/6C.

ord*inole Ihi
has been designated to co-

~. A. The follinwing N1~kfationalist gro'ps h.ve been
I-eprirted it the V Seattle visiono:

STUMfJ.114 110U-'.' IOL2TT *;ooru 1'IIT II'G 'O~1I'TE(r

J
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()

SIAJ~Wirj)EN'' NJON(SUl) - UNI',lv.r?3I'Y OY VASI IG'fON

m;; ~rembrship of this jrrotip Js tin':no-an bula: is
repoiiLed t Ilirail1ed to Ve os L-iden Ls at Lthe Uiversity ou
.Ysiiu~ton aand not believed; to ntiber over 2.3 ststients. The
vrolp vns lormid in Ieen cr, l67, am;a'.~'t to datehs
becii l1miltcd to oli-vninpits discassions, '.ith white stsidciits ard
1ar:iiIlqy ,!-.Imbers io), the purpose of ouliuiing ,ri.cs ol vhite

ra:iriin rhetto problems. This r.rolip Ims not becen orfran!7.cd
)l!ir CIO-1J '50 Saliov. u ''araeapprairtl o.* its propensiLy

1,1'pt i d appear n j gi l t this tiic~

'3- owca,.i (rMG) 1. 2-
2 - Sea t t e
WW~I: bfrv rprrTAIMMP. APR 8 1968
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Lx a:: t memb s ro"Iitis -ihicnawn but has
Ueen r eportcC, I);r 1 "to be appro-iately
10 inend-rs, vvii1.h r etjr1:.s Solflei, ncsaenuhby das many as

]~to 20( t00cna..ers. !'-tivity as a group has beeni limited;
holc;'ox', inceividitals Identifying~ themselves as SNCC%" members
lin'u pni-titzipaled in sit-ins and minor in':idents with ra,-ia1
Over 3 llies. In the event this grrotip attrac"ts more unemployed
1ou i, Leena-ers cliiriiig the stuinmer months, it rco"1.d be eonsidcre4
a sotlr,:: or poleintial racial incidents.
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I gggggy, currenL.y appear o ou ine DmoSL &iy targets or
counterintelli ence activities at this time. While the acti-
vities of w and the Seattle'Chapter of SNCC have been
negligible to this date,'the group.could be potentially dangerous
during the summer months-providing is able to attract-
a large following of militant teenagers.

.7

'a

5. Sug-estions for counterintelligence actions a ainst.,

the targets previously listed as field wide have been sl .
cited from all-Agents in this Division. Inasmuch a s a iviis
to date by these groups has been 'negligible in the sea le.
.)Division,the suggestions, where pertinent, will be subIt
to h Bureau as they are received. .

Pursuant to instructions contained in refer enc'
tea 90-day progress.letter will be submitted .tq'j?-a

U ud on -June 1, 1968. : . 3 - : .

4c

I
1
I

-e I

DY

4. The following suggestions are submitted for consid-
eration of overall counterintelligence action in connection with
this program: - .

A. The program should be-brought to the attention of
Negro employees of the Bureau, and their suggestions should be-
solicited.

B. 'All Negro Cl's and Sl's should be evaluated; and'in
- those instances where they have a potential to contribute to

this program, they should be contacted.

C. All intelligenceinformation received indicating
that Black Nationalist groups will be the targets for-known

. subversive groupsshouldbe exploited.

D. Ef;orts should be made to actively enlist support of
responsible .egro leaders,ret*:Jnidgvetcrans o, Vietnam war, and
other Negroes who do not support.,the aims and activities of
Mlack Nationalist groups. .

.aE. Liaison should be established with responsible news
media so that full publicity and support will be given to
activities of members of the responsible Negro community.
I possible these liaison contacts should be directed toward
ciitouiragiilCminiimum of publicity to activities on tichalf of
the Black Nationalist groups. -

4
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UNITED STATES (ERNMENT

Mfemoraurm
DATE:

SAC, TARPA (157-3213) (P*)

C''
* I

ij~

COTTERINTELLIGENCE PrIOGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL IL"TXELLIGENCE

4/4/ 68 f-7

C I)NCs

41
Re Bureau' letter to Albany and other offices,

dated 3/4/6, and captioned as above.

1. has been assigned
to coordinateIsis program in the Tampa Division.

2. The Nationqo Isigam__(HQj is the only
Black Nationalist organization presently organized
within the Tampa Division. The NOI has a Mosque in
Tampa, Florida, as well as a now Mosque recently
started in Melbourne, Florida. The Tampa Mosque, NOI,
has been in existence since late 1960, and is a
regularly organized activity, holding weekly meetings
in the City of Tampa. The Melbourne Hosque, 01, is
approximately two to three months old and is going through
the usual organization 1 ster-3 retired to estai h a
group of this kind.
Mosque, announced at a meeting of Tampa Mosque, uii.ng-
March 1963, that ELJIJHUHAMMADhad requested him to
organize a Mosque in St. Petersburg. Florida.

r
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Although the leadership gives the apparent
indication of urging its membership to avoid conflict
with the white race in racial disturbances, racial
hatred is still preached at Black Muslim meetings
and this, of course, can never be discounted as a
potential source of potential violence on the part
of listeners.

,_is the

only Black 'a tonaIXt-currently maint ain**n the
Agitators' Index in the Tampa, Division.

ii

I

3. The endeavors of Tampa Mosque to
establish a following in Lake Wales, Florida, and to re-.
establish a following in St. Petersburg, Florida, is a
matter that is receiving close scrutiny by the co-
ordinator of this program. When Tampa begins to
actively attempt to re-establish a Mosque in St. Peters-
burg, appropriate disruptive tactics will be recommended
under this program. The St. Petersburg Police Departmen

5 has indicated a willingness to arrest individual Muslim
attempting to sell the Black Muslim paper in St. Peters
.burg. This is usually a preliminary step to arousing
interest in establishing a Mosque.

op ft.
"I



oi-n rom ampa, Florida bad addressed
letter to ELIJAH requesting the transfer of
0a area for inefficiency. ELIJAH a vase

totall his people that be, ELIJAH, made
transes thin his own organization and not the people
who write him letters.' The ossibility of the use of
this tactic against is being considered by
the coordinator of e program and when a set of
circumstances present themselves to justify the use
of this tactic, appropriate suggestion will be made to
the Bureau.

4. Tampa has no suggestions at this time
for the overall counterintelligence action for the
administration of this program.

5. Tampa is making no suggestions at this
time for counterintelligence action against targets
previously listed as field-wide.
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. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Mem o randum

DIRECTOR, sI (Oo-448oO6) as 4A

L.sac, 1EW YORK (100-361140) (P)

sMjCr: / infTN T TT.TrENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Rebulet, 3/4/68.

* Pursuant to instructions in Bulet the following
is set forth.

1 11has been assigned the duty
to coordinate the counterintelligence Program of Black
Nationalist - Hate Groups in the NYO.

2. Black Wationalist Movement in WYC area

mAmerican Mau Maubunder the leadership of
is composed of approximately 20 individu S. At

meeting in August, 1967, It was stated that purpose of the
organization is to overthrow the government of the U.S. Mau
Mau's have taken the respos f protectin v
black nationalist leaders

Members have been known to be armed, on occasions.
They allegedly ed the photographers and white newsmen out
of the NewarW Conference in July, 1967. Group reportedly
unstable and fluctuates in its goals. Organization described
as very militant anti-white organization stationed in Earlem,
NYC.

Because of the character of the leadership and
members of this organization and since they are reportedly
armed it is felt that this group could cmmit acts of violence.
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Nation of Islam

The three principal leaders of Mosque #7 in NYC
are as follows:

There are approximately 700 members of the NOI
in the NYC araa. The membership meets twice a week. In
general, the leadership has told the membersnot to carry
weapons and ottake a violence. Althoujd as
recent1v as o

any oru
ma vto g ur Ives or o ers o eTree". However,
in the same month in regard to the riots he stated "Negroes
should not engage in fighting white people and should not
form gun clubs of otherwise arm themselves". No information
has been developed to the effect that the NOI in the NYC area
has been involved in racial disturbances,

However, it is noted that this semi-military organi-
zaton appears to have a universal hate for the white man.
Because of the strict discipline expected of the members
this group has the potential for causing trouble, if the
members were encouraged to do so by the leader.

Organization of Afro-American Unity, Inc. (OAAU)

here
are approxama mem ers of heinte area.
Due to financial difficulty this organization has been somewhat
inactive during the past year. In the past some individual
OAAU members have bee carry firearms. However, in
view of the fact tha as had great trouble in getting
embers to attend meet nge and in light of their poor finan ial
condtion it is felt that this group does not appear to co titute
a threat at this time.

I
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Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM)

-I 4J'-

RAM was officially organized in 1963 by Af -
who, art nary objectives of*

RAM members from NYC
usual y a enmetngs a the residence of its members or
will travel to Philadelphia to meet at the residence of NAX
STANFORD. STANFORD. the leader of RAM, controls RAM
activities in NY. RAM is active in the Harlem and Jamaica
areas of NYC.

STANFORD Is presently incarcerated in NYC and
charged with taking part in a conspiracy to kill moderate
civil rights leaders and for assaulting a prison guard while
in prison.

It is estimated that there are approximately 12
RAM members in NYC. However, it is noted that at judicial
hearings for RAM subjects on the above charges, about 50
persons, whose dress and hair styles indicated black nation-
alist sympathies, appeared in the court rooms to demonstrate
solidarity with the accused.

NY sources advise that at the present time it
appears that RAM activity in NYC area is at a standstill.
This is mainly due to the arrests of RAM members which took
place in 1967 and the present incarceration of MAX STANFORD.

It is noted that RAM has proposed violence in the
past and it is felt that if urged on by the leaders, the
members would participate in violence and other acts designed
to disrupt the normal activities of the country.

I
- lj
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student ?on-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)

* -P

SNCC was formed in 1960 as a national organization
towork ffor the attainment of full citizenship for black
Americans. It now appears that the ultimate goal of this.

-organization is Black Power.

o ted at 100-5th Ave., YC,
and is In 1967, it was estimated
that ac v*?em TO.consistdof about a dozen members
"houses either officers or staff members.

During the recent past many top SNCC leaders -

including CARMICHAEL and E. RAP BROUWN have been quartered
in the NYC area. In September, 1966, SNCC members participated
in the demonstration at School 201 in Harlem. Even though
SNCC maintains only a small staff in ?1YC they have been very
-active in this area circulating revolutionary type literature
and being involved in the anti-draft movement. SNCC has 4...
common outlook with the black nationalists and has friends
and supporters in the new left movement. . .

By words and literature SNCC has advocated violence.
CARMICRAEL and RAP BROWN have the ability to inflame any
racial situation into open violence and riot. Therefore, this
organization should be considered as having a high propensity
for violence. . -. .

- ~F.b~w. ~a.~1a. -. . -

m
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Yoruba Temple first came into existence in UYC inY-
1959, for the purpose of promot

culrl orua em e.

11Membership is estimated at 20 individuals ith
a46ther.15-20 individuals attending the functions -ofthe-
Te ple The Yoruba Temple occasionally takes part -in vari.Cap F
Narlem functions however, it does not appear that they bave- b

been involved in any racial disturbances. . .

* 4--. * Z.
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As of March, 1968, the Yoruba Temple was not known
to have been involved in any acts of violence or in possession
of any weapons. Based on past performance, it is felt that.
the Yoruba Temple could be considered a non-violent group.

Leaders.
RABBLE - Rouser Index and Militant Black ]ationalist

I
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ADAM CLAYTON POWELL, male negro, born 11/29/08 in -

Connecticut now resides in Bimini in the Bahamas. In March,
1967, POWELL was barred from his Congressional Post on basis
of charges he misused funds and defied NY courts. He Is
liable to arrest any time he comes to NY on criminal contempt
conviction. In July, 1967, POWELL spoke of Negro violence
as being necessary part of the black revolution. In January,
1968, he stated he would join forces with CARKICHAEL and
MC KISSICK to form united black leadership to bring together
all the forces of black revolution.

'.4
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL and H. RAP BROWN of SNCC should
of course be included on the Rabble Rouser list. However,
since WYO is not the office of origin on either subject we: -

are not-including their names on the list of the NYO . -

m

3. Organizations and Individuals to be Considered
for Counterintelligence Action

SNCC - This organization appears to have adopted
a revolutionary line. Its leaders preach violence and they
tell the Negroes to arm themselves.

- Natin' of Ialam - This semi-military type organiza-
tion appears to have a universal hate for the white man.
Because of its one man type control and strict discipline .

expected of its members, this group could be used in a very
disruptive way on the wishes of its leader.
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Mau Maus - This small group of some 20 individuals
is a very militant anti-white organization headqu

.. is alleged to be armed and i
. who has been described as "emoonal y

*0*e . .. should be considered dangerous -even though
it is small-I it grew larger-in numbers it could pose as a
real threat.

RAM - This organization has proposed violence In
the past and it is felt that if urged on by the leaders, the
individual members would participate in violence and other
acts of terrorism designed to disrupt the activities of the
'United States.

All the above individuals set forth under item #2
should be considered for counterintelligence action. However
particular emphasis should be given to the below listed
individuals, previously described, who are affiliated with
the main target groups.

Individuals:

SNCC -

* ~ '

fte. -...
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4. Overall Cv'unterintelif.enr'c Artlon

in norder t-:)e,'rrctji-ely neutralize these f-roups It
appears that current merberchip nmust be disenchanted an~d that
future membership vi~t be dissuanded.

Membership In black nationalist an~d hgte rrUDG
* consists primarily: of the intelifiensia ane! the unltnteliigent.
While the technique of ridicule ef the leaderc.. should be.
the same for both group.% the method of dissern~intio'n should
be reared to the ablIlly of each to absornI:. sch Information.
For the first who s_-pend endless hours discussing~ ways and
mean.- to effect their firev-Oution" -e subtle middle class type
pub)icetion can be used. For the.-latter a comic book type
publication can be utilized.

In both cases flight and. simple ridicule nf leraderE
shnulci be utilizei. While poetry or jjngae3 can d-Dmtnate the
hiohr~r level publication plain cartoons vnd sfmile :ghetto

*3anr- u*'e t4hoiuld be the rule In the publication aimed at the
fo)Thwr ' id the nntential. member in hir- orlyvte.c'ns.

The f1rof.. t-e publIcation is en" 1si-vii ns nn
adult 'n lnbt h~o" renl irng embarrass' nw fc'vts abnpt the
IlIf'c of the Eub.4cAtc f the book. For evornple, v nloio
bonot.i tl~c4 "Cul Is me (11. RA? BIROV-31) Itcniild c-ntn in variXIE.)
date refrardin~r PROIWU3 earlv life, Ma. spera!duiv fe~cu. bank
accotint and -:%thr'r f-cet.- of' his life 'AW:-. z .01:9 ~Jto be
other thnrn n gir.-nrc bhalek wvtiozlis.st. Prczernt~1Oue~s r'
concern on-e pitecc :or ednta per pa';P3 pith cnrir-rt.vrc6- ed appro-
p icte poetr.-r. 1inc1,'n~l rtol~vis vv'it ce~~: :~~'~

la.Is cffc:t. F"'r example In #L%.r: u RO~ n ~c vv:a r

1 19,1 5
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among the "revolutionary" groups a series of scenes showing
BROWN alighting from an airplane, speaking to a group, then
sneaking aboard a plane could be accompanied by a jingle
such as:

Ole Rap Brown
Came to town
With his shades
Hanging down

He hollored fight
Take what's right
Then he flew, man
In the night.

It is felt that the humoroi anproach is the only
effective method of securing initial interest. This type
publication whether outright comic book, or a more sophis-
ticated "coloring book" appeals to a much wider audience than
does the documentary newscast or other serious type publica-
tions.

The appeal to child*n, prospective members of
such groups, would be the greatest perhaps. If the youth
of the ghetto rejects black nationalism as ludicrous then
the neutralization of such attitudes and doctrines can more
readily be effected.

5. By separate letters the NYO has made the following
recommendations:

Counter inst the NOI,
along the lines se

ou a ove. e ureau as approve e recommendation and
at this time the NYO is awaiting the making up of the suggested
comic book type publication by the FBI Lab.

Counterintelligence action against Negro groups
rom the NY area who might participate in the Washington Spring.
roject in Washington, D.C. This suggestion was approved
he Bureau and appropriate action has been taken by the

-13- . .
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Counterintelligence action to be taken against

H. RAP BROWN.

The NYO is exploring other counterintelligence possibilit.
The Bureau will be kept advised.

44-
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B,y U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on The Payroll Savings Plan

UNITED STATES G .RNMENT

TO : DIl."ACTOR, FBI (100-448006) ATE: 4/5/68

FROM AC, COLUMIIA (100-.124)(P)

susJyct: COUNTER. INTEILLIGENCY PROGRAM
BLACK NATIUNALIST-HATE GROUPS
IIACIAL INTELLIG!ENCE

He Bureau letter to Columbia, 3/8/f8 with' cnclosure.

I. IDENTITY OF SPT.CIAL AGENT ASSIGNED TO
COORDINATE TITIS PROGl!AM

II, SUM1APY OF TH11 BLACK NATIONALIST MOVM:lT
IN SOUTH CAPOLIFA

A. GENE3IAL TNFOlI!ATION

The Black.Nationalist Movement (DNr4) in South
Carolina is rclativcl now and with the e::ccption of the
'ation of Islam V(NI) is taking place primarily on the
cavpuss of ur1icational institutions and/or among studr:nt
groups. The following are Black Nationalist Groups in
South C-ro.ina:

Thc EOI with groups in Anderson, Charl'eston,
Columbia and Orangeburg, S. C.

The 1110 ' r1 Awzreness Coodji natijnz Comnmittee (BACC
at thec Stat" Collegc of Snuth Carolin'a and Carvrr Scnior
Hi1gh School , Spar tanburg, '. C.

The Afro-Amcerican Student Organization at the
(. University of South Catrolina, Columbia, S. C.

~.~2 - Bureau (UIn)
2 - Columbin

F!'A:ns - --
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Th'! SLudrmt Jonviolu-nt Coordinating Counittee (CC)
does not Ive -I ,or oganization in South Carol in)-; hnwevcr,.

ri,,istili tiblonrilit ,titwi;hiilil091lifiTcy are

vtNUI groups in Aiderson, Char eston arn Orangebir- do noL
have 'a minister and th.. Orangelburg group docs not have a
ineting place. Some of the Pmouibcrs from Orangeburg travel to
Coluimbia each miiiday to attend ?oSque '3P. The inderson
rebrnhshi p is composed of 5 members and ther Charleston group
is iinorganized nnd has a small rembrship. The Orangcburg
group has approximately 15 members and the Columbia Mosque
has approximately 25 members.

rhe rI in Soith Carolina is not active in any out-
side activities. Their part in the BIWAI in South (Trolina is
not bcliev:-1 to be an active part. The NOI has taken no part
in recent d'.monst.rati.ons or racial incidents in South Carolina
aid therr is nn indication that the N OT is planning any activity
that vould lead to violence.

There are 2 mcmbcrs of the Columbia Mosque who could
be consicdered as gblieved in favor of violence and who would

e.%I n i1r TI -*111ri < *. o - *, -!ifi) - -cr .

At this timc' it is not believed that. the vOI in South
Cavol inn is a tseious threat so far as vclecie is cnlreerined
and it iS not believed that the FOI will unI* 11 : i' ary
demonstrationls l the iumeiatc.e future'.

2
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2. ITACC

. . 14t oth Carolina Statre Coleg:,
Orans~latr:C S. C.

This group is :omposced of approximately 20 members
an adm) ti(cd profoi$llacktpizcr d

' - ()L'%. 1 I I .I .11'"* 0. cbI t :k dj .1Ite . IL IUL a

culmi'nating 1.1in 2 South Carolina
lAIA high L'~ 11 1 sihol stid"ont belln

inl proIoti.7n "I 'mn traon i

r'o. ahr .', -v l. Pna1.

StIte COl.gr .StuId2nItS andtI I
I il led, DAC:Ivha ' i n.n active
CoIumbtia, S. C., in' whinh tihe!'
acted uponm by th:;- Gnv::*-nor o.

It is believe that lt is groupo "a propcity fo;
ol r n'qr. vn t .at + i.-Lr nnrftivit- vll in 11 h intur

t.ts' ha tino 'i' J . ****$ 0.. om 1' secho a of thii
1 ~ ie -pI 1*dj arv def initely

blac:k p)wr~" :* docai- and l ave in* cat...r nat if vio1 fnc
wr necessary Lo acco:m.plish thL'.r right thi.: vtiy would nocti

L= 'La:- tou .vi l c ,

int Carver"LACir i.1.
Sc*par atet, .C

3Geho,

c~p~ o: . :%, ] I, I.is ";. -* d, i.Ita0 ;t.-, * u a

Iprop** ~n:i f~~' o iol31nc and as ad .7. I t.,t or

tM.d, th. !; a' r-slirit thrt wO ti l lo!:4:h:11ow an b in
whji1try "'io s:l*.1" It, ?'o:: als~o h*'**'n ni1 ~ ae' th a. 7 **~i:rn will
tolen o- coofr th 1.*u0; 1. 10 4o#ing%1 **', p : nt-'1'11:^ V

Ta'#.- I*a; *:Iroup; of blyak tosR-t : the Univr ity
of South ('rol..na which : was on. anis:" duri t "h tal) . 1967.

I
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III. ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS cON'SIDERED
AS POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS

Columbia fedls that all of the~ abovec groups and
iticlividuals mentioned abovc are potentially dangerous and
should bc considered for current countcrintc'lligcnce ac~tion.
Th.' reasons havc. hccn s-vt forth pr(!viu;;1y.

I V* SUCG YSTIONS FORl THE OVERALL L'OUNTER~IVNT1ELLIGENCE
PROGRAM

I

P~i'tratOn f the I3M via inforusants sn that promp~t,
ae~~urteinfOrr'oato ref;arding their plan,,,, act ivi tics, andl

th~: nvnlr'is c'Isthme most Pe'fccrLivc' ojatritligo
S rn~t i oi..T!,is pha1,111Sis thr, arr'a of roner-ttrat inii of the

Columqbia )i visicsui at thw urocsr-nt tirat Coinplt :.c t1olcwo
ofoF crla 1cmr of a UT-11 group Is cswntial to perrorm
effective cowiutc-rintel Iigcie -c locs; br r ~ap~,a completc-
dic,')ipt ion or -tutomobilecs driven by the tnmlr-as, including
the liccnsie a1i',br, t:an bce furnishecd to lattal Liu, cnfortc-mennt.
Officials so that th y vwill be alert for all traffic violations
Lfl:urred by thacsc mnbcrs. Thc- South Car')]itun Highuvay ) epartment

1rpt-rates nudcer the paoint system and whct; a driver zreceivcs 06
certain wunber of points als a rcstilt of tra~; i'!.iointions,

is icvsc ~u atinmaicalyrcvolc~d. This autri'.atically

4-
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".Ten he ro ne prr.Ivafor th- driver ir o nfdct to

-*. hIi i.*. '' ~ li.tm 'u-%:.-i ll ued. Colum-abia I- f l.s that
th~ o'p13at-i h2s great pot.'.nti.al in that it will prevlnt

moub'rs fron driving and also will cost those oneict

Another effcctive1, program that Ca: vork in
eucational in;titutin~ hWIs already h en :-..-ated a-,

r .hcr Yighx :;hroo it C' =.i.ab., .1. C. Thin.:- is a i.ornrr

"E ' 9 r~ :71,e . 'r*- Etudents r 'c: 0 1--,) rwith tho-::
pVC'i? c:* , -I th 5. schol and in their n.i.orhood. Zhe in

: -c thic! ar" diScu:;c c] ntgd a solution is "'ip 1 . When one.
* u .At Dh'** I(Acom:G t "trou'blerakr,"

:ru :11' cntat this "trroublem~al-r" and
* :.Iss : L

1 ::. u:.io' untLil thC problem has L, r-n resolvcdi.

. p. Cer t c;::2pe1. o tle oC ff zil.vu*n so ot
n'."'::.'1 J La : to)IovZ.:, . During the rec''nt trrchi on the

::~. Ci'i.1a, wor-d vas passed to all high schools in the
'C rmbia~ ar'a that th !.'r-** r t*. should. participate

in t1.' dboeatio.- grou held a meeting,
at ChichC t j t w deided that no n011 C.::rslP rPoC:hCV uuld
prtic iptv; th- ea rtr:!, each am1ber cnitactd nll other
1i:ro studen'.. at Iui-ht..* High School and kn )r:ted thie that

the- :mai 1)rl not nrticip-it? in the dcroonteaioA. .1 ar
0 1.1 r .:jion , serc: wrve no tudcuts? ro a :)rWbie pai 7: cipat iAo

i n ther- dt ionnr , t' on our though at. tl hW; :uin:; mnt' had
tated that the viCIC rVoing to denostratc

Another possibility for count..rin;.r 1.iigerec
p-ratiols5 is through the local office' of a: !cjrri o
Geopom c Opportunity (GD).. The Dirct'r. .Ind :istavt

(L, ie .i
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())cc4,nr ol 0!:0 i'i Columiv.iaarc 'rtremlcol noprvative and
have nta1:vd tile, would assmisttibe Bircau ini av.- way h,%

Cn. Thi'ovf'g h tluwir ic hy ~l(ose coista(AL 'Al, all
f:1111r.) nrr~as nd Awth .Ing'any o -U1 1 lcr;~o n' t~ in til

sl~at JI'rwntl tJ~:~:'h111 cnpl oy .C
-110 h-1-- r' suiittr'd f h Aiaor tile
Coulina D'Aisi, who was fired by theo 0110 because he was
atitcr~ptiing to create t.,nll g~onrthr eiOCIents of 1'
vl-iir' nt-ra ill-~ .11i)

I.- (coIItalitJ y oil Lite. alc-Trt 1a9' IL.-LQ)-S aii- %,.-il talu. '.,lat-
cvcr aci 'on is ricceseary tnIhoop them. out of~ th,.,s~iim areas
in South Cprolina.

The W01 in Co)uni~ia ir. at the precent time building
a n-t: tiosepic. Their p3ogreso is slow and iv thc immediate
JutiireC Oumlia v.i1 ill t'brit to the Bureaus a letter requcstineg
t1,-t I-lie building inTspcetors in Columbia bc contacted in ordcr
that Lhicy mi-glt inspect the constriiitini; of the ncw, mosque
to !f:,C Hjally violations uf the building rzodc have occusrredi.
It i~ r livedd that, this action will cpuse a further slowing
down ort the construction of the mosque and possibly cause
themi additional financial problems.

Columbula is; vigorously following, this program~ and
cotistan 11 y ati erpting to determine logical and ef fectivc'

:outer~i~l i en~vmoven.. A separate r'ovtm,'nircntion v2ill
1), v;ulni ttr.-d uoin lcounlterintcll igcneo zI-ovc..: thaut C0111Mu!1
fcols will be toflvctive against specific t..rrgc'tz. A proress
Icttcr will be submritted on 6/l/M8.

(U;
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UNITED STATE* ERNMENlT

.MT MemI 1oa.idum
:.DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

o f AC, CINCINNATI (100-16921)

i $T: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACKNATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS

V--RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

DATE: 4/4/68

ReBuairtel, 3/4/68.

coordinate this pro
has been assigned to

Cincinnati Division has the following active
black nationalist extremist groups:

At Cincinnati:

SNCC.with approximate membership of fifteen.

fifteen.
CORE with approximate membership of twelve to

NOI with approximate active membership of twenty-
seven to thirty.

Sl

I -
/

'I
at

I.

I go. 11

CORE with approximate membership of tw
fifteen.

(2)-Bureau (RM)
Cincinnat TLL ITO!"ATTt.!COffTAINE~o APR 8 1S58

B( /sul -

APR 12196B8
.l

I

elve to . k

SNCC is very active and has a strong propensity
for violence,

CORE is less active but has a strong propensity
for violence/..

NOI is very active but has, to date, not-indicated
a propensity for violence and has opposed violence in the
streets.

At Columbus;X"IW.

I

I

: 1. , -'. ..
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I

NOI with approximate membership of four or fIV

CORE is not very active but has a propensity for
violence as it promoted racial violence in Columbus in
September, 1967.

NOI is active and no propensity for vilence
indicated at this time.

-At Dayton:

Dayton Alliance for Racial Equality (DARE) with
approximate membership of twenty-five.

SNCC with unknown membership.

NOI with approximate active membership of
about twelve.

DARE is very active and has song propensity
for violence.

SNCC is very active with very strong propensity
for violence.

NOI moderately active with no indicated
propensity f6i violence and presently teaching opposition
to violence in the streets.

At Springfield:

NOLGroup with approximate membership of ten
to twelve. Not very active and no indicated propensity for
vkience.

At Steubenville:

Community* -- a . ** embers : * .. * -
Teamwork (COMBAT).
has stated he "was going totear Steuoenvavie wide open
until. he got what he wanted."

Individuals who are militant black nationalists
are listed below. -Additional individuals are under
consideration for inclusion on the Rabble Rouser index
and close check is being made of other individuals who
.appear to be developing violent black nationalist tendencies:

-2-
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Progress letters summarizing operations in the
A Division will be submitted,

.. 4L'~*

I t. I 1

I

Eacn racial organization and each individual
listed above is considered to be of such potential
danger as to be considered for current counterintelligence
action. Each has displayed past activities which show
their propensity for violence in racial matters. Each
has shown they seize such lopal conditions to foment and
augment disorder and violence.

The Counterintelligence Program regarding
Black Nationalists and Hate Groups is an excellent program
and soundly based. This program has potential for very
valuable disruption of this type group. No general
suggestions are being made, and there will be concentration
on specific recommendations which will be submitted by
separate communication.
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. UNITED STAT E GOVERNMENTT

Memorandum
rO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC,JACKSON (100-980) (P)

DATE: 4/4/68

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE PROGRAM
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, dated 3/4/68,
and Jackson letter to the Bureau, dated 4/4/68.

In accordance with instructions from Item
#5 of Page 5 in the first reference above, the follow-
ing suggestions are forwarded as possible counterintel-
ligence actions against previously determined field
wide targets:

I. SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE (SCLC)

MARTIN LUTHER KING

A. KING has changed the date of his
Washington Spring Project (WSP) on several occasions;
he has, on occasion, announced his anticipated presence
at various locations, and then send a top aide instead
of appearing himself; he has periodically changed the
dates of his appearances in certain geographic areas.
Many times, announcements were made when KING was to be
at a specific WSP meeting in order to draw a crowd, when
actually it.was known in advance by KING that he would
not attend.
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JN 100-980

It is felt the above considerations can
be exploited to cause confusion in the efforts of KING
and his group, and to cause Negro dissatisfaction with
his operating procedures. This could be accomplished
by the following:

1) When KING is actually to
be at a gathering, have informants circulate false in-
formation as to time, date and location of KING's ap-
pearance, or variations of each, i.e., correct time and
place, but different location, correct location, but
different date, et cetera.

2) Have informants circulate
information that KING is to be at announced local meet-
ings of SCLC groups when, .in fact, he will not be present.

3) Announce, through informant,
when KING is to be at specific place, that this is only a
guise to draw a crowd, and only local leaders will be
present, excluding KING.

B. KING and his top aides dress expen-
sively, generally travel via first class means , and
stay at first class accommodations usually in predomi-
nately white areas of cities he visits. Recently, in
Memphis, KING ran from his followers when violence erupted
during a march he was leading there. It is felt the above
two considerations could be linked to discredit KING and
his aides with poor Negroes who he is seeking support from.
This could be accomplished by the preparation of a flyer
showing photographs of KING and aides dressed well, next
to photographs of Negroes poorly clothed; under the photo-
graph would be data concerning his expensive tates, ac-
commodations, use of private airplane, and related data;
with this information would- be information concerning

2
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KING's deserting his followers during the :Memphis riots
The key note message would be that KING and his aides
are out for their own financial and physical welfare
primarily. Flyers could be prepared from newspaper
photographs of KING and tis aides, or from some photo-
graphs available at various field offices. Distribution
could be by anonymous mailings to poor Negro leaders,
or by placement of copies at Negro meeting places by
informants.

II. STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING
COMM1fITTEE (SNCC)

This group has discouraged its members
from associating with whites. Information has been de-
veloped that some leaders and top functionaries, since
the establishment of this policy, have periodically
maintained close associations,to include residing with
white girl friends. Information concerning these asso-
ciations could be capitalized on by counterintelligence
measures to show the hypocrisy of these leaders and to
discredit the individuals involved with their new "Black
only" oriented associates in the same organization, and
to discredit them with leaders of other Black Nationalist
organizations withuhom they may be seeking support or
rapport.

Specifically, efforts could be undertaken
to obtain photographs of the principals involved with
their white girl friends. The flyer could then be pre-
pared containing this photograph or photographs. Under
thephotograph could be information regarding the princi-
pals' position with SNCCfollowed by quotations of top
SNCC leaders regarding associations with whites or
Black Separatists statements..The flyers could be mailed
anonymously to pertinent National and local leaders of
SNCC and/or to leaders of other Black Nationalist organ a-
tions advocating Black separatism, rather than simply

JN 100-980 L
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mailing letters anonymously, these letters could be
sent under the guise of Nation of Islam, Revolutionary
Action Movement, or other similar groups who could be
construed to be criticizing as a group the individuals'
activity as a representative of SNCC.
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 4/4/68

SAC, JACKSON (100-980) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS *,
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, dated 3/4/68.

In accordance with instructions in reference,
the following information is forwarded:

1. IDENTITY OF SPECIAL AGENT ASSIGNED
TO COORDINATE CAPTIONED PROGRAM IN
JACKSON DIVISION

II. SUMMARY OF BLACK NATIONALIST ACTIVITY
IN JACKSON DIVISION

.1
V.

* 4 1

2-

A. Brief Summary of Black Nationalist
Movement in Mississippi

0 ~The Jackson Division has fifteen Negroes
1. in Ocean Springs, Mississippi, vicinity who are holding

,,,Nation of Islam (NOI) meetings at the home of a Negro
'- ' g'emale there who has attended NOI meetings in New Orleans,

Louisiana. There are three other NOI members in other
-. areas of Mississippi, who were active with NOI in other

divisions. None are current active in Mississippi. Miss-
issiooi has no NOI temple.
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B. Estimate of Propensity for
Violence of Above Groups

The IOI group under development in
Ocean Springs, Mississippi, is presently not well organ-
ized and per informant, group has no current programs to
indicate a violence potential.

The Tougaloo College PAC activities
have, in the recent past, pertained to the sponsoring of
on campus out-of-state militant Negro speakers, voter regis-
tration drives, and African culture seminars and lectures.
Additionally, the group has vocally condemned various pub-
licized injustices to the civil rights of Negroes in Miss-
issippi.

C. Agitation Index Subjects Who
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D. Other Black Nationalist Leaders
Who May be Future Targets of
Counterintelligence Action
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lacking in leadership traits.

III. ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS CONSIDERED
OF SUCH POTENTIAL DANGER AS TO BE CON-
SIDERED FOR CURRENT COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
ACTION

A. Tougaloo College PAC

Justification:

PAC, due to its affiliation with the
SNCC, the latter ofwhddhis motivated by a revolutionary
direct action philosophy that places no faith in normal
and democratic procedures.

B.-

Justification:

Due to his affiliation with SNCC, his
association with STOKELY CARMICHAEL, and his past strong
anti-white and anti-establishment statements.

Justification:

Due to position with SNCC
_nd his frequent travels to

areas of racial unrest when violence breaks out.

Justification: 1..
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C
Due to his position as member of

and his recent
unauthorized travel to Havana, Cuba with other SNCC
functionaries.

IV. SUGGESTIONS FOR OVERALL COUNTER-
INTELLIGENCE ACTION FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF THIS PROGRAM

A. Administrative Suggestions

1) Expeditiously or periodically, as
appropriate, advise pertinent field offices of various
successful techniques utilized by other field offices
generally and specifically in these matters.

2) When successful counterintelli-
gence material determined appropriate to only one
specific Black Nationalist organization, that this data
be expeditiously forwarded to field offices with units
or subunits of same organization so as to maximize uti-
lization and effect of counterintelligence measure.

B. Overall Counterintelligence
Action

That in devising overall counterintel-
ligence efforts against Black Nationalist organizations
consideration be given to effort of counterintelligence
actions if of publicity nature, on white hate groups who
may capitalize on data published or publicized to seek,
promote, and obtain support or members for their own
organizations or use data as basis for violent action.

The Jackson Division is submitting by separate
letter suggestions for counterintelligence action agains
the targets mentioned in reference as field wide. Additionally,

5
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3ckson is considering measures against individuals
listed under III above and when measures devised,
will submit letter with the request for Bureau approval
of same.
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UNITED STATES cSERNMENT
Memorandum

: iRiECTOri, M (100-443006) DAm: 4/2

moum :SAC, AlTik (157-231) (P)

SUBJECT: COTl1~'ILCJC PROG1dii

zCAC IAiL L:Y'lLLICi.CE

Reluairte1 to iAlbany, 3/4/60.

The follo-ring information sets *forth the
Countcrintelligence P.'ro-ramn for the ilbany Division,
as requested in rt.fer-enced Luairtel:

1. 1 __gggggggggggggghas been assinesd as
coordinator of this i!roglarn for the Albany Division.

2. "The 13rothers" (T1) is presently unt-er investigat
by the Albany Offics, which investigation %as predicat
by allegations wadz against them during the racial dis
tur'cance of 7/27/67, at Albany, UI. Y., that they had a
part in inciting , t riot. Informant covera-e of this
ort-anization has reA-lected no plans for participation
racial disturbances to date. T U membership is estkiat
at 25 to 30 members. Activities have been limited and
centered around housing conditi-ins and unemployraent
opportunity. TZ, arc not considered by this office to
be in a position to instigate violence in view, of the
fact frew 1e;,roes in the Albany area follo- thcw as a
le itinate organization.

The"aation of Islam" (:0I) has been unsucces
fully attewptins to establish themselves in Albany ai
Syracuse, 1. Y. To date, neither location has a self.
sustaining mosque which is due to the lac! of local so
and interest. All 1OI activities for ilbany are under
direction of liosqus 013, Springfield, bass., -a:d S'yra
LO activities are under thi- direction f losqu' ;23,
11. Y. There are presently six Albany reients wiho a

bers of the 1701. Investigation at syracuse has .re
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10 local residents as mcbers. Investi-ation at Albany
ad Syracuse has ria-lected no participation by the E01 in

fonentinm racial disturbances or plannic o2 sar.e.
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3. Pre l.y, racial activities in the Albany -
I virion ar dor.aa::t rc-arding the e:ist rce ot a propencit

r violence. 'Ths organizations and incivid'als rtt forth
atov- are not consi.kred to be of such potential tangcr that

.2 -

w4. The local police department are naturaLy 7
concerned over possibilities for violence and the prevention
oi violence as is thn Lurcau. In connection vith this mutual
concern, the Albany Division is submitting the following plan
as a possibility for counterintelliencc action. Regarding
those individuals twho may be designated ar a target, discreet
liaisons should be maintained vith trusted and established
sources vithin th? local police departments so that they
way esignate these individuals as targets also. Through
tne police departrants, a series of traffic tickets can be
issued to the targrtL, of v'hich the targ-t's copy rill be
desLroyed, until such a backlog of "unpaid" tid.ets is
accru-A that the issuance of an arrest warrant is nEctssary.
The :arrant vould Lc: hc1d in abeyance u 6 til such tiwe as
violence nay app-ar iraminent and that the tari;'t way be
ezga-ed in fomentin- this violence. Thc warrant can then
be served and the tar;'et arrested and incarcerated, thereby
prevcnting his -presence on the streets to incite the racial
strife.

5. Ly s2ncarate letter, suzgxstions for counter-
intellitence action against the Student i.ozviolsnt Coordinat-
in" Cormittee, Southxrn Chrirtian Leadr hip Conference, I
Re lutionary Action Iovewnt, and the 101 will be submitted.

-3-
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UNITED STATUES. ERNMENT

Memo dum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 4/5/68

SAC, ST. LOUIS (157-5818) (tH)

SUBRJECT:COUNTERINTELLIGENCE.PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel dated March 4, 1968,

is assigned to co-ordinate the
captioned Counterintelligence Program in the St. Louis
Division.

The Black Nationalist movement in the St. Louis
Field Territory is summarized as follows:

The only active Black Nationalist Extremist
Group is the Nation of Islam (NOI), Mosque Number 28. This
Mosque has been active since approximately 1954 and has a
current membership of approximately one hundred. The fourteen
officials of this Mosque are currently on the Security Index
of the St. Louis Division and recommendations will shortly )I.
be made for inclusion of the top four officials to be placed
on the Rabble-Rouser Index.

In the past, all violent activities of the NOI
have been directed against current or former members of the
organization. In public and in private this group has

I. j stated that it is against violence. It is not unlikely,
however, that the leaders in the Mosque will not always be
able to control the individual activities of the members, some
of whom may be prone to agitate local disturbances.

The Rabble-Rouser Index of the St. Louis Division
currently includes three individuals who may be considered
B lc Nationalists. They are as follows:



SL: 157-5818

In spite of its record for avoiding racial
disturbances, the NOI Mosque Number 28 must still be considered
a potential source of racial agitation. The Mosque is strong
in both membership and finances and the discipline of both
the National and Local leaders is well evidence. It is felt
that the primary area of other intelligence activity against
this organization should be concentrated toward discrediting
the leaders and the organization as a whole and thus
frustrating their attempts to increase their membership and
influence.

The
appear on the
for Counterin
particularly
in the area es

above three mentioned individuals, who now
Rabble-Rouser Index are all excellent targets

te 'tion, inasmuch as any one of them,
might serve as a catalyst for individuals

spousing Back Nationalism.

It is felt tha er nte ence activity
against "______________ 'ould be

particular y eective in preventing any Unification or
coalition of various individuals in the St. Louis area, who
favor Black Nationalism.

Although this Division currently has no active
Chapters of SNCC or Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM),
any attempts to start such organization in this Division
hould receive concentrated Counterintelligence activity,
n order that these groups potential for violence could be
egated.

p
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S. Specific suggestions for this Counterintelligence
Program against individuals and/or organizations will be
provided by separate communications in accordance with
Bureau instructions in referenced airtel.

f 3(4
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UNitld STATES PO'ERNMENT

MemorAdum
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I-- . Br IliT:TLIm w lJC .

1e Bureau airtel dated 3/J/G8.

S
DlAZI : A

1. -ho ben d.2igrnatd coordinator
r!' too country rtlcl ikenr+7jprogram against Black Jnttonalist -
!lte Group:; for the Ions Angcles Division.

'. sri. follo*::inr- Black Ilationalint i:7tc type Croups
-r: c-tivv in the Lewn Angelvs ars at thin tiz. They are

gtv.fn , priority listing based upon an evaluation or their
size, aims . and propenCity for violence. It is believed
that counterintelligerce- action should be instituted first
agalnot those organizations heading the lict. 'ThIrs target /
evalution Io baoed upon the opinions of the agents handliymu;
thezL orConizationz a '.*1 as information from Informants, -
in contact ith thee Croupc.
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This organization it probably the fastest
growing Croup in the Los Angeles area. It
has about 200 m mbers, of' ihich opproximnt:ly
20 are consIdeed "hard core.' iTh group
elainr to.be culturally oriented, ho;:ever, its
l:ader wlue r bble rousing .pch eJezdcigned
' app,_-al to the emotions cf ,thcIr lizt-mrs.

'Lth u-;ocztionc of'revolution ani violence.
It in rated au having a potential for violence.

STUDdNT NOhI-VIOLETIT COORDINATING /, y,
CQMIITTh-J. (SuCC)
This in a newly; reorganized and reactivated
group with an estimated 30 memcrz. It iv
ratxd an having a potential for violence base'i
on the composition of its leadership anC mc-aPer-
ship rather than its size. .. .

I
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LA 1'57 U !

Thts: it a coll-ction of college .caTpus blacir
nil.tnt crgatnizations operattng on cevoral
local cll go ca-ipuces ith a total me'nibr-
chip of about 150. Baced on sever-l past
acts of violence in the State of Califtania
it i- felt this organization has a potcntil
fcr future violence.

Ul'"A T':T:i,; OF ILA PI !'7

This grup i a militant black nat..onalist
branch of the follo'::erv of ELIJAH 1!?i D.
It has an ertimiated 550 mcemr of hich
approxi'nat'.ly 100 to 125 are considered hard
core.

This is a coalition of Nero organizations,
both militant and non-militant. It has
sponsored little or no activity. It
publishes a netzpaper featuring articles by
various Black flationalist extremists.

UNITLD FRONT

A black nationalist organization co"posed mostly
of young: Ncro tenageur. It teach. ra pro-
Hoo philosophy. It ha a potential for violence
how~ver, it appear- it is in the state cti collapse
due to internal dioCension. Membership iv
ctin.ated at 25, with possibly 4 or 5 hard core

m e b e r C .

BL.CK A!ITI-DRAFTH UNI0

Al

Thir, organization is neared mainly In
organiZin;-resistance by Ihgroez to ilitary
service and teachinG racial hate. It appeneI
there.1 iay be some latent pote.ntial for vilenc2.
A mall collection of individuals, no formal
mernberchip requirements.
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Thisto a-licved to be a

ortga:ni:tion with no sign

The followi n black nation
the Agitator Indcx (AI).
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ificant membership.
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r. r I recommended that the US organization and
be considered for current counter-

intelligerice a('t1I0. As noted previously, US I the fastest
growing group in the Lo f.ngeles area. The members wear
colorful costume anrid many have shaved heads, which is almost
a trademark of this group. The costumes and dress of this
group constitute a fad, and as such are especially attractive
of the younger fad-conscious Jlegroes. To prevent the long
range growth of militant black nationalist organizations among
youth, as vcll as tne prevention of violence, which are bah
-o,-.I r h program, suggestions for counterintelligence
action against this group and its le der are being submitted
by separate letter.

Recommendations are being submitted by separate
letter for couritt.erintclligence action against the local SNCC
group and its leadership because of the nationwide program
against this organization, and because it appears it may become
a collecting point for various individuals wishing to agitate,
but riot no-.: offilisted with some other orGanization.

Suggentions for counterintelligence action are being
submitted by separate litter recommending counterintelligence
action against the local Nation of Islam group, a. a part of the
national camoini against this organization.

4. Concerning overall counterintelligcnce action,
there appears to be no effective national coalition of Black
Nlationalisut groups. It appears that some of the leaders fear
they might be forced out of their power positions by potential
1 ders both from within and from outside their organization.
I is suggested that every effort be made during interviews f

ack nationalists to build on these fears by rumor and innu ndo,

0.-
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id ier,,:1 rloit '4:3Qr 1frictionc andi differec'st. For
,.-In a r$ xnnk ;Ut file nu-nb- r of the Southcrn Christian
darship Cnfcr',.ctc (SCLC),, mir'ht bc asktod during an

if~. -ic- f' therc v'-an anything, to the ru-nor thot STOKELY
CAR'.1ICIAY;L IpIrnz force MAfTIN WUhkM KING out of the SCIC
arid take It ovcr, or evve sown more plauoible typu of rumor,
It in felt that VSuch activity might be useful, in preventing
the formation of a coalition.

Agents assigned to w-ork racial 'natt..irs hav--. been
fu'lly adviv.1ed of the i-rportance of the counterintelligence
program. Any suCge'stions, or ideas will be~ subrnitt-d to the
Bureau for approval, in accordance vIith Bureau instructions.
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UNITED STATES 11RNMENT

jeil ';r n

7i :IblRECTOR, FBI

ZIAC',CHAHLOTE (100-10382)

msi fil I:-COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to Albany 3/4/68.

coordinatelthspraWL
as alternate coordinator.

4A168i~

2. The NOI has temples in Charlotte, Durham, and
Winston-Salem, N. C. None of these groups has been known
to engage in acts of violence or possession of weapons or
instruments of destruction. They have uttered violent
statements at meetings; however, they do not cooperate with
other Black Nationalist groups or demonstrate in the streets.
The membership is estimated as follows: Charlotte - 20;
Durham - 50; Winston-Salem - 6.

Black Student Awareness Committees have been formed
at the folloWhg North Carolina Negro colleges under various
pseudonyms: Shaw, ATT, Fayetteville State Teachers, N. C.
College, Johnson C. Smith University. Also, a Black Student

- Bureau (RM) I---- --1
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CE 100-10382

I movement has been organized on the campus of the Universi
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. This
division is currently investigating each to determine the
leaders and their propensity for violence.

Preliminarily, it appears that the Grass Roots.
Associatii s artered in Durham and
allegedly is providing loose
co-ordi-n ** nrp"-q m s.

at six NorEbCarolina campuses by egro students in
sympathy with Orangeburg, South Carolina, students. At
this Juncture, it would be premature to attempt an estimate
of their propensity for violence.

4. This division feels that the Bureau must strive
to eliminate the facade of civil rights and show the American
public the true revolutionary plans and spirit of the Black
Nationalist movement and its leaders, expose and discredit.
them in the eyes of responsible individuals and organizati s-

2
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hojcontribute financially to their activities as well as
ay honorariums for personal appearances. It is felt that y
ducating state and local officials as well as the general
ublic who are not privy to the knowledge in possession of

the Bureau, these leaders could be isolated to influencing
the small hard core group of revolutionaries. Charlotte
would suggest that this expose could be accomplished through
(1) A congressional hearing; (2) leaks to friendly news
media; (3) obtaining the mailing lists and bulk mailing
permit numbers of the subversive organizations and counterfeiting
literature damaging to the organization; (4) fictitious letters
to news media exposing their plans. Counterintelligence should
also be directed against the individuals personally in an
attempt to disrupt their personal and official activities and
plans. The following means are suggested:

(1) Intimate knowledge of the individual's daily
activities is vital to implement an effective counterintelligence
campaign, and therefore, mail, trash and telephone covers as
well as fisurs, should be considered in order to obtain leads
for counterintelligence purposes.

(2) Prior to appearance of the individual at a campus
or public function, fictitious letters should be circulated
calling for extreme violence in the name of the subject
speaker.

(3) Physical surveillance of the subject's motel
room for immoral conduct. When such is detected, an
anonymous phone call to the local Police Department and
newspapers.

(4) Anonymous calls to the subject's wife alleging
infidelity with his traveling companions and/or female
co-workers.

(5) Selected personal appearances could be
disrupted by anonymous bomb threats at the auditorium.

(6) When sufficient data is colle~td regarding
subject's incomes conferences should be had with IRS.

1
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(7) The regulatory powers of local and state age ies
hould be utilized to police the minor transgressions of t
ubjects, such as building codes, permits, traffic violatif8

(8) The planting of stories that the subject's close
"Lieutenants are informants.

A separate letter is being submitted regarding
suggestions for counterintelligence action against targets -

listed in referenced airtel.
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AIRTEL REGISTRED

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-14192) (P)

COUNTiRINTELLIG0NCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Tir

Via

I f

Re Bureau airtel to SAC, Albany, 3/4/68.

_________has been designated as the
Agent handling the Counterintelligence Program in the
San Diego Office.

The following Black Nationalist groups are
involved in the racial situation in San Diego:

U der the
is an anti-white group of

io speak of violence and riots and
advocate the killing of whites. Their
membership is estimated at from 25 to 35
hard core members. They are allegedly all

,armed and speak of acquiring more weapons
-br their eventual struggle against the

- white community. Several members of this
group have been involved in robberies, arson,
or shootings. This group is considered to

.,.have the greatest potential'for violence of
any group in the San Diego area. They are
closely associated with US, Incorporated, a

n an ego almost week apd is violently r
anti-wh'e/

ureau (REGISTERED)
an Diego /aAPR 5

. EMP:apg -
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Muhammad's Mosque No. 8 of the Nation of* Islam, located at 2575 Imperial Avenue, San Dieg
California, has a membership estimated at
between 80 and 100 persons. Currently they are
following a docile policy opposed to violence and
bearing of arms, although they continue to be
anti-white, anti-Christian, and call for separation
of the races. Recently the Minister of Mosque .

. No, 8 and the Captain of the Fruit of Islam of this
Mosque actually appeared at the San Diego, California
Police Department and reported two members of the
Mosque who they said were in possession of firearms.
They said it was not the policy of the Mosque to
bear arms or to participate in riots or violent
activity. They said they would not coo era e h
other Ne roes ina

The US Group and the Nation of Islam are the only
groups in San Diego considered Black Nationalist in nature.

The following individuals have been placed on the
Agitator Index and are considered Black Nationalist leaders
who should be targets for Counterintelligence activity:

* *..
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D 100-14192
It a felt that the US Group and its

a well as other har core
members o s group a on e the number one target of
counterintelligence activity in San Diego inasmuch as this
Group openly advocates violence and is potentially dangerous
because all members of this paramilitary group are armed and
are violently anti-polle and anti-white. It is believed that
this group would become involved in planned destruction in
the event of a riot in San Diego,

Muhammad' a Mosque-No. 8 of the Nation of Islam in
San Diego isat the present time, a stab~izing influence on
the Negro in San Diego. For this reason, it is felt that they
should be considered only a secondary target forcounterintelligenced
activities until such time as this situation changes,

L an independent racist who attends
st activities and is violently anti-

7U this position to further the Black Nationalist cause in
San Diego. For the past year, Agents of the San Diego Office
have whenever the opportunity presents itself, discredited

to his employers and other influential Negroes, As
ar su of this program and because of statements ade IM
and becaue of a soc atone and a

con nue o e a arge for counterintell ence activi y because
of the influence he wields over the Negro community and because
of his Black Nationalist tendencies.

I
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*SD 100-114192te

The San Diego Division f ee hat the five goal of

the Counterintelligence Program as teted and set forth
referenced airtel, should be effective in reducing the
potential for violence of Black Nationalist groups and
individuals. 1
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SC, New York (100-161140) 4/8/68

Director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAUN
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(NATION OF ISLAM)

Reurlet 2/27/6C.

Enclosed for New York are 273 copies of the
booklet suggested in referenced letter.

New York is authorized to anonymously mail these
booklets to Nation of Islam members as set out in referenced
letter. Use commercially purchased envelopes and all other
necessary precautions to insure this mailing cannot be
traced to the Bureau.

The Bureau appreciates this suggestion and the
imagination and enthusiasm exhibited by the New York Office.
New York should advise the Bureau of the results of this
operation and be alert to logical follow-up action.

1 - Mr. M. F. Row (6221 IB)

TJD:lkm r / , .*:./

( 6) :* //

0 NTE REC- 59
a0 Memorandum G. C. Moore to W. C. Sullivan dated

. 3/15/68 and captioned as above, outlined this counterintelli-
* ~ gence operation and was approved by the Director. The

a Eichibits< Section ha's completed the enclosed pamphlet and
it is now being forwarded the New York Office.
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